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T‘eXtaml8.42 on ground? Games faces 
.Singer/songwriter Retreat to set the stage from 
Ontario has a $eeling for Tahltan leaders to 
you’ll like his sound - come together the B.C. Winter Games 
.\COMMUNITY Bd \NEWS ’A8 \SPORTS B4 
~ Meet some of the skilled 
athletes who will travel to 
for time bema. sav Doiice 
POLICE HAVE refused to 
release information about 
a .shooting early last week 
,that sent three people to1 
hospital here, citing an on- 
going investigation into the 
incident. 
’ . Staff Sgt. Eric Stubbs 
of Terrace RCMP cited the 
“sensitive” nature of the 
case for the detachment’s 
hesitation to provide further 
details. I 
’ “I appreciate that you 
guys are looking for infor- 
mation and want to tell the 
community what’s going 
on,” he told an informal news conference late last week. 
i -Stubbs said the case was complicated to the point that 
releasing any more information, even basic details-such as 
the victims’ ages and genders, could hinder the police in- 
ivestigation. 
i The reasons behind the case’s complexity aren’t even be- 
jng released. 
i “I’d love to explain the reason but I can’t,” said Stubbs. 
“I tell you as a person I will be glad to explain in say two 
br three weeks why we do what we did but I’m not prepared 
to do it now,” he said. 
i The short-term desire to tell the public what’s going on 
is outweighed by the long-term goal of putting the guilty 
people in jail, he said. 
I 
Staff Sgt. Eric Stubbs 
- --II < m -  - - -  - - 
ccI’m not willing’ to compromise the long-term god for 
the short-teim goal. I think,the public will appreciate that,” 
he said. / I  
In other cases, police have given out,more details but ev- 
ery situation is different, even if it appears to be similar to 
previous cases, he said. 
The instant police have updated information they can 
share, they’ll release it, said the detachment’s media spokes- 
person, Const. Rochelle Patenaude. 
Police are saying officers went to an apartment building 
after receiving a complaint of shots being fired at 2:34 a.m. 
on Feb. 7. Three people suffered gunshot wounds and were 
sent to Mills Memorial Hospital. 
Two were reported to be in stable condition and the third, 
listed as critical, was airlifted to hospital in Vancouver. 
All three people are known to police. 
The shootings took place at the Cedar Place Apartments 
at 4931 Walsh Ave., across the street from Skeena Junior 
Secondary. Unconfirmed reports indicate the victims in- 
clude a man believed to be in his 60s and a younger man and 
woman. The younger man was reportedly shot in the face. 
Witness accounts of the shooting arc sketchy. 
“I was just leaving my friend’s place when I heard scream- 
ing,” says apartment resident Brian Switzer. 
“Then I heard shots - I’m not too sure how many shots 
were fired.” 
On Feb. 9, police reported the status of the individual 
transferred to Vancouver had been upgraded to serious but 
stabie condition. 
Four members of the major crimes unit in Prince George 
are assisting with the continuing investigation. 
ROSE THOMAS, Norah Jacques, Jan MacKinnon and Marie Beckley, left to 
right, pose together after participating ‘in the opening ceremony at the 50th 
Valentine’s Bonspiel at the curling club Feb. 10. Jacques threw the first rock, 
Thomas and Beckley swept and MacKinnon held the’ broom. They’re wearing 
the red sweaters they wore while curling years ago. MARGARETSPEIRS PHOTO 
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Vesta Douglas passes away 
Just as she lived her life - modestly and with no desire for 
fanfare - so she wanted to be remembered. 
Vesta left explicit instructions for her funeral - that a short 
10 minutes of a regular Sunday church service be dedicated 
to her memory. 
“It’s not a separate funeral - that’s in’ her will and that’s 
exactly what she wants,” says Charlotte Cameron. 
That service happens this Sunday at 10:30 a.m. at Knox 
United Church. A short portion of the service will pay tribute 
to Vesta followed by a reception afterward. 
Hazel Holtom. a friend and an executrix of Vesta’s es- 
tare, will read a eulogy prepared for the most part by Vesta 
herself. 
altar - one representing her and the other, her husband, the 
Today, at 1:30 p.m. Vesta’s ashes will be buried beside her 
husband’s grave at the cemetery. 
Tom H d s ,  a Salvation Army minister from Hazelton 
and a friend of Vesta’s, will play guitar and sing Atna5itg 
Grace. 
Another single red rose is to be placed on her grave and 
one on Doug’s. 
‘These are V&ta’s wishes and we had prornised‘her and 
promised her over the years to abide by her wishes,” says 
RodCameron. t Standard and on-line at www.terracestan&rd.com. 
Vesta Douglas was born on September 20. 1910 in Glen- 
boro, Manitoba. 
She came to Terrace in 1950 with her husband Norval 
“Doug” Douglas, a logger. 
Vesta received numerous awards and recognition over her 
lifetime here including earning the designation of city Free- 
man in 1987 - a role she carried out even in the last months 
before she passed away. 
Her last official public appearance as Freeman was at a 
function following the T k a c e  city council swearing in cer- 
emony late last year. 
Wheelchair bound and very weak, she made the special 
trip to city hall to speak to the newly elected council and 
Perhaps Yvonne Moen, a local historian and friend of 
As per Vesta’s wishes two red roses will be set on the Mayor JackTalstra. 
Vesta’s, sums up best the void in our community her passing 
I/ 
c Camerons said. I 
leaves. I 
m i s s  her dearly.” 
‘There will never be another Vesta,” she said. “We will 
Vesta Douglas touched the lives of many people. 
Ifyou were one of herstudents, volunteered with her over 
the years or remember visiting her house on Hallowe’en, 
we’d like to hearfiom you. 
Send any memories you would like to share by Feb. 17. 
We’ll print them in the Feb, 22 issue of The Terrace 
D Max Min Total 
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CONTRACTORS have been 
@veri a one-week extension 
to get bids in to’the City of 
Terrace on the proposed 
sportspledsecond sheet .of 
sion from Feb. 9 ‘  to this 
They thought the IceKube 
eothermal heating system 
the city wants as part of the 
project could only be ob- 
tained at a retail price from 
one specific mechanical con- 
tractor in Kelowna, says city 
director of leisure services 
Ross Milnthorp. 
’ 
. I I,tTbis, put. themechanical, ,, -~ - contractors in the position 
4 of, having , to.. purchase - the. 4 
equipment at retail from a 
competing mechanical con- 
tractor,” Milnthorp says. 
But the system is also 
available at a wholesale 
price in the Lower Main- 
land which means contrac- 
tors won’t have to pay retail 
prices. 
“This has opened up the 
bidding process and we have 
had interest from a number 
of contractors that did not 
bid previously.” says Miln- 
thorp. 
‘The mo’re bids we get 
(1 the more competitive the 
price will be.‘ So to facili- 
tate as many bids as possible 
[city architects] PBK have 
extended the bid deadline.” 
The’ city previously put 
the project out to tender in 
July of 2005, but when bids 
came back at $8.59 million 
- higher than anticipated 
- council opted to shelve the 
project and retender it dur- 
ing the winter months. 
Council hopes putting 
the project out to tender in 
the winter, yhen contractors 
are less busy, would gener- 
ate more bids ana hopefully 
more competitive prices. 
I But with construction 
prices is British Columbia 
continuing to soar, council 
may in fact be faced with 
higher bids now compared 
to last summer. 
Bids on the project must 
be received at the city public 
works office Thursday, Feb. 
16 by 3 p.m. 
decision as to whether or not 
.. ‘ 1  
Council will the; make a C H RYS L E R  ” 
3 0 3 G E  
VISIT YClUh CHRYSLER, JEER,, DCbDGE DEALER 
S U C b F a r d a r o n d  
le- 
ifda ChQdc... 
M m f i s l a l l L l m  
1 ’  
2006 Jeep Liberty Sport 4x4 
210 hp 3.7L V 6  engine Command-Tracy” part time 4WD 
All speed Traction Co6trol System 16-inch luxuy style steel wheels 
0 Electronic Stability Program (ESP) with Electronic, Roll Mitigation 
Tinted glass windows AWFM stereo with CD player 
Power windows, locks and mirrors * * * Jc Jc NHTSA 5 stap Safety rating 
I. - , 
t PER M O M  FOR 36 MONTHS WITM 
’3.350 DOWN PAYMENT OR EOUIVALENT 
TRADE. ‘0 SECURITY DEPOSIT. 
WRLHASE 
FlNANUN6f FOR 
36 MONMS 
Ptw 
FREIEHT *Z8,927 [‘1.0501 
c: 
EO06 C h r y s l e r  E T  C r u i s e r  
2.4L DOHC SMPl engine 5-Speed manual transmission 
AWFM CD Stereo with 6 premium speakers 
Advanced multi-stage front airbags Tilt steering 
Power driver & passenger 1-touch windows 
Rear window defroster Sentry KeyTM Engine Immobilizer 
Carh pu-re PLUS 
PLUS o/o P U R c H A 5 E  0 ~MONIWS FlWClN6x FOR FREISHT [ ‘1.050 1 
1 
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JENNY. BOWSHER, Debbie Scarborough and Brandy Benson look over some papers together. Each of the two teens wrote letters of sup- 
port for Scarborough’s plan to open a youth emergency shelter in Terrace. , 
Local\) teens need shelter , 
when’ it’s not safe-at home 
By SARAH A. ZIMMEYAN says an articulate teenaged girl, who nated for women and children flee- trate in class a difficult thing to do, 
GIRLS as young as 12 and 13 did not want to be named. ing abuse. he says. 
are putting themselves into “I see that a lot with the younger That means teenagers are ‘falling I{ an emergency ihelter was open 
compromising situations, including girls.” through the cracks. in Terrace he would have gone there 
providing sexual favours inexchange so he could at least have a warm, 
for a warm place to sleep at night, safe place to sleep, he says. 
say some local teens. k place to spend the night. But without a service like that, he 
They aren’t on the street, but are says young men and girls do what- 
average teens who still live at home, ever they need to in order to get their 
though “home” can sometimes be a next meal. 
scary or unhealthy place to be. “They might go steal something 
’ Five teenagers from Parkside here. She’s trying to raise money for when they can’t go home. from a store or steal something to 
Secondary School gathered in a the project. She knows one girl who made sellforfood,”hesays. , ’ 
- locked classroom recently to discuss ’ It would be a place where teen- some very poor choices because she The teens say boys tend to resort 
why a youth emergency shelter is‘ agers can sleep overnight. It would had exhausted all the alternatives. to stealing, violence or selling drugs 
They spoke about young people meals and counselling and referral , with her dealer because she couldn’t Girls may resort to “other things” 
who’ve had a fight with their parents services. stay at home because her step-dad including sleeping with peoplc to 
and are kicked out of the house, teens It is meant to be a temporary so- was sexually abusing her,” says get a hot mea1”and a place to spend 
that live with verbally, physically or. lution for teens who find themselves Bowsher. the night, he says. 
sexually abusive parents and ones in-unsafe situations. “She had gone to different friends The teens say the young people 
who live in environments where Jenny Bowsher, 17, believes there and stuff and it was just the end of niaking these types of decisions 
weeknight parties are the norm. are enough teenagers in Terrace who the line.” come from all walks of life and so: 
park benches or at a friend’s house nights that the proposed facility group says he recently spent the “Any kind of home like middle 
is a better alternative than staying at would be full. night roanling the streets after being income, high income ...j ust because 
home some nights, the teens say. “It shocked me, I thought the kicked out of his house. He waited you’re a parent doesn’t mean you 
upfortunately those are the best shelter would accept teenagers but it until he knew,his parents would be are a.goodlone,” says Bowsher. 
case scenarios. . docsn:t,’z she says. asleep before sneaking back into the ‘3 think any teen that is having 
“If you don’t have a safe place to The men’s emergency shelter , house. a bit‘ of‘a rough time would use the 
go you’ll put yourself-in unsafe situ- shelter, it doesn’t matter what kind 
She knows young girls who have 
“put out” because they have no other 
“Pebple think this doesn’t ex- 
ist in Terrace - it does,” says Deb- 
bie Scarborough, a consultant who 
hopes to open a youth safe home 
“They have 10 beds, they’d prob- 
ably .have 10 people there every 
day,” says Bowsher of the proposed 
facility. 
Though ‘she says her own home 
life is stable, she hears stones from 
other teens who need a place to stay 
\ needed in Terrace. ’ provide a warm bed, toiletries, “She was 16 and she went to live in order to get by on their own. 
;i 
Sleeping in doorways, under need a place to stay on intermittent The lone teenaged boy in the cio-econonlic backgrounds.. 
can’t house people under the age of That makes getting up for school 
ations you might not want to be in,” 19 and the transition house is desig- the next day and trying to concen- I’ of money they have.” 
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The War Amps pays tribute to I 
@adas 
Military 
Heritage 
To SH a listing ol our Canadian MiMary. 
Mqt documentaries, visi our Web s i  at 
mrw.waramp,ca or der a pamphlet 
t olinu 1~800.250-3030, 
BGBsBt 11111111 - 11111111 - IIIIIIII- 11111111 ””asrl 
HIGH ACHIEVEMENT ’ 
Royal LePage Terrace 
Congratulates 
Shannon 
Mc AI I is ter 
“Platinum Award” 
Succe; on attaining 
. .  , 
For the month of January & I 
ROYALLBMOE - Royal LePage Terrace * - :  I 
I 
TERRAe 
News In Brief 
, Mountain hit and run 
TERRACE RCMP’ are seeking the public’s help in 
solving a hit-and-run accident at Shames Mountain 
Feb. 3. 
Some time between 10:30 a.m. and 4 p.m. someone 
struck a truck on its driver’s side where the box joins 
the cab. 
Anyone with information is asked to call Terrace 
RCMP at 638-7400 or Crimestoppers at 635-8477. 
Crimestoppers is an anonymous way of providing 
inforniation. 
‘ Movies stolen 
A THIEF or thieves smashed the front door of The 
Movie Gallery on Lakelse Ave. with a rock and niadc 
off with an armful of movies Feb. 9. 
The culprit stolc 49 DVDs i n  their original packag- 
ing, worth about $1,470, at 221 am., then flcd north- 
Terrace RCMP ask the public to contact tlieiii with 
Inforiliation is also welcome by calling Crimestop- 
,\ bound on Sparks St. on ;1 bicycle. 
any inforniation about this theft. 
pers at 635-8477. 
Won’t be ’charged 
TWO PEOPLE who may have worked together to 
snatch a DVD playcr and the disc playing inside from 
the library escaped facing any charges due to a lack of 
evidence. 
Police were unable to prove culpability in the case 
and the items were not recovered, said Terrace RCMP 
Const. Rochelle Patenaude. 
Chief librarian Ed Curell said insurance helped the 
library replace the DVD player. 
The DVD player was positioned inside a cut-out 
hole on a Kermode bear statue created by local art- 
ist Joe Mandur and showed a movie about .Kennode 
bears. It’s one of the Spirit Bear in the City statues be- 
ing used to raise money for the B.C. Lions Society. 
Curell said it’s believed that one man removed the 
DVD player while the other stood in a doorway block- 
ing the front desk clerk‘s view last December. 
Crew member evicted 
due to pornography 
A CREW member of a ship in the Prince Rupert 
harbour found to be carrying pornographic material 
has been refused entry into Canada. 
The 38-year-old man was taken i 
he plead guilty to one count of possession of,child por- 
nography, was sentenced to time served and’ returned 
to the vessel. 
routine inspection 
of a ship in the Prince Rupert harbour, Canada Border 
Services Agency officers discovered a box ‘of porno- 
graphic material containing 120 CDs, of which three 
depicted child pornography. 
The discs and their owner were turned over to 
RCMP who f0,unc-i 19,500-pornographic images on the 
the Immigration~!hd’!~ef~gee’!Protect~on 
Act, foreign nationals convicted of serious offences 
are deemed inadmissible into Canada. 
I 
On Feb. 3, while conducting 
eofchildren. ‘ i * l t i ,  I S I , ,  I 
BED, BATH, KITCHEN, LEATHER CLOTH’ING, J 
FIRST NATION‘S GIFTS AND SOUVENI 
---- _ _ _ _  -~ -~~ ~ 
i i  Excluding ‘Selected Collectables And Electriculs 
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Vesta Douglas 
b THOSE WHO knew VestalDouglas will not be 
surprised at the following story: 
Not that long ago a prominent Tenace resident 
I visited Vesta. In the course of the conversation he 
‘ mentioned something about another local person. 
“Oh? And what skeletons do you have in your 
Or this one, courtesy of Malcolm Baxter, a for- 
mer senior reporter with TIte Terrace Standard 
and now the editor of The Northern Sentinel in 
Kitimat: 
I Some years ago ~ a l c o l m  covered three stones 
in a very brief span of time. All of them featured 
Vesta in one fashion or another. 
6 At the last such session, Vesta leaned over to 
Malcolm and said, “You know Malcolm, we re- 
‘ d y  have tosstop meeting like this.” 
That was Vests.-Direct, honest, to the point ahd 
I She was also modest. Just two years ago, when 
Vesta’s health and age combined to the point she 
required ongoing assistance and medical care she, 
as is the case with many senior citizens, ended up 
As her health stabilized thanks to the care of the 
people at Mills, Vesta’s legion of supporters and 
admirers then turned to the future. And that was a 
transfer to Temaceview Ldge. 
But as was - and is - the case with other se- 
niors, there was no room at Terraceview. Vesta 
would have to stay at Mills. 
Now de lack of space at Terraceview and the 
housing of seniors at Mills which is not intended 
to be a long term residential facility is an ongo- 
ing story in Terrace. Mills is first and foremost a 
hospital aadbi’s rPbt mEnded to%e’a place of long 
term residential care. 
That ledd to discussion among Vesta’s support- 
ers that perhaps some publicity would help. After 
all, how could someone who gave so much to the 
city now face something like this? 
SO’ far, so good. Until it came to talking to ves- 
ta. “NO thanks,” she said. There was no way she 
would be treated any differently than any other 
person in her situation. In due course, Vesta was 
eventually moved to Terraceview. 
An educator, philanthropist, supporter‘ of nu- 
‘ merous community causes, friend to many and al- 
ways, always, always a person consumed with the 
welfare and wel17being of children, Vesta touched 
and changed all of our lives. Indeed, anybody who 
uses the library in the summer is indebted to her 
because a donation from her made air condition- 
ing there possible. 
Toward the end she said she was ready to make 
the journey onward. T m  not regretful or morose,” 
Vesta added. By all accounts Vesta’s passing - her 
journey - was peaceful and dignified. And so i t  
should have been. 
’ 
‘ 
1 
closet?’ Vesta replied. 
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Employers have to be ca’reful I ’ 
RECENTLY THIS ,column when it is the employee her- 
addressed the issue of sections of the Act pennit- self who is suspected of the 
employers who treat their tine written assignments of theft. 
employees as security wages contemplate payments The employer must, in- 
Wards. to third parties, not to the stead,availitselfofthecourts 
That item cautioned employer. In some circum- and the normal remedies 
employers about the r isks and available to creditors seeking 
costs of allowing employees allowed to recover a legiti- repayment. 
to place themselves in danger mate debt from the employee So, employers in B.C. 
to protect the employer’s by, way of an assignment of who deduct wages from em- 
wages. ployees to recover the cost of assets. One way in which , 
employers indirectly pressure But employers cannot stolen items are making two 
employees to take such risk’ take deductions from wages serious errors. 
is by deducting the cosgt of for the purpose of paying First, they are breaching 
theft from wages. any of its own costs of doing their legal obligations under 
This is clearly an unlawful business. An employee must the Act. Now that fines are 
practice in British Columbia not be asked to pay any costs mandatory for B.C. employ- 
and I strongly discourage employee’s written direction related to damage, breakage, ers breaching the Act, this 
employers from such a strat- authorizing a deduction or or loss. They are also not could well prove to be a cost- 
e a .  The B.C. Employment payment). required to pay for special lyexercise. 
Standards Act governs the These include assign- clothing such as uniforms Second, they are placing 
range of permi payroll men& to a trade union pursu- (including Cleaning). an indirect pressure on their 
deductims. ant to the B.C. Labour Rela- The Employment Stan- employees to place them- 
Aside from the so-called tions Code a d  to a charitable dards Branch has disallowed selves at risk to protect the - -  
statutory deductions (income organization or-vnsion plan ,deductions, amounting to, .a, .;-employerls. asset.~. ;.;J:.~,:z~ ; 
tax, ~anada  Pensioi plan if the mounts &e deductible payment of the employer’s That not only p u s  em- 
premiums, and Employment for income tax purposes &- business costs, in a range ployees’ lives in danger but it 
I n ~ r a n c e  premiums), the der the Income Tax Act. of inshces.  These include also creates an extraordinary 
range of permissible deduc- Other permissible =si@- costs of car accidents involv- risk of liability for the em- 
tions is narrow. merits can address a mainte- hlg the employer’s Vehicle, ployer in the event of a tragic 
stand that all wage deduc- Family Maintenance En- ing the return of Conlpany Robert Smithson is apart- 
tions must be permitred by ner at Pushor Mitchell LLP 
the Act or by some other stat- in Kelowna practicing erclu- 
and employment law. For other unauthorized deduction ical co\ierage. - employee es for business purposes. 
The branch has disal- more infonnution about his from wages is prohibited un- may $so request that an em- 
less it is expressly approved ployer honour an assi-ment lowed d e d ~ t i o n s  for work- practice, log onto ,+7,,,,,.pl,sjl- 
by the Director of Employ- of wages to satisfy a credit related credit card bills, re- 
If yoic have a labour or ment Standards. obligation. covery of customers’ bad 
The Act fists the types alleged employme,lt question for him 
of permissible deductions. of w a g s  must \\*inen, it work deficiencies of the em- ans\oer in =filmre 66Legal 
 hey include deductions must be specific. and it must ploy=, damage io custom- Ease”, him at smith- 
which are required by be given voluntarily. Blanket en’ property, and fines in- son~pusilornritc~lell~cont. 
This subject matter is statute of B.C. or Canada. authorizations imposed by curred by employees while 
provided for general infor- The employer also must the employer and allowing it Working. make deductions. in limited to m&e deductions for non- The employer cannot, 
circumstances, when the em- specific future even& (such therefore, deduct wages to matio’lal plcrposes orllY Ond 
ployee has made a witten as possible thefts) would recover the costs of theft of is not intended to be relied 
assignment” of wages (the surelv be invalid. its assets. This is m e  even t~port QS legal advice. 
The key r a y  is that the 
c 
stances, the employer will be 
_- 
Employers need to under- nance obligation under the withholding of wages pend- result. 
forcement Act and for the 
purpose of payments to an 
Property, c e l . h l ~  telephone 
accounts, Speeding tickets, 
U t e  of B.C. Of Canada. Any hSUlXIlCe Company for med- air travel, and training c o w -  sivply in the area of labour 
omitchell~com~ 
To be valid, an assi,onment debts, Correcting 
( 6  
V I  I I I  ~ o o r  crossers get a roasting 
IS SCHOOL I shared third grade 
with two other students. Alice. a 
b i q  blonde with her eyes pulled 
to either side by pigtails. and 
Marlene. a sturdy brunette with 
more money than manners. 
Some days we played together, 
Other days they ignored me and 
&led while I wonderedi what 
h i n d  things they might be 
saying about me. 
Politicians remind me ,of ,Ute 
and Mdene. One day David Em- 
erson is a Liberal, saying vicious 
things &out the Conservatives. 
Fourteen days later he rushes 
to be sworn into Stephen Harper’s 
cabinet. Emerson about-faced 
faster than Kurt Browning in a 
blurring spin. 
Emerson gave the snitch so 
much thought even his constitu- 
ency staff weren‘t awue he was 
about to be sworn in to the cabi- 
net. 
A signed photo of Paul Martin 
still hung on the wall in his con- 
stituency office when reporters 
showed up for reaction. 
How can politicians expect 
voters to believe anything they 
say when they express TU’O oppo- 
site views ia the same week? 
Harper emphasized that he 
had courted Emerson: Emerson 
had merely snapped up the offer 
of a cabinet post like a staving 
~ A U D E ~  S ~ E C Q  
trout gulping a fly. 
Emerson likes to be in charge. 
pundits say. Taking the cabinet 
post had nothing to do with its 
,auarantee of prestige and a heftier 
salary. Oh, sure. 
Unfortunately, Emerson joins 
a long line of floor walkers. Be- 
linda Stronach. who defected for 
purely philanthropic reasons (to 
save Martin‘s government h m  
defeat). 
Scon Brison used to be a Con- 
servative. lien the IMP from Nova 
Scotia crossed the floor to join the 
Liberals and. in the last govern- 
ment. was a cabinet minister. 
And then there is Ujal Dosan- ert the ranks when defeat stares 
jh. the former NDP premier of themin the faceagain. 
B.C. He joined the federal Liber- In the meantime, they will 
als. won a seat in Vancouver in make the same vicious, cutting 
the 2004 federal election and. like remarks to their current opposi- 
Brison. became a cabinet minister tion, to keep in practice. 
in the last Liberal government. By contrast, Nathan Cullen’s 
Dosanjh was ody  h i n g  up ability to debate and defend his 
to the reputations of other B.C. position without bad-mouthing 
politicians who have worn more the opposition stands out as an 
colours than a circus clown. oddity in the House. 
I believed Dosanjh was a stal- His good manners are a major 
wart NDP until he saw a chance reason I’ve voted for him as the 
to become Minister of Health for Member of Parliament for Skeena 
Paul Martin’s Liberals. - Bulkley Valley in hvo elections. 
Quicker than a runway mod- I don’t d l  his qualifications, 
el switching clresxs in a Paris asfistedi~hisfirstcampaignbro- 
fashion show, he donned Liberal churr. but I do remember think- 
colours and spouted the Liberal ing, ‘iThis is a young man who 
he. has worked with various citiwns’ 
Until then. I had the utmost re- p u p s  throughout the world. He 
spect for him and for his wife. an has to be polite. flexible, and will- 
advocate for women’s rights and ing to listen while others present 
health. I their views.” 
His defection shredded my So far I believe he has done so. 
opinion of him and of his ener- This may be one reason he col- 
lected so many votes in the Janu- getic wife. 
If an MP changes his mind on ary election. 
a particular issue after more in- Even voters who don’t support 
formation or hearing other views. NDP positions saw the potential 
I can support &a& in an M p  who can get along to 
But to be a staitnch Liberal one benefit his constituents. 
day, then a reformed Conservative Media reports suggest voters 
the next points to one trait - a in Emerson‘s riding are disgusted 
million dollar ambition anchored by his defection. Thanks to his 
opportunism he’s lost his voter to twenty-five cent integrity. 
Watch for the defector to des- playmates. 
i 
c 
Th 
Belov,ed Vesta 
Following is the eulogy that will She and Doug put some worthy people through 
university. Vesta worked very hard, in her last 
be reaci Feb- l9 at Knox united continent separately. These memories kept Vesta years, spending their money as their philosophy 
Church in honour of Vests Doug- close to Doug after his death. was “there are no pockets on caskets”. 
Vesta received many honours. She was Riv- Vesta considered dying a celebration of life la’* It wasprepared, under erboat Queen for years, Terrace’s first citizen in and in one of her notes to me, she wrote - “Now 
watchful eye, by her dear friend 1981 and in 1987 was named Freeman of the City for the mysterious beyond.’ God is Love. All is 
JI of Terrace. well. Shalom.” 
She was an hoiiourary member or two sorori- -She leaves a message of hope and encourage- 
Vesta Aileen Sainpson Douglas was born Sep- ties and of the Terrace Pipes and Drums. She was mcnt in Longfellow’s quote, “Never grow weary 
tember 10, 1910 at Glenboro, Manitoba to a fam- an avid supporter of the Northwest Music Fes- in well-doing.” 
ilY of six girls and one boy - fortunately for him, tival, Miss Terrace Pageant and attgnded Knax And R.L. Stevenson in 1894 expressesVesta’s 
he was the eldest. United Church. philosophy: 
As well as many, many dear friends, Vesta Vesta quietly supported many pcoplc‘ and or- “Under the wide and stan$ sky 
leaves her sistcrs Vivian and Lorenc, her sister- ganizations - bot11 physically Dig the grave and let iiic die 
in-law Miry  Sampsoti, whom she Considered a At the time she asked to be anonymous but I Glad did I live and gladly I die.” 
sister, and several nieces and nephews. feel her good should not go unremembercd, such When Vesta phoned and &ked if 1 would help 
She was educated in Manitoba and taught as the furnace in the building of Knox United with her estate, if i t  was needed, I was alniost 
school there, tis well as in Ontario and British’ Church, its choir gowns, lights in the entrance overconie with emotion as I always thought she 
Columbia, for approximately 40 years at many and parking lot, pew bibles, altar bible as well as would never leave us and, of course, I’m right as 
different levels - rural schools, primary grades, many other things. she will always be with us in so many ways. 
special classes, high school, college and ending She supported the Shames Ski Hill Society and When I said I would give this little talk, she 
her illustrious career as a principal. was thrilled when they nanied the baby-sitting said “Make it no more than 10 minutes” and, be- 
Vesta was truly dedicated to her profession senice "Vests's Nest”. lieve me, she looked this over and gave the okay. - she had one bobby and’that was our youth. She helped us get the CAT scan at the hospi- This was in 1996 but I know she is listening 
Norval 
Douglas in 1939,and enjoyed 48 years with him. Again, from Vesta, Shalom. 
They travelled extensively. 
They took a world tour andilater visited each 
Hazel Holtom. 
-- 
nionctarily. 
I 
> Vesta married her childhood love, tal, helped Terraceview get a computer and door and 1 wouldn’t dare change a thing. 
guard system - the list goes on. 
0 
- 
Bill McRae remembers 
A Freeman andoa friend 
’ BILL AND Helene McRae will never forget a leader was proving difficult. So Douglas 
one of the last times they had the,pleasure played McRae against Walter Yeo master- 
of seeing their friend, Vesta Douglas at the fully, he recalls, touting each to chair the 
swearing in of city council late last year. project and eventually both agreed to be co- 
As her body was failing her, her mind and chairs. 
sense of humour hadn’t lost their edge. Douglas also supported the building of 
“When we saw her, I said, ‘You look very the vocational school that is now Northwest 
beautiful,”’ said Mrs. McRae. “She said, Community College and gave generously to 
‘Have you checked your eyes lately?”’ ward the purchase of the first CT scanner. ’ 
1 That was the kind of wit Bill McRae had ,, “She_supported everything,” said McRae, 
become used to in the 50-plus years since he “who was joined by Douglas in 1987 as the 
met Douglas. ’ rl city’s third Freeman. “During her life, with 
When they first met, Douglas lived on the her activities she was able to touch every- 
corner of Park Ave. and Kenney St. and the body. 
McRaes were neighbours. Then, McRae got “But she was fairly modest - she didn’t go 
to know his neighbour through her long time around looking for glory,” added McRae. 
work in the education system. In her later years, Douglas, was, part of 
“She was always good with the kids,” said a group that included the McRaes, Casey 
McRae who had five children go through the Braam rrnd Aileen Frank that would social- 
school system here. ize and dine out. 
The two would then brush shoulders in a The McRaes would often pick Douglas 
number of city initiatives where they were up from her Twin River apartment, tucking 
both front and centre. McRae remembers her in and out of the car - McRae said he 
with a smile Douglas’s shrewd negotiating would put a piece of carpet down by the door 
tactics. so she wouldn’t fall. When they returned, 
would watch her ascend the stairs, on’ After unsuccessful attempts to begh an 
FREEMEN 8111 M C R k  andrVesta:Douglas%hare a’ mo’2<ih &en$ proj&c.a: feasibility study was done 
ment atqhis’80th birthdayrparty in,2OQ4*-‘“” -!‘‘ ‘”ahd. memberh of ‘the business community, ‘ “It was’a privilege knowing her..:a person 
including McRae, forged ahead but finding 
kgd;fi.~k hi1-g h*ii19; ,I r 1 .  I . < ‘1 
with such go,” said McRae. 
Vesta’s legacy will carry on always=- 
CHARLIE MEEK didn’t 
know Vesta Douglas nearly 
as long as some of her other 
fiends, but in the 12 years 
or so that he knew her, she 
left a lasting impression. 
“It wasn’t just a pleasure 
to know’her, it was an hon- 
our,” said Meek, two days 
after his friend’s passing. 
“She had a wonderful 
aura about her,” Meek said. 
“If Tenace had royalty, she 
would be a queen.” 
He says Douglas’s fa- 
m,ous generosity has left her 
with “one hell of a legacy.” 
“Wherever ’she went, her 
generosity followed her,” 
continued Meek. Meek and 
Douglas first met at the Le- 
gion, where the former has. 
been a past president. Doug- 
las would come in for steak 
nights. 
It wasn’t until the last two Curlers honour her years - when Douglas was - 
in hospital and later at Ter- 
raceview Lodge - that their 
relationship became closer. 
“The staff at Terraceview 
CURLERS bowed their heads to honour, Vesta Douglas 
‘‘ with a moment of silence at the 50th Valentine’s Bonspiel 
opening ceremony last weekend. 
Memories of Douglas - one of the founders of the Ter- 
race Ladies Curling Club - continued when Knox United 
Church assistant pastor Shirley Lindsay said a few words 
and toasted her at the bonspiel’s banquet. 
“And [when] we’re toasting Vesta, it won’t be pop, she 
wouldn’t approve of that,” says Cindy Brown, Valentine’s 
Bonspiel chairperson, adding the club won’t be the same 
without Douglas. “We’re going to miss her so much:” 
Jan MacKinnon, another co-founder of the curling club, 
remembers her friend fondly. 
“She attended every banquet for all these years, you 
know, I used to pick her up to take her,” she says. 
“She always did the grace. That was her job.” 
Curling club president Lynn Gascon, who knew Douglas 
for six years, credited her for having a sense of humour no 
matter what the situation. 
her history,” says Gascon. Douglas’ legacy as an avid curl- 
ing fan will continue at the club. 
The Vesta Douglas Award, which was awarded for the 
first time in 2005, goes to the top two junior curlers who 
show the best sportsrnanship ,and most improvement in the 
junior curler program for youth aged eight to 16. 
’ 
“She always had so much wit about her. She never forgot - 
MLA sends regards 
As the I d A  for Skeena, I would like to offer my 
heartfelt condolences to the family of Vesta Douglas. 
Mrs. Douglas was an exceptional person, whose 
generosity stands out as a beacon to us all. I didn’t 
know Mrs. Douglas well, but we have all been touched 
by her kindness. 
It was a great pleasure to meet her this past Decem- 
ber and I was proud to tell the Legislative Assembly of 
B.C. about her contributions to our community in my 
Member’s Statement this past October. Mrs. Douglas 
gave very generously to so many organizations here 
in Terrace, and was very modest about her contribu- 
tions. She supported many projects and organizations, 
not out of a desire for recognition, but out of altruism. 
Not only has our community been enriched by her 
philanthropic acts, but she has provided a legacy of 
which her family can be proud. 
Sincerely, 
’ Robin Austin, 
MLA, Skeena 
took care of her beautifully,” to the Legion and put Doug- 
Meek said, adding that the las’s name on the board of 
Terrace Hospice Society did members who have passed 
an equally unbelievable job on. The next morning, the 
in her last days. Meek, who flag at the Legion was low- 
spent a lot of time with her ered at half mast. 
in those final days, says his Meek is making arrange- 
dear friend was prepared ments for a public memorial 
and willing to go. 
It will be held at the REM 
peaceful,” said Meek, who Lee Theatre Sunday, March 
was on his way to be with 5 at 2 p.m. 
her when he got a phone call Call Charlie Meek at 
telling him she had passed 635-6403 in the evenings 
away. He immediately went for details. 
I tribute in Vesta’s honour. 
“Her. passing was very ’ 
MAYOR Jack Talstra and his wife Hilda (left) greet Vesta Douglas at the reception 
following the swearing in ceremony of Terrace’s city council late last year. He’s 
wearing the Chain of Office she commissioned. SARAH A. ZIMMERMAN PHOTO 
I 
I 
i 
ur family, along with the community, was saddened this week to learn of 
the passing of a very dear lady, Vesta Douglas. 
Vesta was a fixture in my life since the time I arrived in Terrace as a 
small boy. She was my teacher in Grade 4 in 1955 at the old Riverside 
Elementary School and never failed to instill a measure of confidence and 
goodwill in all of her students. 
I can still remember her telling each of us that we could achieve and become whatever 
we wanted to be as long as we worked hard and set our minds to it, and after listening to her, 
none of us doubted that we could indeed be successful in this world. 
She gave everyone a sense of self worth and never had an unkind word about anyone. 
She was appointed a Freeman of the City of Terrace (she insisted on the word “Freeman”) 
because of all her selfless dedication to community groups, and particularly young people, 
throughout the years shk lived here. 
She donated gladly and generously most of her wealth to worthy causes and needy in- 
dividuals, and commissioned the Chain of Office worn by the Mayor on official functions, 
when she noticed, “the Maybr didn’t have one, and that certainly wouldn’t do.” 
Vesta lived a full and honourable life. 
She and her never failing sense of humour will be greatly missed. 
Mapv J a G R f i L b a  
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What of the Spirit Tree? 
Dear Sir: 
It is fascinating to see how quickly Nechako North- 
coast Construction is cutting the top off the sand mountain 
at the west end of Terrace. 
1 am referring to the hill on the north side of the high- 
way, just before Fisherman’s Park. 1 remember when I 
was younger walking down the’ highway alongside that 
hill. There was something about the forest that covered 
it and that came all the way down to the road. Something 
of a spiritual nature, spooky almost. 
Part of the feeling was caused by the denseness of the 
bush and part from the noise that 1 could hear.1 idgntified 
most of them as ravens or small animals or the like. But it 
was slill spooky, especially in the evening. 
I now know that hill is a very important heritage spot 
for the people of Kitsumkalum called Ksii maxskwhl gan 
tsim aws. The !nounlain is especially important for the 
Killerwhale family of chief tagaax. 
A spirit k n g  claimed that hill, It is not for me to tell 
all the details of this part of the Killerwhale’s heritage but 
I am permitted to say that the spirit being was the Spirit 
Tree from Kitsumkalum Lake. 
The Spirit Tree was responsible for creating parts of 
the landscape and geography in the Kitsumkalum Valley 
and the sand bars in the Skeena. It travelled most easily in 
water and was quick to take offence if any creature made 
fun of it. 
When it was mocked,rthe tree reacted by drowning 
its victims ‘and buryinglthem. So ,many were buried at 
the mouth of the Kalum River that a huge sand mountain ’ 
grew - Ksii Maxga gan da Ts’im aws (translated as “the 
trees are standing out of the moundn”) or more simply 
Maxs. 
The mountain is the place of a spirit power that the 
Tsimshian held in awe and respect. They ‘did not disturb 
those powers. Even though the Spirit Tree has returned 
to Kalum Lake, ‘and is not’seen often, it does come to the 
Skeena on occasion. 
Now when 1 walk past the mountain, I am reminded of 
that piece of local heritage. The sand and gravel from the 
mountain is being spread out on highways. I wond 
is happening to the spirit powers under it? 
// 
0 
* 
Jim McDonald, Te 
/ I  ’ 
Dear Sir: It’s still abou 
In “It’s about adding value” recent letter t 
Roger Harris responds to an earlier letter of 
sure’he read my letter correctl 
AS I recall it all started w 
exports in one of his co1umns;He is correct that it is about 
adding value to the logs, but you can’t add value locally 
to an exported log. J 
If Roger is suggesting that it doesn’t matter where the 
value is added or where the jobs are created, then I would 
take issue with him on that as well. I think it does matter 
to most people who live in this area. 
Helmut Giesbrecht, Terrace, B.C. 
!>E!; !yr!4 p!lt!*{’ .aT-;**r:*$ I !T; l,~*[f\:;< l ; l f l {  
,*:+ r:W%y’to :go,,,Nathan.,:.ii;:i:rX ‘I 
Dear Sir: 
My congratulations go out to Nathan Cullen and es- 
pecially to his hard working team of volunteers on,his 
re-election to the House of Commons as the Member of 
Parliament for Skeena - Bulkley Valley. 
building my relationship with Nathan Cullen and diicuss- 
ing with him the issues of importance to our communi- 
ties. 
As I have promised during the election I will continue ‘ 
Thanks again for a wonderful experience. 
Green Party Candidate - Skee 
do 
Welcome ab 
Dear Sir: 
I am writing to express my appreciation to see the 
digenous First Nation Haisla aitist James Grant’s wonder- 
ful Spirit Bear work as shown in a recent issue of’? 
Terrace Standard’s sister publication, The Weekend Ad- 
vertiser. 
Let’s encourage and support local First Nation 
ists, who are born into their clam, 
culture to demonstrate the unique 
Nations designs. These are desi 
from their ancestors by blood 
on the territories we share with our aboriginal brothers 
and sisters. ‘ ‘ 
We have so very many tihen& aboriginal-born artists 
in this region. We must provide for them a welcoming and 
respectful arena in which to present their‘art. 
Mariame Brorup Weston, 
I 
Keep;’ your pets-safe 
Dear Sir: 
I suggest that anyone with pets that live near Kal 
Lake Drive keep their pets close to home. 
Saturday, Jan. 28 my househ 
of a gunshot fired outside. 
Thiay seconds later my son’s c 
frantically into the house. 
He had been shot in the fac 
bleeding profusely all over the 
Ouy cat was in severe shock. 
We managed to get the cat 
lief that someone would do this to my son’s pet, we went 
straight to the police to report this gruesome incident. 
It was more than obvious who had shot our cat. 
blood trail in our y q d  to the c 
Sadly enough - we were told that there was abso1u 
nothing that could be done about it. 
I am‘ so appalled and disgusted by this whole, ni 
mare. 
I would like the police to know that I hope they ark en- 
joying their donuts at Tim Hortons. And as for the cuiprit, 
I don’t know how he can stand himself. 
‘ Shelly md Tanner Morberg, 
About the Mail 5ag 
The Terrace Standard welcomes letters. Our address 
is 3210 Clinton St., Terrace, B.C. V8G 5R2. You c h  
fax us at 250-638-8432 or e-mail us at m s r o o m @  
terracestandardcorn No attachments, please. Name, 
address and phone number required for verijcation.. 
CORRESPONDENCE FOR THE TERRACE STANDARD 
The Mail Bag 
Did not agree 
with photo use 
Dear sir: 
This letter is in response to the article printed in the Janu- 
25th issue of The Terrace Srandard entitled "Drug use 
rising among young and that has police w o m e d .  
In the article you describe the harsh>effects of crystal 
meth on its users. While I agree that crystal meth is an ex- 
tremely dangerous drug. I disagree with the photograph that 
was above the adfie. n 
Notoonce in the-article wk there any reference to mari- 
juaXZ-mywhere in the article at all. 1 think this is very mis- 
leading. 
While most people know yhat pot looks like. some night 
'ously completely untrue. And besides. why group two com- 
pletely different drugs together?, 
It's hard to even compare weed to meth. It's like trying to 
compare apples and' open heart surgery. One has almost no 
negative effects at all. and the other can potentially stop your 
heart from beating. 
So why'not show pictures of what the chemically synthe- 
, sized crystal meth actually looks like. rather than a plant that 
grows naturally,in the ground? I 
After all, the best way to prevent people from doing drugs 
Sheldon Davitison, 
I think that crystal meth is made from marijuana. This is ohvi- 
rl 
I 
I' 
, 
eth is education, not misinformation. 
J i  
n Terrace, B.C. 
.Organrize against 
'1 
four-dav week, 
d I - -  
&sir: " ' I  
' To those of you who don't agree with the four-day school 
week, then instead of writing in to the newspaper, why not 
do something about it. - 
You sap that you don't like it, then stop whining and do 
something about it. If you have kids in the school system, 
rally with the other parents and plan a petition. 
For those of you who don't have kids in the school sys- 
tem, what dose it matter to you if the school week is 1 or 5 
days. 
And please don't be mad at those who choose not to live 
in Terrace because of it. It is>their loss. I lived in Terrace for 
21 years and would move back in a heartbeat. So don't let 
something that someone else says make' you so mad. Who 
wants her there anywajt. 
Katherine Reynolds, 
Edmonton, B.C. 
' 
You should look 
in the mirror, sir ---'*T*F%y3..xa--, I 
- LIJ 2-,prwi< 1 . ".. *- 
c 
Dear Sir: 
r: Regarding your lament in the Feb. 1, 3006 issue of Die ' 
Terrace Sralldard about losing your dog, Mr. Peterson, I am 
sony €or your loss. 
While I don't condone what that lousy driver did, I also 
don't condone people allowing their pets to run freely, espe- 
cially on well traveled roads. 
Many times I have been driving along and out of nowhere 
comes a dog. It's by shear luck that I avoid hitting and badly 
injuring or killing it. 
It is a frightening experience that I would rather avoid. 
If you really cared about your dog, you would have had it 
under control in a safe place, not on the road. 
If you're looking to blame someone for the loss of your 
dog, go look in the mirror. The person you see should shoul- 
Doug Davis, 
der most of the blame. 
> Terrace, B.C. 
Let people know 
who killed dog 
Dear Sir: ' u passion to stop and try to 
This is in response to Xlr. help. 
Warren 'Peterson's testimo- For those of us who love 
nial about his'dog. our pets. we will go to any 
I hope Mr. Peterson that length to care for and pro- 
you will let evev one that tect them. I cannot help but 
you can know the name of wonder if she would have 
the lady who ran over your stopped if it had been a child 
beloved dog. she had run over? 
I would also like to know Your letter was a wake up 
what street you live on. as I call to all of those who speed 
have two dogs that are only down residential streets. 
out when we are, but I fear 'Ihe five seconds you gain in 
the same kook who so neg- speed could be the worst five 
ligently ran over your dog seconds of your life. Chil- 
may aim her steel machine dren often act before they 
for mine. think. We all need to drive 
invest inthe Local Economy 
I 
N o ~ . * J e s i  Premium Meal Co-op is ofiering investment shares for 
;he development oi a co-op owned aba2oir in the Smitners-Telkws 
arez--rhi inves-meni,you c m  help to arow every day. 
io receive an Offering ML-noradum or i u h e r  information please - 
coniaci: 
Euaen W i w e r  Haold Kear Chris Yates 
843-5092 846-54 12 " 846-5 7 38 
Norrhwest Premium Meai Co-op 
, Hankin Avenue, Box 278 Telka. 5C VOJ 2x0 
t all times" i s  an ' 
Scout Oath. Thanks, 
'February 19 - 25,2006' 
Wednesday, February 22 PRIDE IN UNIFORM 
Show your pride: > 
wear your unifoim to school/work. ', 
Please' wear your uniform and "lug-a-mug"., - 
' 0  
__ 1 INVOLVEMENT -- - 
: Saturday, February 22 ~ HIKE FOR HUNGER 
J J:OO am.- 1230 p.m. I 
c 
t Scouts of all ages are the 
:A pride of our'communily. Their 9 
so sad that a person would 
believe your dog to be so 
indispensable that it did not 
deserve her care and com- 
Are you Interested In 
Coaching A Rep Team? 
Boys and girls soccer teams U 1 2  to U18 
(New smaller zone boundaries: 
, Queen Charlottes to Smithers) 
For more information or to aqply, contact: 
Don Coburn at 635-5427 
dcoburnBtelus.net 
Before March 4 t h ,  2006 
Family members w'elcome. Carry  your collected 
food donation from City Hall to the Food Bank 
to Lower Little Pork where there will be  hot dogs 
and hot chocolate available for hikers. 
ciwareness and involvement to 
make a better community i s  what 
scoutina i s  all about. 
1 
c -  
:I): : ' I I ;I::'& 2. I 
t .  ..,- ,. 
. +  
hturday, February 22 
SWlM 
7:OO - 2:30 r m .  
Free to mem ers-wear a piece of 
your uniform to the Terrace Aquatic 
Centre. All swimmers must be at 
the pool by 1 :00 for free 
admission. Youth 7-and-under must 
have a parent in the pool with 
them. Parents are responsible for 
ick-up time; please check with 
Peader about attendance. 
111 Learning from older role models and II I 
Cederland Tire Service 
4929 Keith Ave., Terrace, B.C. 
I have much empathy 
for the loss of your dog. 
We have two dogs that are 
as much a part of our fam- I ily as our grown children tvith due care. attention. and most of all respect. Lyn Dixon, Terrace, B.C. 
and grandchildren are. We 
- would be totally devastated 
by their loss, but we would 
be especially devastated if 
we lost one due to the care- 
less and selfish act your let- 
ter portrayed. 
As for the woman who 
ran over your dog. I sin- 
cerely hope that she has read 
your article and shows some 
testicular fortitude by com- 
ing forward on her own ac- 
cord. 
You are right in believing 
that she should not be driv- 
ing any vehicle if she cannot 
do so with care and caution. 
I must also state that it is 
When you're 
the best selling 
corndact truck 
in Canada' 
you don't really need 
a headline for your ad. 
NEW-WQRLDS 
Scouting opens new worlds of learning and 
exploration. Our hope for the future i s  in the 
hands of our youth loday. 
l i'm lowin'it' 
4740 kkelse Ave., Terrace 
"SKILLS 
Girl Guides learn ski1 
they'll enjoy for a 
lifetime and teaches 
them the value of 
our natural resources. 
DAY &MEDI SPA 
638-0250 
\ 
ERRACE 4631 Keith Avenue Terrace. B.C. ( S O )  6354984 
OTEM FORD Fax (250) 635-2783 ToU Free 1-800-163-1128 DLS-S 
Hawkair 
reaches 
creditor 
deal 
0 
// 
The Terrace Standard, 
,, 
Wednesday, February 
original affai; mynister Tom Christensen who visited the Nazsjalley recently. 1 
Min.ister visits Nass Valley 
THE PROVINCIAL minister in charge of 
aboriginal relations paid a two-day visit to 
the Nass Valley two weeks ago, providing 
him the opportunity to attend a session of 
the Nisga’a Lisims Government. 
Tom Christensen, the MLA for Okan- 
agan-Vernon, also spent a day touring the 
Nass Valley from one end to the other. 
“I got an invitation and it  came togeth- 
er rather quickly,” said Christensen. 
He added he was impressed with the 
Nisga‘a Lisims Government building and 
with the legislative chamber. “I certainly 
plan on returning,” said Christensen. 
While at the Lisims legislative session, 
Christensen heard a school class from the 
Nisga’a Elementary Secondary School 
sing ‘0 Canada’ in Nisga’a. 
Leg Pain - - Tired Sore Feet 
Neck Pain Shin Splints I- 0’ Heel Spurs . 
Bunions ’ 9 Morton’s Calluses 
Back Pain 
F I N  A N ~ C  I A L L y - 
TROUBLED local air 
carrier Hawkair has struck 
a deal with one of its major 
creditors to cut its monthly 
expenses. 
The deal with Field 
Aviation eliminates a fixed 
monthly payment” for a 
Dash-8 100 the company 
sold to Hawkair. 
Instead, Hawkair will 
only pay a fee when the air- 
,craft is operating , 
It’s expected to save the 
company up to $l00,OOO a 
month, indicate documents 
filed with the Supreme Court 
last week as part of the com- 
pany’s attempt to emerge 
from bankruptcy protection. 
Hawkair then trimmed its 
service from Vancouver to 
here and from Vancouver to 
the northeast to achieve the 
savings. 
The information in the 
monitor’s report was consid- 
ered in court yesterday when 
Hawkair asked for approval 
to extend bankruptcy protec- 
tion for 30 days. 
The Vancouver fik of 
Campbell Saunders, which is 
Hawkair’s court-appointed 
nionitor, said the extension 
is warranted given progress 
made to reduce the airline’s 
debt and expenses. 
“The company has -con- 
tinued to carry on its normal 
business activities with very 
rpinimal disruptions,” the 
monitor firm said in its court 
filing. 
Citing high fuel prices, 
high payments for the three 
aircraft purchased by the 
company ana stiff competi- 
tion, Hawkair firsttiled for 
bankruptcy protection last 
October. 
Hawkair continues ‘nego- 
tiations to refinance its other 
two Dash’ 8s which were 
bought from a company 
called the IMP Group Ltd. 
The company’s monitor 
has said before that any go- 
forward rescue of Hawkair 
requires greatly reduced 
payments to Field and IMP 
as they are the company’s 
major creditors. 
Negotiations continue 
with another creditor, the 
federal Business Develop- 
ment Corporation, to repay a 
debt owed it. 
That will be accom- 
pgshed by selling Hawkair’s 
vintage Bristol airfreighter 
now on display at an Alberta, 
museum. 
That Bristol formed the 
backbone of Hawkair’s first 
venture as an air freight and 
transport company in the 
mid-1990s before it con- 
verted to a passenger service 
in 2000. 
Hawkair must still craft a 
plan to repay or restructure 
money owed to unsecuied 
creditors: 
And it has to rearrange 
its share capital which will 
affect numbers of local resi- 
dents who invested in the 
company leading up to its 
2000 start of passenger ser- 
vice and thereafter. 
A timeline filed by moni- 
tor Campbell Saunders in- 
dicates it wants to begin 
providing information to 
creditors and sharehold- 
ers next month, leading to 
a meeting in April at which 
time approval will be sought 
for Hawkair’s go-forward 
plan. 
If all works out, the mon- 
itor suggests, Hawkair could 
emerge from bankruptcy 
protection in late May. 
The new Field Aviation 
pay arrangement also in- 
cludes a provision to even- 
tually return the aircraft 
Hawkair purchased. 
, Its not only an older 
model but heavier than new- 
er Dash-8s ,and that means 
more money spent on fuel. 
Prior to seeking bank- 
ruptcy protection, Hawkair 
had cut back on other routes 
in and out of Vancouver. 
Its current schedule re- 
tains its core service to Ter- 
race, Prince Rupert and in 
the northeast. 
Service reductions also 
reduced the requirement for 
employees. Those cuts were 
made last year. 
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Announcing at last an examination of discovory that n d a l l y  costs 
$65.00 is yours free by booking your oppoinhnonl in advanco. 
“We will examine your foot and footwear for problem indicators. 
Create a wei ht bearing pedograph of the foot. 
Discuss with the client the discoveries of the examination and where to proceed. 
Provide body % alance analysis and demonstration. 
, 
DON HUTCHINSON, PEDORTHIC TECHNICIAN 
Note: Your medical moy poy for orthotics. (Check your plan) ! 
Buhler Oak & Maple Display Curios reg. $449 ........ $288 
Hardwood 5 Pc. Dining Sets (3 Co~our options) reg. 579 .......... $399 
Merlot Finish 7 Pc. Dining Set reg, $1799 ...... $898 . 
Maytag Laundry Pairs from ................................ $888 
Maytag Tal! Tub Built In Dishwashers from ...0..1...$g98, 
G.E. Ceran Top Self Clean Ranges from .............. $698 
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Tahltan to hold unity retreat 
to resolve internal disputes I1 
TAHLTAN LEADERS north of here are to gather 
in a retreat next month to work out how to set up 
a governing and administrative structure that they 
hope will ~ bring unity and end divisions within 
their communities. 
It’s been just over a year since a grbup of el- 
ders and others began a lengthy sit-in of the Tahl- 
tan band’s Telegraph Creek offices. 
Tha!,set the stage for a series of events includ- 
ing a decision by Shell to back away from its 
coalbed methane exploratory drilling project in 
A blockade by elders and others of a road to the 
Klappan beginning in July 2005 prevented For- 
tune Minerals from gaining access to its anthra- 
cite coal deposits there. The company obtained B 
court injunction to lift the blockade, leading to the 
arrest of more than a dozen people in September. 
The events were framed around accusations 
by elders and others that their leadership doesn’t 
speak for them in crucial matters such as striking 
agreements with a number of mining and explora- 
tion companies for projects on traditional Tahltan 
territory. 
the Klappan area. n 1  
\ 
0 
I 
Curtis Rattray, the Tahltan Central Council Leaders’from all of the above will be at the re- 
president who has come under intense criticism treat and they will include elders, said Rattray. 
by elders and others, says it is time to end all of “A lot of what happened in 2005 shows what 
that through the leaders’ retreat. ’1 can occur without unity,” said Rattray. 
“Only by working together can we develop He expects the leaders to emerge with a set of 
a long term unity plan,” said Rattray last week. governing structures that speaks to how every- 
“What are our objectives of unity? How do we thing from day-to-day services such as education , 
know when we’ve achieved unity? and health are delivered, all the way up to how 
“We need to develop short and long term goals agreements are handled with mining and explora- 
over who does what and what are the responsibili- tion companies and who represents the Tahltan in 
ties and roles to play.” land use and title discussions with the federal and 
The Tahltan live in the Telegraph Creek- provincial governments. 
Dease Lake-Iskut area north on Hwy37 and have ‘This is about effective programming and ser- 
two bands - the Tahltan tiand based in Telegraph vice delivery,” said Rattray. “We want to emerge 
Creek and Dease,Lake and the lskut First Nation with a process that pcoplc will be pleased with.” 
in lskut. “It may not be perfect but we want to achieve 
TheTahltan Central Council is made up of rep- objectives and be unified,” he added. , , I  
resentatives of the Tahltan main families and is Rattray credited ncwly-elected Iskut First Na- 
meant to act as an overall governing structure. tion chief councillor Marie Quock with bringing 
And there is a Tahltan economic development the unity discussion forward. 
arm, the Tahltan Nation Development Corpora- Quock was elected in late 2005, replacing long 
tion, which has several subsidiaries and which has time chief councillor Louis Louie who decided 
contracts with existing mining companies and ex- not to run again, “It all started to come together in 
ploration companies. early January,” said Rattray. 
0 
Skeena ‘bridge placed  
THE OLD Skeena Bridge fied. 
is one of three sites in the 
District’s newly-established 
community heritage regis- 
ter: can bring tangible benefits. 
the list by $he Anyox Power 
House No. 2 and the Bulkley 
Webber says registering 
,’ , Kitimat-Stikine Regional sites on an official list is not 
only a way of recognizing 
the buildings or sites but it 
“There’safinancialbene- 
fit to owners of properties on‘ 
the provincial and national 
, River Bridge,at Hazelton. registry,” said Webber, cit- 
Andrew Webber, man- ing grants for site restora- 
tion. 
L \ opmental services with the Heritage &ognition can 
also provide legal protection 
to delay reconstruction to a 
“Weke at a stage where When properties are 
” we’re creating the capacity flagged with heritage con- 
to build the registry,” said servation status, this desig- 
Webber alluding to the three ,; nation will come up’ when 
sites the board has identi- a request €or information or 
The bridge is joined on ’ 
ager of planning and devel- 
regional government, says 
the process of the registry is 
just getting started. site. 
I 
development is made for a 
particular property. 
That means places on 
a community register may 
utilize building code equiva- 
lencies during renovation or 
preservation activities or if a 
place ispesignated, it allows 
for stronger legal protection 
with penalties for demoli- 
tions without approval pro- 
cesses to allow a review of 
proposed renovation or pres-, 
ervation activities. 
A representative of the 
Ministry of Community, 
Abo6ginal and Women’s 
Services visited the area in 
the fall of 2005, says Web- 
ber, to outline monies avail- 
able to local governments in 
Tuedday 530 pm 
L 
1 800 489 htWatchers.ca 
’ Valid for a limited time at panicipating meeting locations. Not valid for At Work meetings and 
Online subscription products. WEIGHT WATCHERS Is a registered trademarks of Weight 
Watchera International, Inc. 02005 Weight Wntchers International, Inc. All rights reservd. 
No. 1 worldwide. 
11 I \  
For full details and a free demonstration, come see us today! 
301 i hakeburn Street, Terrace, V8G 3J1 0 Ph: (250) 635-6567 F ~ X :  (250) 635.4161 
Monday to Friday 8:OO a.m. to 5:30 p.m. 
t 
1 
k 
-- -.’ - . ’ ’ -  , .’.’ 
on heritage list 
establishing and developing 
the heritage register. 
The province will invest 
up to $15,000 per project 
listed on a heritage registry. 
The Old Skeena Bridge 
is on the ‘remace city bound- 
ary and therefore, under the 
jurisdiction of the regional 
district. 
Terrace & District 
Credit Union 
4650 Lazelle Avenue, Terrace 
I 
250-635-7282 I 
Better Savings Certificate 
5-Year Terh Deposits 
Available in RSP’s and Non-Registered Terms 
Full or Partially redeemable after 90 days. 
will be held at the 
BEST WESTERN 
4553 Greig Ave. 
Teaace, BC 
Februarv 21,2006 
I .  
A 4  Orthotics 
3208 Sunset PI. 
Westbank, BC 
appointment please all 
’I 1-888-31 3-1339 
BEAULIEU IO MM I 
American Walnut ' 
with foamrattached 
I 
BEAULIEU 7 MM 
SHAW VERSALOCK 7 MM 
Canadian 0 Maple 
Meadow Pine 804 
7 HOUR SALE 
SQ. FT. 
7 HOUR SALE 
SQ. FT. 
7 HOUR SALE 
SQ. FT, 
REG. 
$4.59 
0 REG. ' 
$2.49 
REG. 
$2.79 
7 HOUR SAD REG. 
SHAW, paceslier VERSALOCK 2603fl8[iC0f$ 8 , .  MM $1.9.9 
Rainier Oak $1 99' SQ, t? $3*99 
$2,94 i 
'"SQ. FT, 
7 HOUR SAlE REG. SHAW VERSALOCK 8 MM 0 
7 HOUR SALE REG. 
BEAULIEU I O M M  $234 $4.59 
Select Oak with foam attached SQ, FT. ' 
7 HOUR SALE REG. 
" $1 79 SQ, FT. $2*99 Prestige Oak 8,3 MM Classic Oak Pattern 
PRICED TO CUAR RED BIRCH = Saratoga - 
3/4 x 2 '12 Solid, Limited Quantity $3 
KENTWOOD OAK 
GOLDEN BIRCH 
3/4 x 2 1/4, Limited Quantity 
3/4 x 3 '12, Limited Quantity 
WOODLAND HILL 747 
PRICED TO CLEAR 
$449 SQ. FT. 
$399  SQ. FT. 
PRICED TO CLEAR 
7 HOUR SAD REG. 
$4 6 5 $5.95 
SQ. FT. 
)ALL INSTOCK AREA RUGS 
SHAW 
VERSALOCK 
7 MM laminate 
3 patterns to choose from 
limited Quantities 
MICRO BEVEL 
ETRlP LAMINATE 
.8:3 MM l a  inate 
Gfque 'Oak B dassic Teak 
79 
SQ. FT. 
Regular 2.99 sq.  Ft. 
SHAW 
VERSALOCK 
8 MM laminate, Coastal Col ection 
4 patterns to choose i rom 
$199 SQ. FT, 
$ 2 9 9  SQ, FT. 
I ReGh 4.29 sq. fi 
0 BRUCE JENSEN 
Hardwood flooring Specialist OR Site!'\ 
ye will have hardwood flooring specials, 
on display in his portable showroom! 
. * r  >. - 
BRAZILIAN 
CHERRY SOLID 
HARDWOOD 
Regular 7.49 sq .  Ft. 
\i 
12x12 
PORCELAIN TILE 
R302 lutile 
Heavy Residential Rating 
Regular 2.99 sq.  ft. 
$ 4 9 9  SQ. FT. 
I Regular 6.49 sq .  h. 
LUXOR 
SERIES 
12 x 12 Tiles 
2 Colours 
Regular 2.99 sq.  ft. 
CASH & CARRY 
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’M A ’  to -et er now 
INSTRUCTOR Carey Ma, center, leads a warm up session for cross country 
skiers-prior to the Alcan Marathon at the Onion Lake ski trails Feb. 5. 
PN 
pet t on 
ner 
m t p ’  www,terracestandard.com - - - - - - - 
Check out our site or call 638-7283 for advertising 1nfo-m 
MP to work on connections 2 
gets * *  back to work again 
SKEENA - BULKLEY Valley MP Nathan Cullen iays he’ll 
be working on connections he’s made since he was first 
elected in 2004 to push through issues of importance to the 
me it will de more about relationships than ideol- 
Cullen who was returned with 48.5 per cent of the 
Jan. 23 federal election. 
be easier to get work done. If you stand on ideol- 
ogy and party affiliations, it’s hard to get the job done,” said 
Cullen who was in Terrace last week. 
That kind of approach will also be important given that 
Stephen Harper’s Conservatives are a miniority government, 
requidng support of the other parties to pass legislation, CUI- 
len added. 
He anticipates a lot of contact and business conducted 
between MPs based on individual issues as opposed to posi- 
t’s similiar to Cullen’s approach during the election 
e subsequent rekponse from area voters. 
said it came through last week while attending a Ro- 
ugh very few would call them- 
selves New Democrats,” said Cullen of the reaction he re- 
ceived. 0 for single-parent families, said Cullen. 
The MP will use his relationship-building, to keep in 
touch with newly-minted Conservative cabinet ministcr Da- 
vid Emerson who left the Liberal party last week to join the 
Harper government. 
Emerson’s responsibilities” include working on.the con- 
tainer port project in Prince Rupert. 
He’s also predicting a good working relationship with 
Calgary MP J i p  Prentice, the new Indian and Northern Af- 
fairs minister. 
“I think he is probably the best choice for that job. He’s 
regarded as very moderate in the [Conservative] party,” said 
Cullen. 
In fact,’Cullen said Prentice may be so moderate hq’11 
have more MPs agreeing withchin1 from the opposition than 
from within his own party. 
Cullen doesn’t see many problems in having all parties in 
the House of Commons agreeing with one of the Conserva- 
tive election platforms, harsher sentencing on gun crimes. 
But there could be trouble in dealing with another Con- 
servative plan to prqvide $100 a month per child to families 
for child care instead of subsidizing day care centres. 
That amount won’t do much for people on low income or 
7 “We have an ally on that issue for sure,” said Cullen. 
. 
2006 M a t r i x  FWD* 
/48  M O N T H  L E A S E  
FINANCC FDOM 
3.9%”‘ P U R C H A S E  P R I C E  
2006 Corol la  CE** 
LEASE FROM PER MO. 
141 M O N T H  m s E  
$2.641 D O W N  P A Y M E N T  
O R  E O U I V A L E N T  T R A D E  
? U I C W A S t  
I lNANCC rROM 
3.9% O A C  P U R C H A S E  PRICE 
2006 Tacoma 4 x 4  0 -Cab  V6***  
L E A S E  FROM PER MO. 
/48 M O N T H  LEASE 
$4.288 D O W N  P A Y M E N T  
OR E O U I V A L E N T  TRADE 
5-4%OAc’ P U R C H A S E  P R I C E  
Q6 tacoma 
I 
Your TQyota Dealers 
- www.foyota.ca 
ACE MOTOR 
4912 Highway 16 West, Terrace; BC (250) 635-6558 . 
! r 
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out & 
About 
‘Urban’ 
colour 
coming 
hisccompany’s new location is slated to move into this coming May. SARAH A. ZIMMERMAN PHOTO 
THE NEW owners of 
downtown on Laklese Ave. 
are kieping mum on their 
plans for it. 
rance rate office, notary, lawyers, that’s what and the region. Mary McQuaid and Eryn 
Griffith - who owns the Art- 
ful Cup cafe - purchased the 
$250,000 8,300 square foot 
building in early January 
and have begun doing inten- 
or renovations and upgrades 
since then. 
e agency on the move the former Ikon building 
1 
I ,  
way? central - cenual to banks, the real es- about the economic future of Terrace 
downtown. s y e  like ab it,” says owner Michael ‘Construction crews I broke ground 
last week and Hogg expects the build- 
ing to be ready in by the end of May. 
The new building will also have a 
drive through window located on the 
south side off, the alley between it and 
the‘Tim Horton’s location. 
The insurance brokerage firm pur- ’ Hogg. 
chased three lots onathe 4600 block of “The reason for our move is about 
!intention serving our customers and I think we’ll 
foot build- be able to better do that given the loca- 
ing to be very The company is also optimistic 
‘ tion.” 
c ? 
tooth In cwrt. Crlmrtoppm doen no( rub.crlbe lo call dinplay. 
The duo says they’ll 
be opening a retail outlet 
called Urban Colour in early 
March, but won’t divulge 
details of what the store will 
“Our whole ’market- 
ting campaing is based on 
the fact that nobody knows 
what’s going in here,” says 
McQuaid. 
The ground-level stork 
=front will not be a franchise, 
‘of any sort nor is the Art- 
ful Cup moving from its 
existing location to the new 
building. 
They have not yet decid- 
ed what to do with the 3,oqO 
square feet of office space 
on the second floor. 
‘ sell. 
ds cancel Ri,dley 
Terminal sale 
Tax incentives for biz 
Mobile Homes Travel research, development 
BUSINESS people here can learn about a new tax 
incentive for businesses that invest in research and 
development in Canada. 
Called the Scientific Research and Experimental 
Development Tax Incentive Program, it provides tax 
incentives for conducting research leading to new, im- 
proved or technologically advanced products. 
support for industrial research and development, says 
David Belford, executive director of The Northwest 
Science and Innovation Society which is hosting the 
session with Northwest Community College. 
’ Thomas Hu, from Canada Revenue Service will be 
speaking about the new program 1 1 :45 a.m. Feb. 2 1 at 
Northwest Community College, room 2001. For de- 
tails call David Belford at 1-877-297-6747. 
It’s the largest single source of federal government‘’ 
THE NEW federal Prince Rupert shipping ter- 
government followed d ~ l ,  he said. 
, through with a campaign. “Privatizing Ridley for 
promise Feb. 7 in cancelling pennies on the dollar when 
the the sale of Prince Asian markets are booming, 
Rupert’s &idley Terminal coal prices skyrocketing, 
to Onatario’s Fortune and B.C. and Alberta mine 
Minerals. development moving ahead 
Skeena-Bulkley Valley was just bad business,” Cul- 
MP Nathan Cullen praised lenadded. 
the move. . ,Ridley Terminals Inc. is 
“This sale would have a federal Crown Corporation 
been a huge economic set- that operates a bulk terminal 
back for the northwest,” on federal land leased from 
Cullen said. “It would have the Prince Rupert Port Au- 
blasted a hole in the eco- thority. 
nomic development oppor- The federal Liberals had 
wnities we are working hard all but signed off on a deal 
~ to create across the region.” which would see Fortune 
’ The proposed Ridley deal Minerals buy Ridley Termi- 
made no sense at any stage nals at what many said were 
of federal efforts to sell the fire sale prices. 
I\ 
I www.k&nleyside.com QaQ@b 
1-800-335-8088 
250-635-5232 , 
~ m :  250-635-3280 
4635 G r e i ~  Awnw, Terrace, B.C. (Next To SAANl 
’ ... with .a 
2003 Ford 
:,_,..,-.-%a-- 
Northern 3-Year 
Cashable Escalator 
Term Deposit 
Auto, NC, Only 17,600 km 
“LEASE RETURN” 
ONLY $15,995 
Great Rates: Fully Cashable 0 
Year 1 - 3.5% c ~ S P  Loans, at PriAe* 
Year 2 - 4.0% Deadline March 1,2006 
Year 3 - 4.5% 
‘Subjm w j y l m d i t  appmu 
N O R T H E R N  
S A  V I N G S  
C R E D I T  U N I O N  
4702 Lazelle Ave Tel: 638-7822 I ‘  
2002 Sunfire 
Coupe 
SSpd., Low Km 
NOW $8,995 
2004 Sunfire 
. Auto,NC,* 
Only 25,174Km 
ONLY $1 1,995 
, 
‘ I  
i 1 
I would like to express my thanks to all of the 
people of Skeena-Bulkley Valley for once again 
putting your trust in me in the recent election. It is 
truly an honour and a privilege to serve as your 
representative in Ottawa. 
; . .  
j 
i 
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I 
My commitment is to continue to work hard to get 
results for all people in the Northvvest. - -  
I i  I 
i 
I Nathan Cullen 
Me Skeena-Bulkley Valley 
I 
Call Toll Free . i  
1-800-862-3926 I 
www.nathancullen.ca 
Tall free: 1-888-622-0212 
5004 Hwy. ww.maccarthvam.cnm 16 West, Terr ce 635-4941 
, ! 
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BEST WESTERN 
TERRACE INN 
EVIEW 
Pizza place renos begin 
i, 
PIZZA HUT in Terrace is 
undergoing a $300,000 face 
lift. , 
The local eatery was pur- 
chased from the Critchley 
family by Lloyd and Lana 
Hull in the summer of 2005. 
At the time the couple was 
not sure if they would keep 
the restaurant where it is or 
if they would consider mov- 
ing it to a new location. 
Lloyd Hull says the cou- 
ple decided to keep the busi- 
ness where it is and invest in 
a major renovation that will 
bring the Terrace location 
in line with the new look of 
Pizza Hut in other areas. 
The restaurant will re-, 
main open while the reno- 
vations are underway and 
customers can already s& 
significant changes under 
way. 
The restaurant will take 
on a much airier feel with 
some of the interior walls 
coming down and the ceil- 
ing being elevated to create 
a more open concept feel, 
BRENT SCHMIDT of Aqua Plumbing and Heating 
works on a new beverage dispensing area at Pizza 
says Hull. ‘Hut. 
The front cash area will 
also undergo a change mov- 
ing the server’s beverage ling rooms. 
station to a new galley lo- The restauzant’s menu dishes. 
cated between the two din- will also be expanded to in- 
clude more pasta and wings 
Support for northern 
power push grows 
A CAMPAIGN backed by 
northwestern governments 
and resource companies 
to convince the provincial 
government to extend hydro- 
electric power noith on 
Hwy37 continues. 
Called the Coalition to’ 
Electrify Highway 37, the 
group has been gathering sig- 
din. It has also offered to-sell the Skeena hydro substation 
a portion of its project to the near Terrace. 
Tahltan whose traditional ter- The coalition favours 
ritory takes in the Red Chris building the infrastructure 
property. , for a 287kV !ine but only - 
Preliminary cost esti- running through 138kV un- 
mates to push hydro power til demand warrants an in- 
north of Meziadin depend crease. 
, upon the size of the line and Though bcMetals has 
range from $120 million to tagged a late 2007 start date 
‘ I  
Play SportsFunder SO/SO 
and Support Amateur Sports i<n BC. 
mestic use. branching off ot the exist- made by the H.C. ‘I’ransmls- - 
1. iHydra power now stopat .-,ing. ope;,.that now stops, a! sion Corporation indicate 
the Meziadin Junction north Meziadii with the most ex- two years of study and prepa- 
of Kitwanga on Hwy37. Past pensive one being a 287kV rations would be needed be- 
that, communities and com- line of more complexity as it fore any construction could 
panies are served by diesel would involve more work at begin. 
generators. 
One of the principle back- 
ers of the hydro line push is 
bcMetals which has the cop- 
per and gold Red Chris prop- 
erty just off of Hwy37 south 
of Iskut. 
It has received provincial 
environmental approval for 
its mine plan on the condi- 
tion it cannot proceed unless 
hydro is provided north of 
Meziadin. 
“We’ll be the first, but 
others will follow,” bcMetals 
president Ian Smith said re- 
cently of his company’s pro) 
ect and of the lobbying effort. 
He said the Red Chris devel- 
opment, scheduled to cost 
$228 million with a forecast 
life of 25 years, isn’t viable 
unless there is hydro power. 
The company has already 
lined up (US) $1 10 million I Tickets are $2040 avaiable at all Sight & Sound l o d e n s  $5.00 of each ticket sold will be donated to: Secondary Schools in debt financing though a I Music Program in Terrace, and the Dare to Dream Foundation in Kitimat. 
...p resents Melody Park live in concert ... 
WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 22,2006 
at the REM LEE THEATRE 7PM 
SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 25,2006 
at the MOUNT ELIZABETH THEATRE 8PM 
Available wherever lottery products are sold 
Draws every half hour Only $1 per play ’- - . 
I OFFICIAL SUPPORTER 
To learn more, visit bclc.com 
I 
, c 
0 
SICHT~%OUND United Kingdom bank-and has arranged for the sale of 
copper But both and of gold those concentrate. agreements E.]AudioTlkoNic ... Tllo firurn- a r t m  onrrrt,wnnwnrl - --- sboluU.ll . .r. I1Y. -- are contingent upon a provin- 
cia1 commitment to extend 
hydro power north of Mezia- 
,,t~r*mk,uUUU 
Hired Equipment Registration 
Skeena District 
The Skeena District of the Ministry of 
Transportation is creating its list of 
registered Equipment for Hire for’the 
fiscal year of 2006/2007, which begins 
April 1,2006. 
All individuals or companies who 
WERE registered this past year through 
the District Office in Terrace will be 
receiving invitations to re-register their 
equipment for the coming fiscal year 
by mail. 
Any individuals or companies who 
were NOT registered in 2005, but who 
wish to have their equipment listed, 
are hereby invited to contact the 
District Office either in person or by 
phone to obtain the appropriate 
registration forms, or register online at 
The District Office is located at 4825 
Keith Avenue, Terrace. You can also 
phone 250 638-6401 to have the forms 
mailed or faxed to you. 
Full details of equipment including 
serial number and proof of ownership 
are required for registration. Dump 
truck registrations require a current ’ 
tare weight slip and front axle capacity 
be attached. 
The lists will be compiled from 
equipment registered by 
March 31,2006. 
Don Ramsay, District Manager 
Skeena District I 
BRITISH 
COLUMBIA _.--. 
www.bcbid.gov.bc.ca www.gov.bc.ca 
Best side-impad crash performance score ever given to a car in its class by IIHS’ 
’ 
3.9% APR/ALR** 
frisky 4-cylinder turbo 
seriously satisfying power 
I Columbia Autohaus Ltd. 41 09 Substation Avenue. Terrace I 
‘IIHS mting os of April 2005. Cmsh perfomonce bnsed on US. equipped vehicle. Some feoturss may be option01 in Conodo. wwW.iihs.org. “Finonce plans ond lwso pmgmnu woibb* 
through Volkwagen Finonce on oppmved credit. Offers apply on 2006 Jatfo 2.5-litm. 2006 2.01 ond 2006 1.9-lire TDI models. Dwler participation may be required. 3.9% APR Ofhrprtoh (0 . 
60-month finonce term oniy on new 2006 Jetto 2.5-litre and 2006 Jetto 2.OT models. Purchnse smmple: S20,OOO financed at 3.996 for 60 months, mbnthly payment is $367.43, ccd d 
borrowing is $2,045.80 and toto1 to be repaid is 522,045.80.1.9% APR offer petinins to a 60-month finance term  MI^ on new 2006 1.9-litm TDI model. Purdrme axomple: $2O,WO fincbd d 
4.9% for 60 months. monthly payment is $376.51, cost of bonowing is 52.590.60 ond tobl to be repaid is f22.590.M). Down payment may be required. lnsumnce and opplimbb faas Caq 
Offers end January 31,2006. See dealer for full detoils. Yehide may not be axoctly os shown. TDl is o registered tmdemork of Volkwagen AG. Wimnted h i g h  mnge d 1,057 hn fer* 
2006 l o ~ n  Lhlitm TDl with manud tmrumiuion bosed on 55-lilte fuel bnk mpod%y and Transpati C o d  mtimatm of 5.2 VI00 lun. Your fuel consumption may wy. 8 Vdk&m 
t 
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ICBC granted interim hike 
for basic insurance rates 
DiklvERS will fork over more money to get behind the Combine that with the $38 increase and at the end of the 
wheel this year thanks to a rate hike to cover the rising costs day, the 2006 rates are lower than 2004, he says. 
of claims. Basic insurance covers about 75 per cent of the cost of all 
ICBC applied for a 6.5 p& cent increase in basic insur- .injury claims, he says. 
ance rates for 2006 from the B.C. Utilities Commission. He estimates that ICBC will report a loss of about $200 
The commission then approved an interim increase Feb. million in 2005, although he admits the books haven’t yet 
1 pending a full hearing. been audited. I 
The average customer will see a basic insurance premium Thanks to reasonably strong years in 2063 and 2004, 
rise of $38, when renewing vehicle insurance as of March ICBC had money left in the bank to help absorb this loss, 
15. he says. 
Injury claims, primarily covered by basic insurance, were Some members of the public may question why ICBC, 
the prime driver of claims costs increases in 2005, which is_ owned by the province, needs to make a profit, McClelland 
e x v t e d  to continue this yew. added. 
Optional insurance, which won’t see a rate increase, pro- “If we didn’t have that money in the bank, we’d belook- 
vides coverage for damage to or illeft of the vehicle and ad- ing at much more of an increase,” he said of the reasoning 
ditional protection from third party liability. to have a cushion. 
Doug McClelland,, an official for ICBC, says northern McClelland 3xpects ICBC’s claims costs to increase 
B.C. residents, who pay’ less than motorists in the Lower about four per cent this year. 
Mainland &d Athut average for the province, will see an He says the average basic premium was $578 and the av- 
increase of less than the $38 average. erage optional insurance premiuni was $501 as of Dec, 31, 
, He emphasizes that the rate hike isn’t due to more crash- 2005. 
es and more injuries, but rather to the rising costs of injury McClelland says insurance rates in  B.C. have remained 
claims, including medical payments and rehabilitation bills. stable and are the cheapest or close to being the cheapest in 
~ ICBC did lower rates for optional insurance in 2005 to Canada over the last five or IO years. 
the tune of a $100 million rate reduction for the. average cus- Motorists in most other provinces like Alberta and On- 
tomer, about a $61 reduction, he says. tario have seen huge spikes in their insurance premiums. 
0 
\ 
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PROSPECTIVE PET OWKIERS are now paying five times 
more to adopt a pet from the Terrace Animal Shelter. 
City council approved a recommendation to increase the 
cost of adopting pets the end of last year. The new system 
will see people paying $50 to adopt a cat and $80 to adopt 
a dog. 
That’s a 400 per cent increase over the old adoption fee 
of $10 for a cat and a 433 per cent increase over the old $15 
fee to adopt a neutered dog. 
Under the old system dogs who were not neutered or 
spayed cost $35. 
Though &e increase,appears dramatic, new owners will 
also be given a $30 voucher redeemable at any local veter- 
inarian’s office to beused for spaying, neutering or vacci- 
nations, says city director of development services, Marvin 
Kwiatkowski. 
And that should provide incentive for new owners to 
.make more responsible decisions when it comes to fixing 
animals and keeping their: shots up to dhe, he said. 
The voucher concept stems from similar programs in oth- 
er municipalities that have seen good success. 
The new fees could also curb impulse pet buying and add 
vdue to the cost of buying a pet. 
“Somebody can scrape together $15 or $20 - but many of 
those pets are coming back to us,” Kwiatkowski said. 
“The-benefits of this change are great in that it will en- 
courage the spaying and neutering of animals to reduce over 
population and should also contribute to a healthier pet pop- 
ulation,” Kwiatkowski to cil as it contemplated rais- 
ing fees. ‘ ’ 
The fee does not include licensing for dogs. That costs an 
additional $20 for fixed animals and $40 for unaltered dogs. 
The fees are considerably less that other animal shelters 
in the area, Kwiatkowski said. By comparison the Thornhill 
Animal Shelter charges $107 to adopt a dog. 
That includes the spaying or neutering, licensing and the 
first vaccination, which is done at the shelter. 
Cats cost $85.60 and also includes the cost of fixing the 
“ :. 
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SinaUer class sizes, csccllent instructors andla campus right in your own 
community. Add low tuition mid a choice of courses and progrim that 
lead to recognized degrees, diplomas and certificates and you have 
the NWCC advantage. , 
In Terrace.. . 
Bachelor of Science in Nursing (BScN) 
NWCC, in partnership with UNDC and CNC. is offering the BScN I’rograni 
in Terrace. 
Business Administration Certificates, Diplomas and Degrees 
Transfer credits to universities. 3 professional accounting associations and 
professional management associations. Earn Athabasca University’s = 
Bachelor of General Studies degree at  NWCC with a Business 
Administration Diploma plus additional NWCC courses. 
Business Technology Certificate Programs (Odirre) 
Job-ready skills for adnlinistrative positions in  otfice and business settings. 
Career & College Prep (Clossrootu G. Odirre) 
Tuition-&e high school level courses for adult learners to complete program 
prerequisites or gnduation requircnrents. 
Computer Technology (Clussrciorrt G. Onlirie) 
Develop a wide range of computer skills for a great career. 
Early Childhood Education (ECE) 
@oiofirll- and yort&!e-irt the classrootrt ot T m i c e  cariiprrs 
Basic and Post-basic Certificate Prograins prepare you for a rewarding career. 
Home SupportIResident Care Attendant Program 
Prepare for a rewarding career as a valuable member of the health care team. 
I 
Practical Nursing Certificate Program 
The 12-month program combines classroom, lab work, and on-the-job training. 
Social Service Worker L 
NEW! Trades Access (Clossroorrt G. Shop) 
Tuition-fiee opportunity to explore trades career options and upgrade your 
education so that you can enter into a trades training program. 
Trades 
Entry-level Trades (ELTT) and Apprenticeship Training in: 
Automotive Repair Technician 
Comniunity-based Carpentryind/or Timber Fnnung delivered in your conlmunity 
Culinary Arts Certificate ?i Diplonia Program 
Heavy Duty/Conimercial Transport Repair Mechanic 
Millwright (Industrial Millwright) 
NEW! WeldedFitter 
Welding > 
University Credit 
Choose &in a nnge of first and second year tramferable courses and get a jump 
on your degree. Earn a two-year Associate Degree in Arts, Science, or 
Criminology then transfer to a NWCC career prognrn or a university. 
Flexible delivery lets you choose the classroom, online, teleconference, full- or 
part-time, day-time or evenings.Visit the Web site for a complete list of 
University Credit courses. 
Distauce Education courses include: . . .  I .  I .  . &  
Eiglisli 20 1 Eitglish Literature - BeoimrY to ,Neoclassicishi:,.ili: (Telecbr@retice): i 
Eitglish 202 Eitglislt Literatiwe - Rorrrortticisrrr to Present (7&cor$rettce) 
Math 115 Pre-Cohilrrs (Otilitie) 
Math 190 Principles ofiMatlmtnticr for the Elerrieittory Tcaclrer (Ottlitre) 
” Learn the skills needed for a career in social services. 
,,Carpentry 
\ .  
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THEY‘RE JUST YOUR SPEED. 
Don’t wait! Experience a MAZDA test-drive now. 
1: 
Best deal on the vw market today! 
Res: 866 798-9565 
Cell: I 1  250 631-3100 
Email: vanceQroyallepagexa 
BUS: (877) 635-2404 
- 
-1111111111111111111111 Royal LePage Terrace ROYAL LEpAGE 
#1 02-4644 Lazelle Ave. , Terrace, B.C. ~ ~ ~ ~ 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1  
I 
/ ’  
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wn e 
2006 MPV GX 2006 MAZDA6 
SEDAN GSI4 
2006 MAZDA TRIBUTE GX-I4 
WITH AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION 
I 
The last minute is stil l  plenty of time 
Po make a smart RRSP decision. 
Talk to us about investing smart, fast. 
Call ( 250) 635-8042, visit our Terrace branch at 
4640 Lakelse Avenue or rbcroyalbank.corn/rrsp. 
I 
STARTING FROM 
Y&498 
PURCHASE FINANCING 
FOR 36 MTHS 
PURCHAS FOR 66 INANCING MTHS 
- 0 R -  ‘ - 0 R -  - 0 R -  $..@.. 
Wrm PER $4195 h W / 4 8 M O N R I S  DOWN PAYMENT 
TOTALLEASEO8L‘GAT!CNOF NO SKURW DEP SIT 518.019 
PER MM FOR 24 MTH5 
WiTH AT 52.850 A G% DOkN LEASE R P  
TOTAL W E  OBUGAn’ 
NO SKURII‘ 
FER MRI FOR 48MMS 
Wrm $2 995 WWN PAYMENT 
TOW WE‘oBuGAlKNoF NO SECURIPI DEPOSIT SlA.899 
\ GREAT DEALS STILL AVAILABLE ON 2005 MAZDAS! 
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Hospital off i.cials begin, planning 
:for’ improved Mills Memorial 
t 
;HEALTH OFFICIALS 
1 are starting to look at the 
f possibility of replacing the 
oldest portions of, Mills 
: Memoria Hospital. 
I First opened in 1961, the 
: hospital has been through 
: several additions and nu- 
: merous renovations over the 
: years. 
; Some of the oldest por- 
: tions may no longer meet 
; the needs of the community 
* and of modem medicine, 
1 says Rowena Holoien, the 
Northern Health Authority’ 
: official whose responsibility 
takes in the hospital. 
/I ‘ 
, 
ating rooms) will we’need? ’ But Holoien warned that 
We know we are getting a much has to be done before 
new CT scanner. How much any work is contemplated. 
room will it need? It comes “It’s a complicated plan- 
to  figuring’ out how much ning process. We’ll have to 
square footage we would fill out volumes of informa- 
need for every service,” she . tion,” she said. 
added. Holoien also said any 
planning would take in re- 
cent and current construc- 
tion at Mills. ’ 
“The inteht = A new intensive care 
would be to utilize 
as much of the ex- 
unit has just been finished 
on the main floor beside the 
’ The combined project is 
/ 
ing planners is that Mills is 
built on a substantial $ection 
of land, providing plenty o f ’  
space for new facilities. 
That means any new con- 
struction could simply build 
out from the facilities that 
will be kept as they are, said 
Holoien. 
She gave credit to the 
original planners of Mills for 
placing it on a large enough 
tract of land to allow for fu- 
ture construction. 
- -  : “We have to look at costing $It9 million znd it’s R~~~~~ ~ ~ l ~ i ~ ~  : needs and at growth,” said Space could very well be an cost that won’t be wasted 
Holoien, deschbing a com- AS well, the regional 
; plex process that projects poses if more student nurses are devised; said Holoien. psychiatric unit located at 
; what a hospital will look like the hospital was gutted and 
I and what it will offer in the anticipation of the facil- utilize as much of the exist- completely renovated in ear- 
I coming years. ” ity being a training site for ing building that we have ly 2002. 
1 “How many ORs (oper- medical students. , now,” she said. The one bonus await- 
needkd for educaiion pur- 
cycle through Mills and in 
as new construction plans 
“The intent would be to 
* 
I 0 
) ’  ; Hip-and .knee-,’surgeries rise 
acrossl‘the North for #patients-, 
NORTHERN PATIENTS are benefitting from an increase 
in hip and knee surgeries.#> 
From just 66 knee and 67 hip procedures done for the 
year ending March 3 1,2001, the projection for the year end- 
; ing March 31,2006 is an increase to 257 knee and 221 hip 
f surgeries, say officials from the Northern Health Authority. 
; And this year’s projection is an increase from the previous 
: year in which 199 knees and I95 hips were done throughout 
; the north, says Northern Health official Dr. David Butcher. 
1 The increase is attributed to a rise in the number of sur- 
: geons, efficiencies put in place beginning when the Northem 
I Health Authority was created in late 2001 and more money 
, from the provincial goyemment for the procedures. 
: “We received somewhat over $1 million this year,” said 
Butcher of the amount dedicated for the surgeries. 
: I He estimated that each hip and knee procedure could cost 
j : Although the extra money has already been sent, it was 
1 bundled up again as part of a $60.5-million announcement 
* two weeks ago by the provincial government, whizh says it 
I 1 will do more to reduce waiting lists. 
: Nearly half of that amount - $25 million - will be spent 
I at the UBC Hospital to open two operating rmms and put in 
I !  ’ t project at Richmond Hospital that I increased the num f joint keolacement procedures by‘40 ‘ 
: per cent since 2004by standardizing surgeries and equip- 
: ment and concentrating on patients’ pre-surgery and pose- 
: operative care. 
I :  
1 :   place a system to cut 
: up to $ 1 0 ’ 0 ~ .  
I #  
I ,  
joint replacement waiting lists. 
It’ll build on a 
I 
t 
, *  
I 
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YOU’RE ALREADY STARTING TO 
UNDERSTAND COLITIS. 
Help us understand how to 
cure it. All of your donation 
goes to medical 
research. For more 
information, call 
Send your tax deductible 
gift to: B.C. C H I L D  Founde- 
tion, Suite 11 50 - 
0 
(Ms 01) alia bs designaled Ihfaiqh Milad Way Registered charrv. ON 8WlJ 4151 RAaW 
The province will also spend $5 million to create a prov- 
ince-wide patient registry in which wait lists will lie man- 
aged according to patient need and urgency. 
Although Butcher said it’s a bit too early to judge how 
that will affect northwestern patients on wait lists, he added 
the goal is to conduct standard evaluations on each patient. 
“It’s not necessarily given that this will mean some peo- 
ple will jump to the front of the line. Time on a wait list will 
not necessarily be a deciding factor but it will be a factor,” 
he said. 
At the moment, there are 32 people on the joint replace- 
ment wait list for surgery at Kitimat General Hospital. It and 
Prince Rupert General Hospital have orthopedic surgeons. 
Of those 32 people, four have been on the wait list for 
more tharisix months. 
That’s the time limit now set nation-wide as the’ maxi- 
mum wait for joint replacement surgery. 
Tlie time limit was Set by the federal and provincial gov- 
ernments after a series of negotiations resulting in the former 
sending more health care money to the latter. 
Projections for the year ending March 3 1 call for 48 knee 
and 17 hip procedures in Prince Rupert and for 12 knee and 
23 hip procedures in Kitimat. 
The province-wide wait !ist reduction plan also calls for 
what’s called a “best practices tool kit” based on the Rich- 
‘mona“’plilot project to be sent to hospitals so they can put 
in place what has already been developed to increase effi- 
ciency. 
A FIREARM 
SAFETY COURSE 
will begin February 2 7“ 
st.3406 Eby St 6-9pm 
The P.A. L.. program teaches: 
Firearm Safety 
This 12 hr: course prepares 
Please have your dog leashed 
or feenced-in away from 
your mail boxe? on 
Wednesdays and 
Saturdays so your news 
carrier can ddiver your paper. 
- 
, 
With instant Cash Back you can walk into‘ H&R Block w 
Cash Back today. 
, 
Terrace 1250) 635-2308 
At participating offices. Must qualify. S i  office for details. 
0 2006 H&R Block Canada, Inc. CEO 
FASHIQN & HOME DECOR FABRIC‘ I NEW SPRINO ARRIVALS ALL FALL & WINTEI’STOCK 
Looking for a French sc 
vous cherchez une ecole fran 
~ 
-c S C O L A I R E  F 
f t a n c o p h o n e  
DE i A  C O L O M B I E - B R I T A N N I Q U E  
The Conseil scolaire francophone de 
la Colombie-Britannique is accepting 
registrations in all of its 37 schools in B.C. 
If French i$ your first language or if you 
received primary school instruction in French 
(excluding French immersion), your child is 
eligible for a Francophone education. 
BENEFITS: 
publicly funded French-language 11 
program from kindergarten to grade 12 
full-d‘ay francophone kindergarten I - safe transportation service 
language acquisition program 
* special education services 
leading edge computers and 
educational technology 
’ Le Conreil,scolaire francophone de 1 
. Colombie-Britannique accepte les inscr 
dans son reseau de 37 Ccoles en C.-B 
si le fragais est notre langue mat 
vous avez recu votre instruction p 
fragais (excluant I’immersion), 
est admissible au programme francophone. 
BEPI~FICES : 
programme d’enseignement publii 
matemelle B temps plein 
service de transport sicuritaire 
services d’iducation spicialisie 
riseau d’ordinateurs B la fine pointe de 
la technologie en iducation I 
complet de la matemelle B la tze annie 
programme de francisation L .  
, I . L -  ,..., ........ I.. .. ~ .,,.. ._<"..+ .,*. * .--........-. -...-. .-..r.r-, ... . 
I! 
. .  
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. CHARLYNN TOEWS 
Dreamon 
dream of an all-new kitchen by Republic. 
headlined an ad in a 1950s magazine I saw 
some time ago. I think it was Life or Look. 
illustrated with one of those high-heel-clad 
poodle-skirted housewife types, rendered in pencil 
and wash. 
The picture showed a gleanling all-steel fitted 
kitchen, small by today’s standards, but all there 
nonetheless. Here’s where the baking pans can be 
stored, for example,, there is the perc and on the 
counter, a tall, angular, elegant salt-and-peppei 
set. 
When I shop for my house, I ask for shelves, 
shelving, I look at storage units. I do not buy maga- 
zines promising “Less Clutter!” nor do I yield to 
the temptation ,to take home a hardcover called 
“Voluntary Simplicity,” because then I would need 
to get another bookshelf, magazine rack, or charm- 
ing woven basket. 
Here’s me, in the fumiture’store: “A shelf,” 
I say, “Or some kind of cupboard or, basically, a 
thing for containing things.” Picture me dishev- 
eled, raggedy, Saturdayish, comb obviously lost. 
The furniture store staffer is kind, calm, combed, 
and helps me look. 
Helps ‘me find a thing to find my things that 1 
bought and needed and probably still need bul 
do not have to have on permanent display on the 
kitchen table. The kitchen table is for other uses; 
for example, one could eat on it. i 
“For clothes?’ asks the nice Home Furnish- 
ings lady. “Yes,” I say, “But also toys, papers, 
hats, mitts, gloves, skates, books, movies, and, you 
know ... stuff.” She nods sympathetically, under- 
standingly, leads me to the Pine Collection. “Vari- 
ous items,” she says. “Yes!” I-respond, seeing the 
perfect container for various items, and it’s in my 
price range. 
Then I buy it and haul it home, and before I can 
assemble it, need to figure out where to put it. 
Doesn’t quite fit here in the laundry room where 
I had pictured it, unless I move this important junk, 
but then where will I put that? One can’t have 
Banker’s Boxes in the living room! 
Or can one? Let’s stop and think about this for 
a minute. 
New shelf: good. Needs assembly: that is okey- 
dokey. Doesn’t fit in the laundry room, by less than 
a half-inch: not bad, but worrisome. (DO NOT get 
out the sander at this point, or for that matter, a 
power tool of any description.) 
Have a seat in the bathroom while you study the 
shelving unit that started it all, perfect for the Baby 
Room til the new bureau was found, purchased, as- 
sembled, and moved twice. 
“The Baby Room turned out to 
be The Whole Dang Proper!. Them 
might be a small henl of dinosaurs 
in the Baby Room, but they could 
also be in the tub, in front of the 
fridge, or in the fridge beside the 
milk ” 
Remember thc idea of the Baby Room? The 
Baby Room is where the baby, and all the baby‘s 
things, would be stored. The toys, the diapers, the 
sleeping baby, the crying baby, the cute, cute teddy 
bear, all there, in that room, nicely decorated, fresh- 
ly painted, with sun and air, all right in there. 
In dreaming of The Baby Room, one does not 
picture diapers ever making their way into, say, 
the dining room. And teeny, tiny, incredibly grimy 
socks on the coffee table in the living room, what a 
surprise to first see them there! Or small hard plas- 
tic toys underfoot in the hallway, at night, in the 
dark, stepped on by an obviously surprised and ut- 
terly dismayed husband: that particular noise was 
not imagined. ’ The Baby Room turned out to be The Whole 
Dang Property. There might be a ?mall herd of di- 
nosaurs in the Baby Room, but they could also be 
in the tub, in front of the fridge, or in the fridge 
beside the milk. A toothbrush will be found on the 
kitchen floor, like a fork is found on the lawn. A 
toddler might have deposited it, or, just as likely, 
a grown-up may have set it there just for a minute 
while dealing with said Baby Toddler Kid. 
When Baby Toddler Kid is old enough to ask 
for cookies by their brand name, a mother might 
say, “Well, look in the kitchen, that’s where we 
usually store the food.” So why, in my house, 
would there be a half-eaten Jell-0 on the washing 
machine? who said an apple core with baby-teeth 
marks should be stored on my bedside table? And 
no home furnishings storage solution professional 
of my acquaintance advised keeping that juice-box 
on the front step. 
Considering resale value, remodeling the kitchen 
would be the smart thing to do. Think of all those 
cupboards and drawers. I dream of a new All-Steel 
Kitchen from ReDublic. 
Take a< trip with Mr. Hoskins 
By DUSTIN QUEZADA 
SOUTHERN ONTARIO, where singerhongwriter 
Gregory Hoskins is from, has 70 per cent of the 
Canadian population and, therefore, the bulk of his 
poht ia l  audiences. 
So why is the 42-year-old performer coming to the 
wilds of northwestern B.C.? 
“In order to feel like a Canadian artist, you need 
to tour the country,” said Hoskins on the eve of his I 
sojourn that’ll bring his trio to Terrace Feb. 18. 
“Because this country’s huge, on a psychic level 
you can’t stay in southern Ontario,” Hoskins said. “It 
works on your head.” 
With two international releases. Hoskins is best 
known for being the front man for the Stickpeople 
during the late 80s and early 90s. 
But with the re-release in 2005 of his highly ac- 
claimed solo album King of Good Intentions, Hoskins 
is forging into a new phase in his career that excites 
him. 
“This record has had legs,” ‘said Hoskins, who is 
working on a new album due out this summer. 
But the live show that Hoskins will bring, with 
Gary Craig on the drums and Joe Phillips on bass, is a 
whole other dimension. 
’ “The live show is a bit more intense - it’s not held 
back by time,” Hoskins said. “It’s rattier and more 
provocative,” 
Hoskins, who grew up i n  Montreal, says the X-fac- 
tor in a live show is the audience. 
“It really depends on the crowd,” Hoskins said. “I 
meet the audience somewhere and create a little trip. 
“The whole thing works when I go somewhere and 
they come with me.” 
Just what kind of trip is one of “textured stuff’ on 
the guitar. 
Hoskins is. comfortable slowing things down or 
picking up the pace, flirting all the while with rhythm 
and rhyme. 
, “There’s a joy I have in playing with rhyme,” 
Hoskins said, citing Paul Simon as one of his princi- 
pal influences. 
And his voice has not only been compared to Si- 
mon but also to former Police front man Sting. 
For the younger set, he says his musical style has , 
drawn comparisons to the likes of Ben Harper and 
Jack Johnson. 
“Unless you live for death metal, you won’t be into 
what I’m playing’,” said Hoskins. “However, if you’re 
into death metal and have an open mind, you’re going 
to like it.” 7 
There’s a intriguing mixture in Hoskins’ tone. He’s 
modest, pet supremely confident in his musical prod- 
uct. 
“I think my music is better than most and I think 
my band’s better than most,” Hoskins added. 
“The stuff is provocative, accessible, passionate, 
OK, so maybe he’s not too modest, but what kind * COOL Cat GWOV k X d h  brings a 
Hoskins, who visited the region in 1979 on a youth Theatre stage SaturdaY~’ Feb. see 
exchange, will play shows in Prince Rupert, Kitimat Page 82 for concert details and how 
and Terrace before he heads south to Vancouver Island to get tickets- 
well-executed, entertaining and disarming,” ‘ ,>‘I 
of rock star is? sound he’s proud of to the REM Lee 
and the Lower Mainland. GREGORY HOSKINS WEB SITE PHOTO 
BOB Hoskins and Judi Dench are the leads 
in Mrs. Henderson Presents, a comedy set 
:r I -rrl-... 
Around Town 
ish soldiers throughout the war as it famously re- 
fused to close. 
The film features on-stage drama that spills 
onto the backstage but the core of the film is the 
tumultuous relationship between owner and im- 
presario. Van Damm insists on artistic freedom 
but Mrs. Henderson’s constant stream of ideas 
means the two are bound to butt heads, and in- 
deed, they do. 
The film itself was nominated for a Golden 
Globe for best musical or comedy, while both 
Dench and Hoskins were nominated for their per- 
formances. Dench is“also UD for best actress at 
testimonies of broken dreams, wither$ illusions, 
rape and humiliation from several eastern Europe- 
an girlssold as prostitutes throughout thc world. 
(Mira Niagolova/Canada/2001/48 min.) 
Sucrijice tells the story of how each year thou- 
sands of young girls are recruited from rural Bur- 
mese villages to work in the sex industry in neigh- 
bouring Thailand. Held for years in debt bondage 
in illegal Thai brothels, they suffer extreme abuse 
by pimps, clients and the police. The trafficking 
of Burmese girls has soared in recent.years as a 
direct result of political repression in Burma. Hu- 
man rights abuses, war &d ethnic discrimination 
have displaced hundreds of thousandspf families, 
leaving them with no means of livelihood. An of- 
fer of employment in Thailand is a rare chance for 
many fariiilies to escape extreme poverty. 
Sacrifice examines the social, cultural, and 
economic forces at work in-thetrafficking of Bur- 
mese girls into prostitution in Thailand. It is the II l LUI IUUl l. next month’s Oscars~ 
It plays Wednesday, Feb. 22 at 7 p.m. at the Til- story of the valuation and sale of human beings 
and the efforts of teenage girls to survive a ser- Tale Of PiSQue theatre licum w i n  Theatre. Admission is $8. 
- I
sonal crisis born of economic and political r e ~ e s -  
sion. (Ellen Bruno/USA/SO d n . )  Amnesty group THE TERRACE and District Arts Council lightens I - -  
presents pair of films Entertainers sought things up with the last of its Golden Globe and Oscar nominated pictures with the London war- 
. for relay foi lifeis era comedy Mrs. Henderson Presents on Feb. 22. It’s the story of dame Laura Henderson (Judy 
Dench), the newly-widowed eccentric 70-year-old 
who buys an abandoned Soho cinema and turns 
it into what would become the historic Windmill 
Theatre. 
Knowing nothing about theatre, she hires the 
irascible Vivian van Damm (Bob Hoskins) to run 
it and rc-open its doors as Revudeville. Nothing 
seems to bring the vaudeville house to life until 
Mrs. Henderson has a flash of inspiration: produce 
a nude revue. She sidesteps the censorship laws 
by freezing the performers as “tableaux vivants” 
in which the showgirls don’t inwe a muscle. The 
theatre becomes a smash hit and a haven for Britt 
THE TERRACE Amnesty International Action 
Circle A80 hosts its monthly film presentation 
Wednesday, Feb. 22 and will screen two movies 
starting at 7 p.m at the Kiva Caf6 following its 
monthly meeting. The group has chosen “violence 
against women” as the theme because it is leading 
up to March 8, International Women’s Day. 
Truficking CindereIZa is a journey into a ma- 
cabre world which most of us prefer to believe 
could never exist. Since the fall of the Berlin Wall 
in 1989 and the resulting political and economic 
changes, there has been an alarming increase in 
forced prostitution and trafficking of women from 
eastern Europe to the West and North America. 
Truffickinp Cinderella features the gut wrenching 
ONEOFthegreatthingsabouttheCanadianCancer 
Society’s Relay for Life is that PNcipants also 
benefit from live entertainment while supporting 
the cause. Copper Mountain Music Promotion 
and Entertainment is seeking performers or bands 
who would like to participate. 
This event will showcase some of the North- 
west’s best musical entertairunent as they per- 
form during the Saturday, May 6 fundraiser at the 
George Little Park bandshell between the hours * 
of 10 a.m. and 10 p.m. Sound system will be pro- 
vided. To register, call 615-3727. 
Cnntiniiad Paaa B3 
’ 
4 i 
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all. Especially when the prize ,is S10,OOO plus CI u bs & Pu b S  bragging rights to the best karaoke act in the 
Northwest. As you might expect, there is plenty of 
reason tC) knock-off a competitor or two - or even ARTFUL CUP: Open mic nikht Saturdays. * r, PUB: Feb' 17-18: Sugarfoot; Feb. brik a judge. Yes;\some folks \vi]] seek victory at 
isn't it'? But it makes for a great nlurder-mystery 0 
24-25 Shoes That Fit: March 3-4 3rd Degree- 
HANKY'S: Tues' karaoke* free foosbalVU'ed' 
karaoke* poomUrs* college games 
p.m. to midnight music jams. A great opportunity 
to network with fellow musicians in a friendly 
' , atmosphere. All you need is your instrument 
because there's sound equipment, lighting, a drum 
kit and all the amps you'll need. 
LEGION BRANCH 13: Meat draws and music The Terrace Concert, Society presents 
I to dance to Saturdays starting at 4 p.m. " critically acclaimed roots-pop songwriter and 
fonner front man with The Stickpeople, Gregory 
Hoskins. One of eight B.C. tour dates, Hqskins 
will be accompanied by Gary Craig on drums Visual Arts and Joe Phillips on bass. Hoskins, who brings a * Tie Terrace Art presents Mapping magical, timeless quality to his shows, has opened Alyssa Kem, Cheryl Wyatt, Tracey Kumpolt and 
the Intimate, for Sarah McLachlan, The Neville Brothers. Marilyn Brodie - will be featured in a concert 
featuring 'Om 30 the Rickie Lee Jones, Bruce Cockburn, The Indigo for flute, voice and keyboard. The conceq will 
REM Lee Theatre Saturday, Feb. 18 at 8 p.m. For by Beethoven, Godard: James Ryan, Pachelbel, 
single or season tickets, go to the concert Society Loeillet and Richard Rodgers. The musicians 
Web sjte'at www.temaceconcertsociety.org or call have all entertained audiences in Terrace in the 
past and join forces for the first time Sunday, Feb. 
19 at Knox United Church (4907 Lazelle Ave.) at 
Eight of Terrace's musicians - Rachel Reay, 7:30 p.m. Admission is by donation and proceeds 
Andy Brodie, Jose Coosemans, Sarah Wyatt, go to the Terrace Churches' Food Bank. 
' any - do anything for a trophy. sad, 
/ comedy! Directed by Julie, Jacobs. Presented at 
' Fi*-Sat* dance music & door pizedSunday 8 the Skcena Valley Golf ,& Country Club F&. 17- 
8. Rated: General. 
1 
live music i 
Dr. Fishy - play with Rupert's Celtic Rain Feb. 
25. Details in Communiv Calendar below. 
mixed media exhibit 
lay from Feb- 3-26 at th Girls, among many others. Hoskins plays the feature a variety of music including selections 
35-5603. ' 
The Terrace little Theatre presents the last 
two shows of Joh Mann's The Karaoke GlIer. 
cCompetition brings the best and worst in us 
IIIyL.To(u OIOUT - UliM. m 
inner Theatre 
Joh Munn's 
i 
LmtChance! 1 
Feb 17th & 18th 
--  
at the Skeena Valley 
Golf & Country Club 
(1 
Tickets $34 at UniglbBe 1 
Audition Call for the Comedy 
"Louder I can't hear you" 
Fri I7 Feb 1-03 p g a t  the McColl Playhouse 
Roles I for 3 males and 3 females, 
I 3  to I9  years old 
Everyone welcome! 
For more info contact Garion 635-5605 
Our official ticket outlet is 
Standard @-. 
( R ' A  D I T  Courte #113 - 4716 yliravel Lazelle Ave 
to Serve You! 
Errace OBce 104-47 10 Lazelle Ave 
Terrace BC V8G 1T2 
Phone: 250 638-7906 
Fax: 250 638-7926 
0 
Kirinrar Office 244A City Centre 
Kitimat BC V8C 1T6 
Phone: 250 632-9883. 
.._. .__ - - .. Phone: 250 632-9886 - i 
k 7 
Entail: robin.austin.mla@leg.bc.ca 
, 
Check out our site or dl 638-7283 for advertising informaion I 
o 
turday, February 18,2006 
ory Hoskins - Bluedsingedsongwriter. "Hoskins takes 
himself seriously. ..but given an excellent voice and songwriting 
brilliance, his ego may be justified." Terrace Concert Society, 
Tickets available online at: www.terraceconcertsociety.org or 
call phone: (250)635-5603,8:00 p.m. 
Wednesday, February 22,2006 
Melody Park - This home grown female fronted band consists 
of five musicians whose music is groove based eclectic rock 
and pop that transcends all age groups and musical tastes. 
The live show will introduce new energy and momentum 
to the songs for any audience to have a memorable and 
exciting experience. Tickets $20.00. Available at Standard 
Radio, Sight and Sound and other venues, 7:OO p.m. 
FridayISaturday February 24,25,2006 
Elementary Band Retreat - New musicians are invited to 
participate in band clinics and attend and give concerts. 
Friday evening - Calendonia Band Concert 7:OO p.m. 
.-liwilnbk onlineat: 
wwrv.terraceconcertsociety.org 
> 
COMMUNITY EVENTS Jaron Freeman-Fox. The all-ages show starts at 
THURSDAY, FEB. 16 7 p.m. Tickets $10 for adults, $5 for ages 13 and 
The Council for Healthy Eady Childhood brings under. Available at Misty River Books and the 
guest ,speaker Charlie Coffey, who presents Yellow House Gift Shop. 
The Partnership That Pays: Strengthening the 
"Children First*- Business Investment. 12 noon FEBRUARY-MARCH 
at the Best Western Terrace Inn. Cost is $17 The Terrace Legion Branch 13 is staging a four- 
(including lunch). Phone 635-2063 to reserve ,a night karaoke contest (Feb. 17, March 3, 17, 24) 
seat. Coffer will also have an informal roundtable with registrations at 7:30 p.m. and competitions 
session for service providers titled Working for beginning at 8 p.m. each evening. Cash prizes 
Business at 2 p.m. There is no charge but phone for lst, 2nd and 3rd are on the line-and will be 
awarded ,March 24. The .best three;out of foor- 
nightts wili be used for judging-so'every night 
FEBRUARY-MARCH is important. All members and bona fide guests 
The Kitimat Centennial Museum presents Family welcome to come out and watch or perfop. 
Traditions II: an exhibit by Henaksiala First Nation 
PSAS 
and carvings by Henry Robertson. Through March Northern Health and the community care facilities 
19th. Mon-Fri 10 a.m. to 5 p.m., Sun 12-5 p.m. licensing program invite licensed family and group 
childcare facilities staff, board members and 
SATURDAY, FEB. 18 childcare volunteers to meet the local licensing 
The Terrace Art Association is holding its annual officer, Barbara Mahon and review basic licensing 
Volunteer Appreciation Dinner on Saturday, requirements. The Terrace Health Unit auditorium, 
Feb. 18 at 4 p.m. at the Terrace Art Gallery. All Wednesday, Feb. 2 from 6-8 p.m. RSVP requested 
members and volunteers are invited to join us in by calling or faxing the licensing program at 638- 
honouring the "Volunteer of the Year." 2507 or 638-2256 (fax). 
SATURDAY, FEB. 18 The Clay Artists of Terrace Society is taking 
Terraceview Lodge residents and staff invite the registrations for pottery lessons at the new 
community to a special tea to support the Heart community pottery studio. For info, call Linda at 
and Stroke Foundation of B.C. with their event 635-1767., 
"Painting the Town Red Tea" between 2-3:30 p.m. 
The afternoon will feature special music and local Terrace Public Library wants your attention if 
. Sasa at 635r8761 to register. 
L 
artist Chris Wilson featuring banners, paintings, 
, 
RCMP officers serving up tea in style! Admission 
is $4.50 per person. For info, call the recreation 
department at 638-0223 ext. 233. 
SATURDAY, FEB. 18 
The Family Place hosts a "Transition House 
Shower" to help turn the new transition house 
into a home. The Ksan House Society is moving 
clients to its new location and it would be nice 
if they could leave all the old, worn out contents 
behind. Help by donating any number of needed 
household items. Call Gail Murphy at 635-6756 for 
information and what to donate. From 2-4 p.m. at 
4553 Park Avenue. 
FEB. 18-20 
The Terrace Reglonal Historical Society Is 
holding a Celebration of music over three days 
in the Skeena Mall's community room. Saturday, 
Feb. 18 to Monday, Feb 20, which Is Heritage Day 
across Canada. From 1-4 p.m. everyday, those 
three days, with refreshments. A large display of 
local art work by local artists will be featured and 
refreshments will be served. Everyone welcome to 
join in on the celebration of Heritage Week. 
TUESQAY, FEB. 21 
The George Little House hosts the second of its 
Tuesday afternoon teas in Februar. On Feb. 21, 
it's a heritage-themed tea from 2-4 p.m. Call 638- 
8887 for enquiries and reservations. 
FRIDAY, FEB. 24 
The Heritage Park Museum hosts the annual 
Maple Syrup Sugar Shack Festival. Organized 
by the Terrace chapter of Canadian Parents for 
French, it's an afternoon of fun for the entire 
family featuring french entertainment and music, 
a barbecue, games, prizes and maple syrup on 
a stick. Feb. 24 from 3-7 p.m. on the museum 
grounds. 
FRIDAY, FEB. 24 
Mountain View Christian Academy is planning a 
special afternoon to encourage 3- to 4-year-olds 
to enjoy the world of reading on Friday, Feb. 24 
from 1-3 p.m. at 4927 Agar Ave. Sponsored by 
the Ministry of Education, this event will include a 
puppet show, games, refreshments, door prizes 
and an opportunity for those in the community 
to find out more about MVCA. For questiosn, call 
Paul at 635-551 8. 
SATURDAY, FEB. 25 
Terrace Light House and Aglow Int'l of Canada 
sponsors a celebration of God's presence with 
music, formal dress and a buffet dinner at the Best 
Western at 7 p.m. Special speaker Anne Klassen 
and worship leader Starlene , Starlund. Tickets 
$15. Call 635-1935 for ticket info. 
SATURDAY, FEB. 25 
Celtic Rain, of Prince Rupert, and local band 
Dr. Fishy perfonn at the Skeena Valley Golf and 
Country Club. Dr. Fishy will be joined by fiddler 
, 
you're a homeschooler! The library is staging a 
Homeschool Science Fair. Register now for this 
exciting 4-week session. Tuesdays from 1-2 p.m. 
Session begins on Feb. 7 and runs each weekuntil 
Feb. 28. These programs are FREE but please 
register at the Terrace Public Library In person or 
by phoning 638-81 77. 
Terrace Churches' Food Bank distributes food 
at the rear of 4647 Lazelle Ave. from 1-3 p.m. 
resuming Wednesday, Feb. 15 for surnames S to 
2: and Thursday, FeS. 16 for anyone missed. The 
above order will be enforced, so please come on 
the right day and bring identification for yourself 
and your dependents. 
Cafenara is bringing back by popular demand its 
acoustic Jams every second Tuesday at 7 p.m. 
Upcoming dates are: Feb. 21, March 7 8 21, April 
4 8  18, May2 8 16. 
The Terrace branch of the B.C. Schizophrenia 
Society sponsors a series of educational 
presentations on brain disorders. Feb. 15: 
understanding and communicating with someone 
who is hallucinating: March 15: understanding and 
communicating with someone with mania: April 12: 
understanding and communicating with someone 
who has delusions. All presentations at 7:30 p.m. 
at the health unit auditorium at 3412 Ka lm Street 
(use side door). Free and all welcome. 
Terrace Public Library's annual general meeting 
will be held Thursday, Feb. 16 at 7 p.m. in the Willy 
Schneider meeting room. Questions? Call Ed at 
the library 638-8177. 
Kermode Friendship Society offers free tutoring 
at its Kalum St. location with an After School 
Homework Club Mondays through Thursdays 
from 230 - 5:30 p.m. This program is open to 
youth in need of help and support in school. Peer 
tutors wanted. Learn by teaching. This could be 
used as hours requiied in graduation portfolio. 
For more information contact Kim Besharah of 
Kenode Friendship Society at 635-4906 ext. 27. 
The ,Northern Health Authority presents the 
parent and child Mother Goose Program on 
Thursdays from Jan. 12 to March 2. 2006 from 
10:30 to 11:30 a.m. at the health unit. Simple 
rhymes and action songs to delight your baby 
(newborn to 18 months) and help develop 
language and communication. No charge. Come 
as often as you can. To register, call the North 
West Health Unit 638-2200. 
The Happy Gang Centre hosts a pancake 
breakfast on the first Saturday of each month from 
8-11 a.m. The centre's general meeting goes on 
the second Thursday of eveiy month at 2 p.m. 
The Terrace Women's Resource Centre (4542 
Park Avenue) hosts Friday drop-in dicussion: 
Gender Lens on local issues. Call 638-0228. 
MULLIGATAWNY 
Turkey and rice 
soup with a warm 
curry flavour served 
with pappadams 
LUNCH 
CURRIED BEEF 8 VEGETABLES 
Over rice with crispy ;-%,,. 
pappadams crackers *+ 
DINNER - after 4pm 
MIXED GRILL 
Pork, Veal & 
Chicken stacked 
on a bed of garlic 
mashed potatoes 
' 
4702 Lakelre Avenue, T e r r a c e , 6 3 5 - 6 3 0 2  
- -  
Baby's Name: Baby's Name: 
Ty Lyndon Gascon 
Date6TimeofBirth: 
Jan. 22, 2006 at 535 a.m. 
Weight: 8 Ibs. 6 02. 
Sex: Male Sex: Male 
Parents: Allison & Danny 
Baby's Name: 
Mackenzie Serena Hannah Baby's Name: 
Rosemarie Haugan Lance Sheldon Bennett 
Date & Time d Birth: 
Jan. 23,2006 at 7 4 8  a.m. 
Weight: 7 Ibs. 14 02. 
Sex: Female Sex: Male 
Parents: P.shley &Jared 
Baby's Name: 
Navy Victorio-Ann bby 's  Name: 
Gudmundson Tai Singh Spencer \ 
Date 8 Time of Birth: 
JOP. 26, 2006 at 3:15 p.m. 
Weight: 7 Ibs. 5 oz. 
Sex Female 
Parents Krista & Brod 
"Baby sister for 
Nicholas, Jade & Liam" 
Isaac Henry Shirshac 
, Date 8 lime of Birth: 
Jan. 26, 2006 at 8:16 p.m. 
Weight: 6 Ibs. IO 02. 
Parents: Lisa 8. Casey 
"Baby brother for Napoleon" 
Date & Time of B i d x  
Jan. 3 1,2006 at 7:36 p.m. 
Weight: 8 Ibs. 15 oz. 
Parents: Jenyo & Sheldon 
"Baby broher for Mason" 
Date & Time of Birth: 
Jan. 31, 2006 a1 9:08 a.m. 
Weight: 6 Ibs. 9 oz. 
Sex: Male 
Parents: Suki &Shone 
N 
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’ TUNGUP SPECIAL $24.95 
offer expires feb. 28,2006 
635-5225 Lazelle Mini Mall 
6 Days a Week Mon - Sat 
Kinsmen 
celebrate-60 
THE KINSMEN Club of 
Terrace celebrates 60 years I- a 
SUNDAY, MAY 7/06 0 7 : 3 0 ~ ~  c CN CENT& - PRINCE GEORGE e Mmm’culture THETERRACEand District 
1 ’  
U,Buttori bearers< 
SARAH Sm6ley and Gabe McFarlane, both 16-year-old students from Parkside Secondary School, display 
their winning designs for a Valentine’s Day button contest promoting anti-violence that was put on by the 
Ksan House Society. Smoley’s pin features the words, “Be Cool, Don’t Abuse,” while McFarlane’s button 
reads “Valentine’s Day is for Love Not Hate.” The teens were encouraged to enter the contest by their art 
teacher and being picked as winners meant their designs have been made into 100 buttons each that they 
can distribute to whomever they choose. Smoley says she’ll distribute her buttons to people at the Prince 
Rupert transition house, while McFarlane he plans to hand his out to friends and people he knows. The 
stud,ents both say the exercise opened their eyes to the issues of violence and domestic abuse and that 
neither of them tolerates them. Not pictured is the third winner, Brandy Benson, also of Parkside Second- 
ary. DUSTIN QUEZADA PHOTO 
Multicultural As’sociation 
hosts its 21st annual 
multicultural potluck dinner 
“Saturday, Feb., 25 at the 
Kitsunikhluni Community 
Hall. Doors open at 4 p.m. 
with dinner starting at 5 
p.m. 
Enter with a ticket and an 
ethnic dish. Call 638-1594 
for information or buy tickets 
at Misty River Books. 
Tickets available at all Ticketmaster outlets, 
The CN Centre Box Ofice  and Studio 2880. Charge by J 
phone 250-6149100; or on line at wnw.ticlctmastcr.ca -
STANDARD 
SAVETAXES ~ 
THROUGH THE 
, Scientific Research & Experimental 
Development Program 
The Northwest Science ‘& In 
(NSIS)in partnership withtheNo&westCommunity 
cdlege(NWCC) is hosting a luncheon presentation by 
Thomas Hu, Canada Revenue Agency. 
-.cy 
February 22,2006 
V C C  CAMPUS - ROOM 2001 
1 lt45 AM 
To preregister contact David Belford; NSIS Executive 
Director, toll free at 1-877-297-6747 or email to 
ravenda - .  b@va hohcg. Visit the Northwest Science and 
Innovation Society web site‘bt WWW.~~S~J.~C! ’- - -for-further 
information. 
- Northwest Community Colege, Western 
Economic Diversification (WDj, 6C. Innovation Council, 
National Research Council 1 
7 Elks, family lose? spe-cia,l man 
0 1 
Special 
tribute to the 
Baker family 
hill around the corner and 
down Atwood St. towards 
the tracks. One of the kids 
was on lookout on Lakelse 
Ave., just in case there was 
traffic. This tradition lasted 
for a few years until one day 
the traffic was the RCMP, 
which immediately put a 
stop to this fun. 
Another little story shared 
to me by Les York about 
Lawrence from August 1942 
when the York faniily came 
to Terrace: Les remembers 
he and Lawrence, both 14 
then, worked together as wa- 
ter boys for his father build- 
ing the old military hospital 
up on the bench and the lock- 
up at the old police station. 
Les said he remembers that 
time living in Terrace as the 
most interesting time of his 
life and was left with some 
wonderful memories. 
FEBRUARY IS Heritage 
Month and I encourage 
everyone to think of our 
heritage. 
The dictionary describes 
heritage as: property that 
descends to an heir; legacy; 
birthright. My favorite would 
be legacy because I see heri- 
tage as a continual process 
from which everyone ben- 
efits. For this I would like to 
share a story of a family who 
came to Terrace in 1942 and 
contributed to Terrace’s his- 
tory. 
Fred and Charlotte Baker 
moved to Terrace in 1942, 
with sons Lawrence 14, and 
four-year-old Clarence. By 
Return. yowr . 
this time the older children 
had already left home. Ap- 
parently, this move was very 
exciting to ,Lawrence - he 
thought they were moving to 
a city. Only he didn’t know 
he would find himself on a 
farm at the end of Thomas 
Street, up on the bench:’ 
It was about three years 
after moving to Terrace that 
Lawrence, Don Hull and 
two other local boys headed 
east to do the harvesting in 
Saskatchewan. This was 
during wartime‘ and tires 
were rationed. They made it 
as far as Marysville in sbuth- 
eastern, B.C. when they ran 
out of tires. Thev spent the 
LAWRENCE Baker, fourth from the.right, was a member of the Benevolent Order 
of Elks Canada for more than 40 years, serving as the Elks’ local secretary for a 
quarter of a century. CONTRIBUTED PHOTO 
brother Clarence and Joyce ing lot between Twin City. tralight airplane crashed in 
and have a quiet ceremony. Meats and Elan Travel. Jackpine Flats. Sister Grace 
Well, by the time the cer- Many people in Terrace and husband Ed Buchholz 
emony started there were 16 remember the Baker home died in car crash at Williams 
at the church - so much for a on Lakelse; Mrs. Baker dis- Lake in 1973 on their way to 
quiet wedding. played beautiful flowers in Vancouver. Wilfred died in 
3110 Kalum - fight bcaide Sur; 250-635-3779 ,’ 
Open Mon.to Fri. 830 am - 5 pm Sat. 10 im - 6 pm Closed Sum 
I 1 . a  
winter cutting railway ties. After the ceremony, he; front window. Another 1995 in Pqince Rupert. Herb 
In the spring, the boys Jean’s parents took the kids in 1976 in Ontario and Wal- 
separated and Lawrence to the hotel room. Lets just certainly left their mark in ter back in Manitoba. 
continued east. In Port Ar- say, after they left the room A celebration of Law- 
, thur, which is now Thunder and Lawrence and Jean ar- itage Park Museum, you can( rence’s life was held on 
Bay, Ont., Lawrence got a rived, they probably had a Nov. 17, 2005 at Thornhill 
job hauling cement blocks Q tough time with the bed and dress on display, as well a Community Church with 
to the stores, That is when Jean found confetti in her officiating pastor Rob Brin- 
he decided he better get his suitcase for years after. son, with a reception at the 
driver’s license. When they arrived back Elks Hall following service. 
After hauling cement home, they found another rence Baker passed away Just a small tribute to the 
with his new license, he shocking ‘surprise ... I guess Baker family, a family who 
headed north where he spent some friends didn’t like the came to Terrace and made a 
the next 10 years working colour of their car and felt difference. 
longtime family gone that 
Terrace. If you visit the Her- 
view Mrs. Baker’s wedding 
pretty black party dress. 
After six months of living 
with the aid of oxygen, Law- 
suddenly at home Nov. 1 1 ,  
2005. His brother Clarence 
died June 3, 1997 - his ul- 
~ 
Centennial 1 
8 am - 11 pm Daily,.900 2nd Ave West, Prince R u m  
in the gold mines in Red 
Lake, ‘Ont. In 1960, Law- 
rence came back to Terrace. 
He worked as a gas jockey 
for Bert Bellamy & Chevron 
on River Dr. He later went 
to work as a field mechanic 
for Columbia Cellulose. At 
that time, logging was big 
in Terrace. Columbia Cel- 
lulose had equipment spread 
out between the Nass Valley 
and Copper River Valley. 
Lawrence spent many hours 
driving the logging roads 
fixing the equipment. 
In 1967, Lawrence em- 
barked on many new things 
and adventures; in Novem- 
ber, he started working for 
Transport Canada based at 
the Terrace/Kitimat Air- 
port. This job took him from 
Dease Lake to Cape St. 
James on the southern tip of 
Queen Charlotte Islands. 
Another change in Law- 
rence’s Iife came on March 
15, 1968 when he married 
Jean (Kraft) and took on 
four kids aged 8 to 14, three 
of whom were boys. The 
plan for the wedding was 
to go to Prince Rupert with 
some shoe polish graffiti YVONNE MOEN 
The Baker family, Fred 
Baker was born in 1888- died 
1955, Charlotte Hartt- Baker 
was born in 1894- died 1978 
both died in Terrace. Fred 
and Charlotte were married 
on April 6, 19 12 in Yorkton, 
Sask. They had a family of 
five boys and one gir1, Grace 
was born in 1913, Herb in 
1914, Wilfred in 1916, Wal- 
ter in 1925, Lawrence in 
1928 and Clarence in 1938. 
All the children were born 
in Manitoba and the only 
one left was Lawrence who 
passed away Nov. I 1,2005. 
All this family is gone now. 
As Lawrence just re- 
cently passed away, I would 
like to tell you just a little of 
his life and the great contri- 
bution he made to Terrace. 
Lawrence was 14 when he 
came to Terrace but it didn’t 
take him long to get to know 
the local kids. Lawrence, 
Don Hull and some of the 
other kids got together and 
built a bobsled. They rode 
that bobsled down Birch 
might help. Can you-imag- 
ine? That first summer at 40 
years old, taking on a new 
Lawrence joined the Be- 
nevolent and Protective Or- 
der of the Elks in 1958 in 
STARTS FBBIPUARY 1 6TH 
FIRST NATION’S GIFTS AND SOUVENIRS 
BED, BATH, KITCHEN, LEATHER CLOTHING, JA6KElS I 
.. “ W .  
i s  now accepting registrations for 11 ‘ I S  
2006-2007 school year 
Kindergarten - Grade 12 ‘ 
offering you and your fbmily 
quality Christian Education 
Red Lake, Ont. A prominent 
member of the Elks for over 
40 years, he held a secretary 
I position for *e local group ALL KEGU~AR P ICED MERCHANDISE for more than 25 years. As I Excluding S e / d  Colkubies And €/ectricals 
secretary, he took care of all 
the correspondence, tracked 
all the meeting minutes and 
volunteered with whatever 
he could. He certainly was a 
dedicated volunteer and will 
be hard to replace. 
Lawrence also worked 
with the group with the Riv- 
erside Music Festival, which 
has been a great success. 
Now back to the Bakers. 
Both Mr. and Mrs. Baker 
died in Terrace and are bur- 
ied at the old cemetery. Af- 
ter they moved from up on 
the bench, the Baker family 
lived on Lakelse Ave. The 
location today is the park- 
Check out our Kindergarten Open House! 
Tuesduy, Feb. 21 from 1:OO to 290 
Contact Information/lnquiries 
3608 Sparks St., Terrace, B.C. V8G 2V6 
Ph: 250-535-61 73 
Fax: 250-635-9385 
Email: ccs@telus.net 
Website: www.centennialchristian.ca 
i 
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Here’s a, look at some of the athletes fired up for victory at the B.C. Winter Games 
Skater shows confidence 0 Bantam stars to 
rERRACE IS SENDING 
he only skater from the zone 
o the BC Winter Games in 
heater Trail next week. 
”And this is her only op- 
Iortunity to participate in 
he event. 
Jacqueline Lenuik. 0r.e of 
mly two competitive skaters 
iere, will travel at the G v e s  
or her first time, and despite 
ier young age of 13, sounds 
emarkably confident. 
“I know what I’d like to 
lo when I compete,” she 
ays. “I want to land my 
louble Axel in both pro- 
yams.” 
Although the young skat- 
‘r isn’t sure whether she’ll 
nedal, she’s aware of the 
bhallenge $at awaits. 
“It’s all the harder skaters 
n the province who will be 
here,” she says. 
Lenuik qualified last year 
t the BC Sectionais, which 
re the BUYukon provin- 
ials for competitive skat- 
rs, where she skated to 10th 
dace in the pre-novice cat- 
gory. 
Extra training before the 
iames includes continuing 
I land her double Axel and 
lorking on her triple jumps. 
shine on U-16 team 
FOUR BANTAM REPS will travel to the BC Winter 
Games after snaring spots on the Best Ever Under-16 
team. 
Chapen Leblond, Colton Dunsmore, Scott Simpson 
and Lee Muir made the team after playing their best in 
two scrimmages and two practices in Fort St. James. 
Coach John Amos wasn’t surprised. 
“Yeah I expected four or five of them to make it,” 
he says. :They worked hard and made the most of 
their opportunities.” 
The boys are excited but that may change when 
they see the schedule, Amos says. Their round robin 
competitors include Fraser River-Delta, Okanagan and 
Greater Vancouver, the top three teams. 
. ,  
Counting carbs 
as cntisin’ down rlte road 
in m y  new Cadillac, 
I had a fine fox in rliefiont I 
and nvo more in rlie back, 
I’m bad,‘Ih bad, bad, bad, bad, 
I h  NATION wide.” 
- Z.Z. TOP 
I It was the first week of February. We were in 
the middle of a spring that had sprung in mid De- 
cember. As I cruised along Kalum Lake Drive, my 
thoughts oscillated from cerebral rehearsals of the 
angling strategies I might employ on the river later 
that day to replays of a recent meeting Jim, Bruce 
(and I had with a team of pipeline proponents. 
Like all daydream streams this one’s undulant 
glide was intempted by short riffles and rapids, left 
field bulletins triggered, for the most part, by visual 
stimuli. 
As I crossed the Deep Creek Bridge a big 
thought-jaming interruption in the form of a loaded 
town-bound logging truck appeared at the top of the 
hill before me. As it roared by, in the inexplicable 
way that thoughts do, my cogitations turned to rem- 
iniscence: specifically, a vivid recollection of the 
time 44 or 43 years ago when I stepped out of the 
back of the Kitchener St. Bus on the top of HoIdom 
Hill and was caught full in the face by a blast of 
exhaust fumes as the’vehicle pulled out. 
1 . ”  From , where I iq n0.w comes the realization that 
that was more than an ‘aha’ moment. ii was revela- 
tory. Mr. Sundby had just taught us that, contrary to 
our boundless notions, the earth’s atmosphere was a 
pretty thin thing. We were amazed to learn that the 
life-giving layer that enveloped and sustained us all 
was proportionally to the earth what its thin lacquer 
veneer was to the globe that stood on a‘ledge of our 
Grade 5 class at Aubrey Elementary School. 
Standing exhausted behind that bus, armed with 
the knowledge my teacher had instilled, it struck 
me that busses the world over were busily emitting 
noxious fumes into the atmosphere day and night 
and that eventually the air would be filled with it 
and we’d all perish. It was a naive notion, but, in 
essence, it has come to pass. 
Almost every scientist who has studied the is- 
sue believes global warming due to carbon buildup 
in the atmosphere is a bona fide threat to the sur- 
vival of humanity. The burning of fossil fuels fuels 
global warming. It turns out that combustion causes 
every atom of carbon irl fuel to combine with two 
atoms of oxygen. r 
Forget the expression “lighter than air”: oxygen 
is heavy stuff, almost one and half times as heavy 
as carbon. A gallon of gasoline weighs six pounds 
(for the younger, metrically-minded crowd 3.79 li- 
tres of gas weighs 11.3 kilos). 
This means that thanks to the mechanics of 
chemistry, for every gallon or 3.79 litres of gasoline 
you bum in your vehicle, 26 pounds or 11.3 kilo- 
grams of greenhouse gas is spewed into the air. 
--”- 
Still untroubled or unimpressed? 
Consider this fact: fully fuelled, a 747 jet sitting 
on the tarmac in the Big Apple has 330,000 pounds 
(149.685 kg) of fuel on board (which explains why 
jets explode so awesomely when they arc driven 
into tall buildings). 
By the time it reaches its destination in London 
it will have emitted 880,OOO lbs. (399.061 kg.). 
which is more than the maximum takeoff weight of 
the aircraft. Something to consider before booking 
that vacation to the tropics or even flying to Van- 
couver for that all-important meeting whose goals 
could be as easily or better accomplished by e-mail 
or phone. 
After that flash from the past, my thoughts re- 
turned to the road and the gas in my Chev pickup, 
the ignition of which was propelling me toward 
Leanto and Luncheon Creeks. Gasoline is distilled 
from primeval plant and animal matter that has been 
buried and compressed over millions of years. 
I wondered how much of this stuff it would take 
to make a gallon of gas and speculated that it might 
be whole lot. It took all of 10 minutes to find out 
that my surmise was correct, thanks to the miracu- 
lous research capabilities of search engines. 
It turned out that a young ecologist named Jeff 
Dukes. working out of the University of Massachu- 
setts, had done the math. His calculations suggest 
that it takes a whopping 197,000 pounds of prime- 
val matter to make a single gallon of gas. 
Taking his calculations above ground, Dukes 
reckons that it would take the equivalent of all the 
energy produced by 1,280 acres of wheat for a year 
to fill up the tank in a pickup. 
The more you study the issue, the more you re- 
dite that we should be pursuing conservation and 
reduced energy consumption zealously aided and 
abetted by governments and assisted by corpora- 
tions, who must surely realize by now that having 
io customers is bad for business in the long term. 
Gymnast vau Its 
into \ busy schedule 
WITH A BUSY schedule of 
three big meets ahead - the 
‘BC Winter Games, Western 
Canadian Championships 
and Twister - Kayla Brinkac 
is excited and a bit nervous. 
“I’m hoping to do pretty 
good.“ she says, adding 
she’s not sure if that includes 
bringing home a medal from 
the BC Winter Games. 
The 12-year-old will be 
ACQUELINE LENUIK skates for her first time at the the only Terrace gymnast to 
Vault and bars are her f 
vourite events - vauh for tl 
good scores she receives c 
it and bars for the fun. 
Her routine is ready 
go and she hopes to perfe 
a few new skills on the ba 
before the Winter Games. 
Afterward, Brinkac w 
try out for the Western C 
nadiai Championships tl 
following weekend. 
“I’m nervous but excitc 
amesqFeb. 23 to 26. - . - *-FIE PHOTO ..compete o p  the zon-e. team in -....because I really want to go 
reen aims for shutouts against province’s best 
L LOCAL TEENAGE girl will be the goalie for the 
one’s women’s hockey team at the BC Winter Games 
I Trail. 
Amanda Bedwell, 16. qualified at tryouts in Houston 
“They (coaches) were very impressed.” says her 
iom Terry, adding that\her daughter was the only 
oalie in the zone to play on the tryout team. 
Amanda says she was kind of surprised when she 
ualified and she’s excited about being chosen to play. 
She and the tryout team had three or four ice times 
nd played in one scrimmage against a host team. 
Amanda’s an experienced Winter Games athlete: 
he competed with the junior ringette team four years 
go. 
She plays with the midget house team here and pre- 
iously played bantani rep hockey. 
1st month. L \ l  
Midiet ho 
ledwell‘s abi 
ckey coach 
ility. 
Len Fioese is confident i n  
“Like others at this age, if her head’s in  the game. 
he’ll do well,“ he says. adding she has good technical 
kills and lateral moves. 
During a game between local iiiidget teams recently, 
ledwell made several saws  to the appreciation of fans. 
rho knew her by name. 
That enthusiasm for this teen netminder should con- 
nue down south when her team takes on the best from 
I1 over the province and shows them what they‘re 
lade of. 
,MANDA BEDWELL, seen here during a midget house 
arne at the arena, will guard the net for,the women’s 
ockey team. MARGARET SPEIRS PHOTO 
Peaks Clinic teaches indoor cycling 
are 
tops without a stationary bike CYCLISTS eager to get back in the seat have an opportunity 
to get some expert training in before spring arrives. 
Former Olympian and Can Am Games bronze medallist 
Sara Neil leads a training camp iri bike mechanics. nutrition. 
cross training and stationary bike training Feb. 24 to 26. 
The clinic will provide that extra bit of motivation to stay 
in shape so riders will be pumped up for the season. says 
organizer Lucy Praught. 
“It‘s really cool,“ she says. ”I get really motivated and 
really encouraged so it feels good to do it again.“ 
The clinic will involve stationary bike riding without a 
stationary bike. Instead, bikes will be placed on trainers, a 
drum that holds the back tire and turns a road or mountain 
bike into a stationary bike. with the advantage of giving rid- 
ers a better feel for road racing. 
”[Trainers] are more true to cycling muscles compared 
to stationq bikes,“ she says. adding that trainers avoid the 
need for a clunhy stationary bike. 
They also have the advantage of letting cyclists of any 
1 
exercise level get the same intensity of a workout. 
Praught promises to ensure that the clinic will be packe 
with information: she’s often found that clinics down sout 
will end early. annoying those who travelled a lon, 0 way an 
don’t feel they‘re getting their money‘s worth. 
”I ivant to cram in as much as possible.” she says. 
The clinic will be a great opportunity to introduce ne1 
people to the sport. 
“.Cycling is a great non-impact sport,’’ Praught says, adc 
ing it‘s a good workout for anyone who’s recovering fror 
an injuy. 
The cost for the clinic is S120 and registration is limite 
to 20 people. Registrants must be at least 14 years old. E\ 
eryone will need a trainer. but those without one can te 
Praught and she‘ll round up a few extra. 
Mountain bikes and road bikes are welcome. A list o 
necessary supplies and an itinerary will be sent out to anyonc 
who wants more info. 
To register. ctll Lucy at 638-7603. 
PEAKS gpnasts topped 
the results at’a recent 
meet. 
Level One .kg0 
Marleigh Owen won 
gold in four events and 
gold overall. Level One 
Tyro Brooklyn Goddard 
scored one gold. hvo sil- 
ver, gold overall and the 
High Score Trophy with 
a 36.867. Sarah Lefeb- 
vre won one gold. one 
bronze. and bronze over- 
all. Level Four Xovice 
Kayla Brinkac won four 
golds and gold overall. 
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Name Address 
Phone Start Date # of Insertions Te r race  Standard @-Weekend Advertiser 
CLASSIFICATION. Credit Card No. Expiry Date- 
0 VISA c1 MASTERCARD 
PLEASE CLEARLY PRINT YOUR A D  6ELOW - ONE WORD PER SPACE 
, 
1 c 2 i 4 5 
6\ 7 8 9r 10 
ACTION AD RATES 
638-7283 
DIADLINI: FRIDAY 4 P.M. 
Dlaplay, Word CkuM mnd CkuIfIod Dlaplmy 
ADVERTISING DEADLINES: When a stat holiday falls 
on a Saturday, Sunday or Monday, the deadline Is 
ThursdmuUgm. for all dirplrv and ~ ~ M M A B ,  
TERRACE STANDARD, 3210 CLINTON STREET 
TERRACE, B.C. V8G 5R2 www:terracestandard.com 
All classified and classified display ads MUST BF PRFPAIQ by 
either cash, VISA or Mastercard. When phoning in ads please 
have your VISA or Mastercard number ready. 
WORD ADS RUN IN -rd & W- 
1 Week (Slandard 8 Advertiser) s15.oo*(m 95 GST) 
&&@ (Standard 8 Advertiser) ~ ( W K  1.a2GsT) 
'Additional words Lover 20) 25e PER WORD PLUS GST 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY ADS CONFIDENTIAL BOX SERVICE 
Pickup $5.00 Mail out $10.00 per column inch 
11 12 13 14 15 
15.00 ' 16 17 18 19 
15.27 15.54 15.80 16.07 I 17.61 , 
27.02 27.29 27.55 27.82 28 09 
' 16.87 17.14 17.41 17.68 17.94 
28.36 28.62 28.89 29.16 29.43 
For lonper aa, please use a neparaie sheet 
' 
(ANNOUNCEMENTS (3-36).rciudlnp obttuar*p ............... ..- col.in 
OBITUARIES INTERNET POSTING (sio.oo)c .................. col.in 
LEGAL ADVERTISING ................................ W per column inch 
WORD ADS ON ACCOUNT 
Word Ads charged on account are rubject to a service fee of 
54.86 per Issue, plus GST ($10.40 per week). 
For regional coverage place your display ad In the 
weekend edition of the Weekend Advertiser. 
Phone Em Clip & Mall This Form To: Terrace Standard 
3210 Clinton St.. Terrace, B.C. VBG 5R2 s T i D  638-7283 638-8432 
I MURDERED'OR MISSING I Robert Gunnar Adolphson MacKay's Funeral Service Ltd. 
Monuments Concerned personal 
service in the Northwest 
August IS, 1949 - January 31,2006 
Passed away suddenly January 31, 2006. 
Predeceased by his parents Gunnar and May 
Adolphson. Survived by loving wife Sandra, son 
Lawrence and granddaughter Leahna, sisters Pat 
(Lorne) Maiteucci, Lois (Wes) Erickson, Ruth (Vic) 
Supach and numerous nieces & nephews. 
One of his favorite past times was hunting 
with his buddies, rebuilding his restored old 
cars, and spending time with his family. 
In lieu of flowers, donations would be 
appreciated to St. Pauls Kidney Foundation 
or D i e t i c  Association. 
REST IN P E a ~ ~ L O ~ O U  ALWAYS
Serving Terrace, Kitimat, Smithers & Prince Rupert 
Bronze Plaques 
Terrace Crematorium 
4626 Davis Street 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 1 X7 
hmd srrrbr Phone 6352444 Fax 635-635-2160 
' 
visit www.getawaybc.com for 
yournext adventure. www.bcan- 
dalbertabedandbreakfast.com 
has over 500 MB's online! Call 
DOGSLED , p M  would love 
your freezer burnt meat. 250- 
638-01 50 (5p3) ' 
GOURMFT: HOUSE restaurant r 
is looking for experienced full/ 
part time waitresses. Drop re- 
sumes off at: 4554 Greig Ave;, 
Terrace. No phone calls please. 
If you have any information regardilg anything odd 
or unusual'happening, or someone acting strangely in 
relation to any of the 7 murdered or missing women 
along the Highway 16 and HAVE NOT already done 
so, please call the RCMP or Crime Stoppers today1 
If you are too intimidated to call, or want to remain 
anonymous to the authorities, please call or email Ray, 
in confidence, at Valley Pacific Investigations Ltd. 
vpi@telusmail.net '604-83 1-5585 vpiQtelusmail.net 
NEW FRANKLIN pellet stove. . 
Heats up to 2,000 sq. ft. Ac- 
cessories and 30' of chimney. 
$2,000. White. washer and dryer 
$350.250-635-4730 (7p3) 
MIKES AUCTION Ltd. is having 
auctions on May 13,2006. Farm 
sale at MiLo Ranch on Cheslat- 
ta Road, Southside of Francois 
Lake. Tractors, farm equipment, 
saddles and tack, chicken, 
ducks and geese, and June 3, 
2006: furniture and antique sale 
at Grassy Plains Hall, southside 
of Francois Lake. ConsIgmen9 
welcome at both sales. Call 
Mike or Ella @ 250-694-3497. E- 
mail: mikeslOO@telus.net. Visit 
our new website mikesauction. 
homestead.com. (7~3) - 
- STYROFOAM INSUIATlON 
- 6x4 NEW WINDOWS 2'x4'x2.5" R12.5 $5.00 each. 
$75. each. 
Chilliwack location: 604-792- 
7322 surrevneulrandused.com 
1-877-570-8733. 
FORTHEBEST 0 
BUILDIN0 PRODUCTS 
-Cedar Siding -Log Siding 
-Milled Logs ?Wood flooring. 
Rouck Bms, Sawmill Ltd. (Lum- 
bv. BC1 1-800-960-3368 Web- 
, 
Book Now for our 
Two, Three & Five Day 
GOLF SCHOOLS 
Salmon Arm Golf Club's Academy 
of Golf has earned a reputation as 
one of Canada's top Golf Schools. 
During our two, three and five 
day programs you will work in 
small groups with some of 
Canada's top CPGA Teaching 
Professionals as well as enjoy 
golfing on our award-winning 
Salmon Arm Golf Courses. 
MATION CALL 
! 
Pultsrson, Mu~yumta 
(Greta] Elhubetlr 
( n b  Christiansen) 
Dee. 8,1916 - January 28,2006 
It is with sadness we announce thot Greta Pattehn possed mypeacefully on 
Jon.28,2006 ot Capilano Care Centre in West Vancouver, B.C 
Y, and her twin sister were born in Pembroke, Ontario, on k. 8,191 6. Greta 
served m a  nursing sister lieutenant in WWl and met Captain Stanley George Pot. 
tm in K~@M Hospital. hy ?re monied in Pembroke and traveled west on 
their honsymaan to West Vancouver where they resided and raised their children 
Kathlan, Robert and Ann. In 1968, they moved to Terrace h e r e  Stan became 
General Manager for 8.C Telephone Co. Greta WM an ~ * v e  member of thol 
community. In 1976, heir bdoved summer residence in sethelt h o m e  their 
permanent retirement home. Greto lived them even after Stan's death until Jan. 
2005 when she moved to Copilam, Care Centre. 
Creta m an active member in all the communities thof he lived in. She wm 
involved in the kouti movement for IS ywn and was d i v e  in Hospital Auxil- 
ab, Terroce Gdf and buntry dub and Sunshine coasj Golf dub. 
Greta is p r e d ~ d  b her husband Stan, her sisters, Mona and Elsa and her 
Iwie. < 
Y, wil be daady missed by her children, Kathleen h y  (Mike), Robsrt Pat- 
t e r n  (Pot) and Ann Pattern (Fred); grandchildren, Ryan, Sidnea and Megan; 
her twin sister, Frdo Winn and sisters-in-law Mary Pattom and Marg Pattern.  
fomilv and friends will lovinalv remember Greta and her zest for life. 
iary. Beiq an avid cur % and golfer, she hdd positions in the Hollyburn Country 
brolher, Harold. She is L predeceased by brothers-in-law, Norman, Ralph and 
ONE TIME ANNOUNCEMENT - $10 Paid for filled survey. 
Respondents must be family 
members who lived in any BC 
logging camp from 1980 - 2000. 
Drawer #3698. Comox Valley 
Record, Box #3729, Courtenay, 
BC V9N 7P1 
site: un;wmuckbros.com 
CONSIGN YOUR 7 Rv, Truck, 
boat, trailer, cars: etc. At your 
Consignment Co. Visit our web- 
site: w.unitedconceptya. 
250-561-8773 (7p3) No i rv i te  m held by rq&. In memoriam donations tan be made to the Heart 
and Stroke Foundation, Alzheimer's Society or St. Mary's hqitol in Sechelt. 
5 Hollyburn Funeral Horns. 604922.1221. mm.hoI/yburnfvnerakcm 
VICE RRESIDENT 
"Black Press, the leading publisher and printer of zdard winning community newspapers 
in BC requires an experienced, highly motivated and skilled senior executive for the 
position of Vice President, South Division. With 21 community newspapers, four free 1) 
dailies and three commercial printing plants located in major communities of the south 
central part of the province, this i s  a large diverse group which is poised for continued 
growth" 
Reporting to the President, t h e  successful candidate wi l l  work directly with a group of 
publishers, assisting them with their day-to-day operations. You wi l l  also play a key role 
in the structure and development of Black Press South, being involved in areas such as 
paper growth, budgeting, press operations and labor relations. 
The successful candidate wi l l  have a minimum 10 years eberience in the newspaper 
industry wi th proven business skills, strong people skills, have a passion for their work, 
be self motivated, prepared to do extensive travelling and looking to advance their career 
in the future. Salary negotiable based on  experience. 
Interested parties should send a complete resume wi th  references to: 
Don Moores, President Black Press, South Division 
1365B Dalhousie Drive 
Kamloops, B.C. 
V2C 5P6 
I 
ALL PRO ESCORTS. 24 hour 
service. Great prices. Excellent w m  selection. Fast, friendly, dis- 
*mMrrm,.,,-,,-, creet. Always hiring. 250-635- 
6996 www.allproescorts.com 
(3P6) 
Prince Rupert Ocean Fishing, 
Fish for large salmon & halibut, 
guaranteed fish! Book now at 
www Im n hart Cell 1- 
250-EO-9090: tiik? spaces 
available! 
SKI 8 STAY at SUN PEAKS 
RESORT! Vacation rentals of 
new Condos & Chalets, 1-4 bed- 
rooms. Full kitchens, f/p, hot 
tubs, slope-side locations. 1- 
800-81 1-4588 www.BearCoun 
try.ca 
Silver Star "Original" Ski 
Idout Chalet. 3 bedrooms, 
sleeps 8, private hot tub, deck, 
fireplace, dishwasher, cable W, 
DVD. Stereo. BEST RATES! 
www.nirvanacabar,as.com 
250-545-1 645. 
@ Black Press e 
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MOVING SALE. 7 room house. 
Everything for sale. Reasonable. 
4720 Tuck Ave., Terrace, B.C. H 6 Rlransport requlras 
Single and learn dnvers 
Lease career program 250-635-6325 (5P3) CeERTlRED DENTAL 
1997 BEACHCOMBER hot tub. 
seats 6-7 adults, includes cover, 
cover lifter, immaculate condi- 
tion. $2,500 250-842-5705 
Flooring Distributor 
Now Selling Direct! 
8 & 12 ml Laminate, 200 choic- 
es from ................. $.49sq/ft 
7" unfin or pre fin Fir .... $.99sq/ 
ft 
fin, 3 1/4" many Exotic choices.$l.99sq/ft pr  fin and Oak pre 
Oak, Maple, Ash engi- 
neered ....................... $2.99sq/ft 
TONS MORE! 
We are currently seeking rj 
City of Terrace 
CALL FOR PROPOSALS W A $ * F  TERRACE 
for busy, fast-paced recreational dealer. Must have 
exceptional customer relationship and communication 
skills. Previous parts experience preferred. 
Competitive wa es a n d  benefit package available to 
Reply with resume to: 
successful app P icant. Valid drivers license required. 
reliable, motivated, caring individual, 
capable of being a team player. 1 -800-631 -3342 VANCOUVER TICKET 
SERVICE 
The City of Terrace invites expressions of interest from 
qualif ied consultants to provide ongoing consulting 
services in  'support of Council's 'strategic obiectives. 
These objectives relate to: 
Regional Health issues 
Airport  lands develo ment 
Re ional affairs 
Community image 
Asia Pacific opportunities 
Intergovernmental re  P ationships 
In 8 ustrial and  commercial growth I 
Qualified consultants will have extensive local 
experience in  dealing with various levels of government 
including Federal, Provincial, Municipal, and First 
Nations, and have a proven track record of successful 
intergovernmental initiatives. 
The deadline for submissions i s  4:OO p.m., Tuesday, 
February 28, 2006. , 
Please reply in confidence to: 
Mr. Ron Poole CAO 
32 15 €by Street I 
City of Terrace 
vae 2x8 
Located in the Hampton Inn Ho- 
tel. Concerts and Sports. Sea- 
hawks Superbowl, Canucks, 
'Brooks 8 Dunn, Aerosmith, 
Korn. Queen & Paul Roaers. 
Competitive wages and benefits based 
on qualifications & experience. 
Apply to Park Avenue Dental Clinic 
c/o Bonnie Olson 
20 1 -46 1 9 Park Avenue 
Terrace, B.C. V8G" 1 V5 
,635-5256 
- File# 232 
c/o Terrace Standard 
32 10 Cl inton Street, Terrace, B.C. V8G 5R2 
Only a plicants selected for interview wij be contacted. 
All apptcations kept confidential. No phone calls p/eo?ie. 
Russell Peters. Hotel a&om 
avail. 1-800-920-0887. 
HOTPOINT WASHEWDRYER: 
Ride and push mowers, snow 
blower,"coffee and two end ta- ESTIMATOR - PROJECT MANAGER 
ZanRon Fabrications and Machine Co. Ltd. is currently seeking 
a skilled Estimator - Project Manager with a background in 
mechanical 2nd structural projects. This position would be of 
interest to a professional engineer or a person with a diploma 
in an appropriate technology, combined with experience. 
* Proficiency in material and labour takeoffs from 
% Knowledge of all aspects of project tendering, 
* Self motivated with attention to detail. 
2- Proticiency with AutoCAD would be  an asset. 
3 Competitive salary and benefits will b e  based 
customer drawings and specifications. 
management. 
Dedicated, reliable and flexible. 
on experience and education. 
Contact: 
ZanRon Fabrication and Machine Co. Ltd. 
Established Panago Franchise 
resale opportunity now available 
in Smithers, BC. Join a proven 
market leaderwith Canada'sPre- 
miere Takeout & Home Delivery 
Pizza franchise. Call 250-847- 
5392 / Debbie. 
I .TEST DRIVE 1 
RIDLEY 
TERMINALS INC. 
Ridley Terminals Inc. is  a statedtheart marine terminal, 
committed to a safe and healthy workplace, utilizing a 
participative management philosophy. 
JOB V N C P ( :  
(see "www.rti.ca" for a complete job description) 
Re orting to the Operations Coordinator, you will have: P xperience operating heavy equipment in an industrial 
Excellent health, safety and environmental record 
Experience using personal computers in a Microsoft 
Trades ticket would be a definite asset 
The position offers a ve4  competitive salary and benefits 
package. Ridley Terminals Inc. rovides an excellent working 
and are able to assume responsibility. 
The abili to work with a team to achieve results i s  essential. 
Qualifiet? candidates are invited to mail their resume by 
February 22, 2006 to: 
Heavy Equipment Oprutor 
environment 
Windows environment 
environment for individuals who R ave a high degree of initiative 
Ridlev Terminals Inc. 
Uni ue opportunity lo own and operate a 
200% Pele wilh zero down. You musl have 
a minimum ONE YEAR flal deck highway 
ex erience able and willing t0 run 
CINADA I USA and ,possess good 
Rick or Andre (800)663-0099 
Signature Homestyles reps are 
needed in this area. Contact me 
for more info. Linda Harkins, 
SignatureHomestylesRepresen- 
tative 250-567-3345 / 866-707- 
1 988 (toll-free) harkinshaven@ 
hotmail.com 
SULTANTS NEEDED! Cana- 
da's Best Adult Home Party 
Business. Earn an AMAZING 
40% immediately! No Risk! No 
Quotas! ALL FUNI! Come to 
www.intimateattitudes.ca Con- 
sultant Opportunities. Money 
and Fun! 1-888-886-4099. 0 
Gold River Realty Ltd., estab- 
lished since 1982. Only Real 
Estate Office in this beautiful, 
coastal, North Island commun- 
ity. Agents license required. 
$50.000. Contact Lorraine 
INTIMATE AITITUDES CON- 
P 4 
BC Healthy Communities 
i s  recruiting a 
7 A N R O N  a 256 Third St. Kitimat, BC V8C 288 
zanron@zanron.com FABRICATION & MACHINE CO. LTD. 
REGIONAL 
FAC I LITATOR Must be enthusiastic, well spoken and self motivated Customer satisfaction minded 
Team player 
Well groomed 
Willingness to learn 
Knowledge and interest in the auto industry an asset 
Sales experience preferred but willing to provide 
We provide: 
Top rated import automobiles: 
Great selection of pre-owned vehicles 
Wage guarantee 
0 Training 
Benefits package 
training to successful applicant 
BSUElARLJ. @- 
in each 'of the Interior, Northern, Fraser 
Valley, Vancouver Coastal and Vancouver 
Island regions. 
The Facilitators will provide support to 
communities wanting to integrate the 
Healthy Communities approach into 
their everyday thinking and practice. 
The positions ore oneyear renewable 
contracts. 
. P.O. bag 8000 
Prince Rupert, B.C. V8J 4H3 
Attention:' Human Resources Coordinator 
or by email to: bmyers@rti.ca 
Ridle Terminals Inc. is an e ual opportunity employer. 
We tK ank all applicants fort 91 eir interest; however, only 
candidates to be interviewed will be contacted. 
250-283-751 5. 
FREE PUBLISHING GUIDE. 
Have you written a book? Pub- 
lish your book in weeks and 
have it available for sale world- 
wide. 1-888-232-4444 Ext. 
5053 or www.trafford.com/5053 
ABSOLUTELY FREE 
Start your own Home Business. 
Indoor Environment Technology 
Company seeking Local Repre- 
6wntatives.' Earn $1 ,OW-5,000./ 
' 'mo?, +Step System. 
1-250-260-6525 for FdEE DVD. 
Get Started Now. 
BE COACHED to wealth for 
FREE!, Multiple sources of in- 
come. Serious entrepreneurs 
only. No joke. Call 250-951- 
2523. 
NORCO SEPTIC Service Ltd. 
Well established vacuum truck 
business for sale 30+ years 
same ownership. Three tandem 
trucks, one single axle. Doug 
250-638-8439 evenings. $ 5 ~ 3 )  
Application letter and resume must be 
received by February 24th 2006. 
See the UBCM website for details: http:/bk 
wwvj.civicnet.bc.ca (hider . Liriks/3ob-' 
Opportunities), or contact bchc@civicnet. 
bc.ca for mare information. 
b / 
FIRST NATIONS PUBUC ADMINISTRATION 
CERTIFICATE PROG 
Qualificah'orrr/Skills: 
Job Posting 
Clinical Coordinator 
for Youth Services 
Nisga'a Valley Health Authority 
rn Contract Position 
skh%mmw 
- 
Clinical Coordinator for Youth Services wil l provide services 
in the following areas: individual and group counselling for 
youth, refer youth when needed, program development and 
implementation based on youth needs. 
Resnons ibilities and D u h  Include 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5.  
6. Perform other related duties as assigned - 
Provide individual and group counselling services 
to youth 
Refer youth to appropriate services 
Liaises with rural and urban professionals and 
support agencies 
Facilitate education, prevention and awareness 
programs 
Maintain direct involvement with community 
youth groups 
Iy 
3TANDARD 
has an immediate opening for a 
SALES 
LEADING KELOWNA agency 
seeking applications for our au- 
toplan roadservice division. We 
offer a positive dynamic work 
environment, benefits plan and 
a superior compensation pack- 
age. Reply to: KELOWNA VAL- 
LEY INSURANCE SERVICES 
LTD., 156-1 876 Cooper Rd, Ke- 
lowna, BC V1Y 9N6. 250-860- 
6064, Fax: 860-6094. tbrandlea 
kelownainsurance.com 
Fast Food Franchise seeking 
Restaurant Manager in pic- 
turesque Williams Lake, BC. 
Through expertise and experi- 
ence the successful candidate 
will ensure performance excel- 
lence of staff while fostering 
business and community rela- 
tionships. The Manager will 
be fiscally responsible for daily 
operation of the restaurant; re- 
sponsibilities will include staff 
hiring, training, problem-solv- 
ing and administration. Salary 
$30,00O/annum offered plus 
benefit package. All interested 
applicants to send their resume 
to: Excel Personnel Inc., #200- 
418 St. Paul St.. Kamloops, BC 
Email: ' 
to:resumes@excel.bc.ca" m 
sumes@excel.bc.ca "Your Staff- 
ing Solution!" Thank you to all 
applicants, however, only those 
V2C 2J6. F a :  HYPERLINK (250) 374-3854; "mail-
The successful appl icant  will manage  a n  es- 
tablished account list and will b e  expected to  de  
velop new clients. 
This is a chal lenging position for the r ight  a p  
pl icant and offers an extended range  of benefits. 
Must  have vehicle and clean drivers license. 
Please send resumes to: 
Brian Lindenbach, 
Sales Manager, The Terrace Standard, 
32 10 Clinton St. Terrace, B.C. V8G 5R2 
or Fax to 250-638-8432 
We thank all applicants who express interest, 
however only those selected for interview will be 
contacted. 
Bachelors degree in a field related to counselling 
or a conibination with a counselling diploma plus 
five years o f  direct work experience with youth - 
Must have two years o f  work experience in 
developing, implenienting and facilitating 
workshops I 
Possess ability to evaluate programs - 
Ability to comniunicatc effectively in English both 
verbally and in writing 
Proven ability to work independently and 
cooperatively with other people and agencies 
Physical ability to carry out duties o f  the position 
Ability to use standard personal computers 
applications relevant to the duties 
Possesses a valid B.C. drivers license an asset 
Sel f  motivated, energetic and youthfulness an asset 
0 
a 
0 
a 
2 .  
a 
0 
0 
0 
Gitxsan Child & Family 
Services Society 
Specialized Child, Youth and 
Family Services Worker Gitxsan Child & Family Services Society 
Auxiliary Social Worker 
(Bar t-Time) 
The Gitxsan Child & Family Services Society i s  seeking a person 
(on a contract basis) to provide specialized services to Gitxsan 
children and families in six Gitxsan communities. This position 
will be on an as required basis. 
Under the Supervision of the GCFSS Team Leader, the worker 
will work with GCFSS Social Workers to provide one-on-one 
specialized services to children andor families to meet the 
objectives of plans that are developed, based on the individual 
needs of  the clients. 
The successful applicant will have specialized skills and experience 
in the following areas: 
Life Skills coaching 
Parenting Support 
Grief and Loss 
Sexual Abuse Counselling 
Drug and Alcohol Abuse support 
Suicide Prevention 
This is a sample of specialized skill areas only and is not a complete 
listing. Other Professional, human and social services. cultural and 
spiritual skill areas are required. 
Oualificatiomj 
A minimum Certification in a human and social services 
program. 
A minimum two years proven experience in Human Services or 
related sockdl services field of work. 
Must be knowledgeable of and have experience in aspects of 
community development, Gitxsan social systems and caregivers 
issues. 
Must meet strict Criminal Records and Review guidelines. 
Must have a valid B.C. Driver's Licence, clear Driver's abstract 
and a reliable vehicle. 
h h s t  meet confidentiality requirements. 
Pursuant to Section 41 of the B.C. Human Rights code, preference 
may be given to applicants of Aboriginal ancestry. 
If interested in this contract position, please submit a copy of your 
resume, a current and clean Criminal Records Check, current and 
clear Driver's abstract and three references (one of which must be 
the last contract or employment position held) to: 
Acting Team Leader 
Gitxsan Child & Family Services Society 
PO. Box 333, Haelton, B.C. VOJ 1YO 
Telephone 950-842-2258 Fax ?50-S42-?4S 1 
Deadline for applications to be received is 400 p.m. on Friday, 
bbrurrv 24.2006, 
The Gitxsan Child & Family Services Society in Hazelton. 
B.C. is  seeking to fill the position o f  Auxiliary Social Worker 
immediately. The Social Worker wil l provide support to 
Families in crisis or wi th high risk or special needs children. 
Using clinical and interpersonal skills as well as good 
case management systems, the social worker wi l l  provide. 
a variety o f  services, including monitoring. preventative 
services and referrals to  appropriate resources to  assist with 
the preservation o f  the family unit. 
Qualifications: BSW or MSW: o r  BA Child and Youth 
Care; or M.Ed. CounsellinglMA Clinical Psychology 
having completed a practicum in family and child welfare. 
Police record review required. Must have a valid BC 
driver's licence and may be required to use personal vehicle 
for business. Knowledge o f  Gitxsan systems would be an 
asset. 
Pursuant to Section 41 of the BC Human Rights Code, 
preference may be given to applicants of Aboriginal 
Ancestry. 
Forcomplete details o f  the responsibilities and qualifications 
Tor this position, please contact the GCFSS (250)842-2258 
3 r  fax (250)842-248 1. 
Please submit your resume and cover letter to the attention 
3E 
Sandra Crawford, Acting Team Leader 
Gitxsan Child And Family Services Society 
P.O. Box 333, 
Hazelton. B.C. VOJ 1YO 
rhe deadline for receipt of applications is 4:OO p.m. 
)n Februarv 17.2006. 
Please submit application/resume to: 
George Verde, 
Manager, Mental Health 
PO Box 234 
New Aiyansh, BC VOJ 1 A0 
Tele: (250) 633-5000 
Email: gverde@,nispaaheaIth.bc.ca 
Deadline for applications: February-24-2006,S:OOpm. 
Fax (250) 633-25 12 
short listed will be contacted. 
EXCITING OPPORTUNITY in 
the Black Hills of South Dako- 
ta! Log Smiths Wanted for Post 
8, Beam 8, Full Log Incentive 
Programs Available Contact: 
chris@riconstruction.com Call 
Chris: 605-574-9550. , 
I 
Medical lab Technologists - Casual 
TERRACE, BC 
MDS Metro Laboratory Services is the largest medical laboratory network in British 
Columbia and an established leader in  the field. W e  play a significant role in the provision 
of communiv-based diagnostic laboratory services throughout the province. We are 
seeking a Medical Lab Technologist to work casual potentially leading to part-time. Key 
responsibilities include routine Chemistry or Hematology testing or evaluation of cultures 
for routine Microbiology. CSMLS or ASCP registration is required with recent experience in 
Chemistry, Hematology or Microbiology preferred. Successful candidates must be willing 
to work varied shifts, possess good communication, interpersonal, problem solving and 
computer skills. 
To apply for these positions, pleuse forward a detailed resume to: 
MDS Metro Laboratory Services 
105 - 4634 Park Avenue 
Terrace, BC V8G 1V7 
Fax: 250- 6 15-5 1 29 
We thank 011 oppliconfs for their interest; however, only those selected for on interview will be contacted. 
i 
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ADVANCED CUSS One Driver 
Training Programs. Jobs Wait- \ ~ ! ~ l ~ ~ & ~ & N ~ ~  
ing. Taylor Pro Training Ltd. 
250-860-7624 or Toll Free 1- 
Must 
Training classes. www.taylor mume to 1-7-749325. . 
OWNEWOPERATORS 
prodriving.com . 
Excavator operator mining Avg. $1.89/mi. pulling compa- 
-rams. 4, 5, and 6 week ny trailer, Avg. $2.07/mi. with 
PrOgwS-  &hm~Ced Class own trailer, Class-1 longhaul flat- 
One Driver Training. Jobs Wait- deck USA/CAN from BC or AB. 
ing NOW. Taylor Pro Training  iring Bonus. 
HIGHWAY DRIVER 
To nm Bc 877-860-7624. Ask About OUT 
Equipment Operators have min. 2 years experience. , Fax copy of current absmct & 
Ltd. 250-860-7624. Toll free 1 - 
677-860-7624. 
Rick 1-800-663-0099. 
Ddl MaMgW. North Vancouv- 
er Island Independent Grocery 
Store requires an experienced 
Looking for a Welderhbricator Deli and/or Restaurant Manager. 
for a busy shop in Menitt, BC. Alert Bay, BC. A 25,000 sq.ft. 
Position - full time or part time. department store with recent 
Requirements: reno's to ZOO0 sq.ft. deli/bakery/ - Minimum 5 years expen'ence coffee shop. Accommodation 
-Trade Oualified preferable available. Wages negotiable. - Competitive wages & benefits , Email resumes to: shoprite@te- - Available immediately lus.net or fax: 
250-378-2239. Chilliwack requires Drivers & I 
Own. Op. for flat deck opera- 
LEVEL-Ill FIRST AID tion. Minimum 25 yrs of age. 
Home regularly, Excellent Pay & 
Benefits. Must be able to cross 
Borderi Call 1-877-855-5077 or 
fax 604-858-5087. 
~ C H I N I S T  WANED for busy 
- Blueprint knowldge 250-956-391 5. 
FaX resume t0 Alpha Design: -1 M c k l n g  CO. based in 
FlREFlQHTERS , 
AlTENDANTI) 
Trojan Safety Ltd. (Fort St. John) 
requires expen'enced safety per- 
sonnet. Positions relating to the 
oiVgas industry. Preference: In- 
dustrial L0Vd-l Flrefighting, Lev- 
01-111 Fint Aid, etC. Competitive &, BC. competitive wage & M u m y  QM Fort St. John, BC NORTH CARIBOO Christian 
waghnefits. Fax: Resume/ mef i t  package. Available im- Technicians required due to ex- School in Quesnel, B.C. is look- 
Drivers Abstract 250-785-9533 pansion and high volume we ing for a full time intermediate 
email: selena.dallyn@tmjansafe- 378-2239. require medium duty and au- grade teacher (various subjects 
ty.com tomotive journeyman and two from Grades 4 - 9) for Septem- 
LookingforaMAnirut M whan- experienced parts consultants; ber, 2006. Teachers must be 
ic to work in the OKANAGAN. GM Reynolds experience born-again Christians, and B.C. 
Must have good knowledge of Preferred. Excellent cornpens?- certified. Contact Heidi Shopa, 
stemdrives'and outboards. Fax tion for qualified people. Expen- Principal 'at 250-747-4417 01' resume to: 250-260-5250 or call ence small city living at its best. e-mail: nccs@sh awca ble.com 
250-260-2661. Contact Wanen MacDougall for 
Experienced 3rd Year main- full details. 1-250-785-8005 or r/p3) 
busy machine shop in Vander- 785-5122 Email warren@mu r- 
EXPERIENCED sign and decal hoof, BC. Competitive wag- r rnbc.com 
es and beneffis. Reply with screen printer wanted. Victoria, =erel contracting company 
specialized in civil construction  me resume: Vanderhoof Machine 
Works Ltd., Box 1216, Vander- working throughout BC's interi- 
or is looking to recruit project hoof, BC or Fax: 567-2382. 
We am looking for a hard work- managers, supervisors, equip- 
ing Class One driver to do Su- ment operators and pipe layers. INCOME TAX 
per Train flatdeck work within Excellent, ,competitive salaries t'ave YOU been audited, reas- 
BC & Alberta. Above average sessed or disallowed certain benefits packages, Location ' 
wage, tarping extra, benefits. by Canada Revenue of primary residence is flexible. 
Please send resume with cover Agency7 R'G* ' cO* Specified units. Home most 
7am-5pm. Mon-Fri.bAfter hours wis Van-Con Enterprises Ltd income tax experience; 8 112 call 1-250-682-031 1. Bo; 1067, Vandemoof, Bc vo; , yrs with Rev. Canada. r.gallen@ 
Long Tom Employment avail- 3AO. (250)567-6774 (Phone), 1 able for Tire Vulcanizer. Must 
ltJs.net have 1 year experience repair- ing mining tires. Willing to train. van-conme 
Experienced Vinyl Deck In- 
staller required. Railing, Patio 
Cover or Sunroom experience 
" 
is an asset. Must be a self- 
machine shop in beautiful Mer- 
mediately.  ax resume at (250) 
tenance welder required for 1-800-81 1-1 555 Fax 1-250- 
' 
weekends. 1-800-760-1420 1-250-542-0295; 28 yrs Ltd. @ letter in confidence to: Russ Le- 
4 @ . -  (250)567-9348 (Fax). 
Fax to: 250-828-71 31. 
SMALL TWO Bedroom suite 
in Horseshoe. Heathydro in- 
cluded. No dogs. References 
required. $350 250-638-8639 
(5P3) / 
TWO BEDROOM basement 
and three bedroom upper suite 
in Thornhill. Close to schools, 
laundry facilities on premises, 
no pets. $350.00 per month 
and $500.00 Der month. Phone 
11,600 sq. ft. SalesNVarehouse, 6,000 sq. ft. 
Includes 5,600 sq. ft. Cold storage 
& large fenced compound 
1,735 sq. ft. SalesMlarehouse 2905 Kenney Street 
7,450 sq. ft. Warehouse , 4820 Hwy 16 West 
5,000 sq. ft. Retail Space 481 8 Hwy. 16 West 
(Ground Level Store Front Downtown) 
900 sq. ft. Office/Sales ' 4624A Greig Ave TWO BEDROOM units. Electric 
heat, 4 appllances $475; fur- 
nished units: 2 bedroom $600/ 
month, 1-2 bedroom unit, wheel 
chair accessible with 4 applianc- 
es. $500/montti. 250-638-1 755 
or 250-635-6876. Cell 250-615- 
8191 (6p3) 
0 
2oOO sQ.FT. OFFICE space. 
4391 Keith Avenue. Call 250- 
635-71 71 
I 
m m v G r o N  o f F I C E & ~ ~  4644 Lazelle Avenue J 
524 h2. reception & 3 o 'ces 
600 h2. reception L 2 officer & stoff room 
f o r 1 8 2  SECOND FLOOR 
256 h? - one office 
956 h?. one big ofice & 3 offices 
25MI5-7543 or 63-75 ,, 
APARTMENTS ~ 
Taking Applications ' 
Now ' IO00 hZ .will devide space to suit . 
Bedroom suites 
Clean, quiet renovaled suites 
Ample parking 
Laundry facilities 
Close to schools 8 downtown 
On bus route 
On site management 
No pets 
References required 
3 BDRM Condo, 1 112 bath. Ff 
S, W/D, newly renovated close 
to downtown. tl13-4714 Davis. 
Available immediately. utilities 
2 BEDROOM available March 
1/06. Couple preferred. Close 
curity deposit.> 250-635-6824 month, utilities included or 
(7p3) $480/month without utilities. 
2 BEDROOM basement above plus deposit No pets 250-635- 
BEDROOM in Thornhill. HNV 
floors, close to bus, small pets 
welcome. $400/month. Call Ann 
2 BEDROOM, appliances, 
clean, quiet, no pets, available 
immediately, on site manager, 
close to hospital, $500/month. 
BRIGHT SPACIOUS 2 bedroom 
apartment. Three appliances 
with storage room, blinds and 
beautiful oak cabinets. Adult ori- 
ented, non:smoking, no pets. 
$575 per month. Call 250-638- 
1477 after 6 p.m. (5p3) 
ONE, TWO and three bedroom 
apartments for rent. $400 $475, 
$550 Hot water included. Se- 
curity on premises. Please call 
250-635-6428 or 250-615-0345 
(4ctfn) 
TWO BEDROOM apartment 
Available March 1/06. Security 
I entrance, rec facilities. No pets, 
no smoking. $495mo + securi- 
ty deposit. References required. 
Call 250-635-6824 (7P3) 
VERY NICE 2 bedroom apart- 
ment, secure entrance, on site 
management, within walking 
distance to Wal-Mart and Su- 
perstore. References required . 
Phone 250-638-1622 (6p3) 
250-635-2252 (5~3)  
250-635-0662 (5~3)  
'IntequipMlning Sales & 
Service Ltd. 
is seeking employees for the 
following positions: 
TIRE VULCANIZER 
Min. 1 Year Experience 
repairing Mining Tires. 
Wijling to train. 
WEIDEIUMECHANIC 
Position available for 
NelderlHeavy Duty Mechanic 
with Shovel/Drill Experience 
CLASS 1 TRUCK DRIVER 
Class 1 Truck Driver needed. 
BC/AB able to travel to  US. 
Please include Driver's Abstract 
Please fax your resumes to 
. (250) 828-7131 
Is looking for people to fill tnefol- 
lowing positions: 
Experienced meat cutters and 
slaughter floor workers. 
Maintenance workers 4th class 
enaineers. Please submit your 
I 
Summit Square 
Apartments ' 
1 & 2 Bedroom Units 
Quiet & Clean 
No Pets 
Close to Wal-Mart 
Laundry Facilities 
Close to Schools & 
On Bus Route 
Security Entrance 
On site Building Manager 
.-.Basketball,'Volleyball&~ .I
Racquetball Courts , . 
24hrVideo Surveillance 
Ask for Monica Warner 
Hospital 
SENIOR CITIZENS WELCOME 
Call: 635-4478 
Child Care? 
Skeena Child Care Resource and 
Referral has information on 
child care options and on 
choosing child care. 
Drop by The Family Place 
at 4553 Park h e .  
Mon-Fri 1 Oam4pm 
or call 638- 1 1 13. 
Skeeno CCRR 
is funded by the Province of B.C. 
> W e  offer competitive Salary 
and Benefits Package 
5992'or 250-631-3206 (6~3) 
2 BEDROOM, 1 bath, electric 
' 
ed. $750/month plus damage 
deposit. Available immediately. 
3 BEDROOM,SIde'by,,side-'ij~~~~: 
plex in Thornhill. 2 bath; N/G 
heat, utilities extra. Available im- 
mediately. $650. Damagedepos- 
it $325 250-61 5-6346 (7p3) 
6 PLWONE Unit. 3 bedroom. 
F/S, W/D, Available immediate- 
Iv. For amointment to view 250- 
j 
* 
ground within walking distance 
to schoo1,and hospital at 2712 
Tetrault. Included fridge, stove, 
washer, dryer. $4OO/month. Ref- 
erences required. No pets. No 
smoking. Please call after 500 
2 BEDROOM basement suite. 
Faces sunny south on South- 
side. Sow, N/P, N/S, referenc- 
es, please. $400 250-635-5081 
BASEMENT"SU1TE. Fully fur- 
nished, 2 bedroom, F/S, W/D. 
utilities, basic cable, N/S,' N/P, 
suitable for working couple or 
single. $550 per month. D.D. 8 
references. Ready mid Feb/O6 
250-638-1 367 (6~3)  
pp3) I : ,  - -  
(7p3) 
starter and team player. Fax re- 
sume(250)275-4794 (Vernon) 
re&me in person to Blue Moun- 
tain Packers Or fax to 250-832- 
191 2. E-mail:bob~illisbluemtnQ 
telus.net 
Position available for Welder/ 
Mechanicw/shovel&drill experi- 
ence. Fax Resumes to: 250- 
Experienced processor opera- 
tor and grapple skidder opera- 
tor required for the Merritt Area. 
Shift Work. Contact Brian @ 
(250), 378-6984 after 5pm or fax 
resume to: (250) 378-6930. 
Heavy Duty Mechanics re- 
quired for busy coastal logging 
company. Must be certified 
or have extensive mechanical 
experience. Union wages and HOUSEKEEPER AVAILABLE. 
benefits. Fax resume to: 250- Reasonable rates, flexible 
956-4888. hours. Energetic and trustwor- 
m c k  Driver Needed Class 1. thy. References available. Call 
BC-AB, Able to go State-Side. 250-635-4525 (503) 
Fax Resume to: 250-828-7131. 
REQUIRED Welderwith CTick- 
et or better. Fabrication an as- 
set. Salary commensurate with 
experience. Please fax resumes 
Okanagan Cabins is seeking 
experienced Residential Site 
Superintendents Carpenters for 
long term employment. Must 
be organized, team player, will- 
ing to travel (Okanagan). Fax 
resume: (250)275-4794. 
DICTA-TYPIST required by 
small firm on part-time basis. Ap- 
plicants who have a computer 
at home, Microsoft word, good 
typing skills, and excellent spell- 
ing and grammar, should send 
a resume c/o File #236 Terrace 
Standard, 3210 Clinton Ave., 
Terrace, B.C. V8G5R2 indicating 
the hourly wage expected. Also 
please advise of any other office 
skills you possess, other em- 
ployment obligations you might 
have and rhe usual time-frames 
you would be available for work. 
KALUM KABS LlD requires 
fulVpart tlme drivers, dispatch- 
ers. Drop off resume to 4449 
Lakelse Avenue. 
No phone calls 'please. (4~3) 
LOOKING FOR person@) for 
lawn maintenance or snow re- 
moval. .To do by hand, snow- 
blower, or bobcat, etc. Business 
adult or student. Must be moti- 
vated. 250-635-9191 (6~3)  
PRODUCT ADMSOWSALES 
P,ERSON AND PARTSfSERV- 
ICE ADVISOR Glacier Toyota 
is expanding! As a re@Qlt we re- 
Opening 2nd FGir Styiist room at-- 
N 828-7131. 
to: 250-373-2202. 
J5p3) 
I needed to join our growing company. Inquire wik resume or by email 48 14 lozelle Ave, Temclce I essentials@telus.net AYCARE WORKER required for Terrace campus childcare centre to start early February. Please call 250-638-5404 (5~3)  
615-6859 (7p3) 
GROUND LEVEL' 1 bedroom 
duplex, W/D, gas fireplace, 
carport, shed, cable & Utilities 
included. Available Feb. 1. No 
smoking. 250-635-3756 or 250- 
LARGE 2 bedroom," covered . ' ' . 
parking, laundry facilities, cen-, 
trally located. no pets; by a ~ -  ' ' 
615-2532 (5~3)  I '  - Join our team 
... home every night. 
jobsearrowsa 
Leading compensation.. . \ 
1-877-700-5 
www.awolvtnn.portation.com 
NEED MONEY NOW? 
IF YOU HAVE EQUITY IN YOUR 
HOME, WE CAN HELP! CAN'T 
IT, BANK SAYS NO! CALL RICK ' 
PROVE INCOME, SLOW CRED- 
AT RICK GRAVES & ASSO- 
CIATES. 1-604-306-0891. I 
GET BACK ON TRACK1 Bad 
Credit? Bills? Unemployed? 
Need Money? We Lend!! If you 
own your own home-you quali- 
www.pioneerwest.com Member 
of the Better Business Bureau. 
fy. 1-877-987-1 420. 
pointment. References requid. 
SPACIOUS 2 bedroom unit 
available March 1/06. Walking 
distance to downtown. Working 
250-635-61 22 (7N) e 
THREE BEDROOM Southsidb 
duplei. F/S, W/D hookup, elec- 
mo plus damage. Refenmces m- 
tric heat, NF, clean, quiet. $!%Of I ,  
SEAPORT LIMOUSINE LTD. 
~ PA~SENGER AND EXPRESS SERVICE 
Daily scheduled bus service from Stewart (?to 
Terrace and return, and all points in between. Pick- 
up and delivery" of goods in Terrace, C.O.D. and 
courier service. 
PETER'S BROS, PAVING UD. has positions open for: 
2. ~ C e d P a V i n g P ~ n e l  
1. Cmshuclion Supan'ntendent 
3. Tn~kDriverr 
4. Crushing Personnel 
\ 
P.O. Box 21 7, Stewart, B.C. 
Terrace Depot: 635-7676 
Ph: 636-2622 FAX: 636-2633 
q u l d .  250-638-1691 (5m) . 
W V J  BEDROOM duplex, In Above average pay packa e, excellent bonus program, 
above average bonefit and i RSP program. Relocation not 
necessary. Phone enquiries are welcome. Please call us at 
(250) 492-2626 or fax resumes to (250) 493-4464. 
71 6 Okana an Avenue, East 
Penticton, ~ k .  
V2A 3K4 
'. Th~rnhlll. F/s included. N/p. ~ 
$375 For 1-2 rwrsonsonlv. Se- COPPER MOUNTAIN EXTERI- 
ORS. We supply and install 5" 
continuous gutters, also vinyl 
siding. suffits and fascia. 250- 
631-2910 (6p3) 
curity deposit required: Call 
I i 250-635-4139 15D31 
IThe quality shows in every hove we make!l 
HALL RENTALS. Terrace Kin ' hl 
Hut, Capacity 120-180, kltch- 
en and bar. Ideal for weddings, 
anniversaries, reunions. Day 
and evening rates.,. 250-635- 
7777 email klnsmen9osg.net. 
Bartending Services availat 
~~ ~ 
3 BEDROOMS $299. (Not in- 
cluding ceilings & trim) quality 
work. Excellent references. 15 
years experience, seniors dis- 
count, free estimates. Call 250- 
SMART PAINTING Experienced 
painting contractor will paint. 
Winter interior, residential and 
commercial painting. 10% paint 
discount from supplier. Seniors 
15% labor discount. Profession- 
al quality work. Reasonable 
rates. Free estimates. Referenc- 
es available. Call Karl. 250-61 5- 
quire an additional full time Pro- 0199 (3P3) 
duct Advisor and PartdService 
tive Persons enjoy a high paced MOVING? Long 'hauls or short 
workenvironment are team Play- destinations. Household furni- 
ers. The successful candidates 
will be focused on customer 
service and have good organi- 
zational skills. If your long term 
goal involves the automotive in- 
dustry this position is for you. 
Submit resume to : GlacierToyo- 
ta Attn: Scott Olesiuk Box 3220 
Smithers VOJ 2N0 847-9302 
(6~3)  
SOUS CHEF wanted for fishing 
lodge. Seasonal, starts April 1. 
Wage negotiable. Send resume 
to EO. Box 982, Terrace B.C. 
V8G 4R2 or fax to 250-638- 
0021 (6p3) 
WAN1ED:EXPERIENCED 
Class 1 Log Truck Drivers for 
work in VanderhooflPrince 
George area. Fax current driv- 
er's abstract and resume to 
250-567-3091 or call Jane at 1- 
638-1 935 (5p3) I 
' Attention: Manager 
4501 Lakelse Avenue, Terrace 
a m  TOTEM FURNITURE 8t APPLlAMCES Advisor. These energetic, b-
877-567-3122. (6p3) 
You enjoy working with people and are dedicated 
to top quality service. You are a self-starter with 
good communication skills, computer knowledge, 
and experience in furnitdre sales will be an asset. 
PieCrJe apply in perron with mume: 
!,. ture only. Call 635-7177 or 1- 
800-638-0530. Guaranteed low- 
est rates. fctfnl 
A NEW 2 bedroom apartment 
suite 2 floors, very clean & qui- 
et area. Has covered parking, 
comes with fridge, stove, wash- 
er and dryer. No pets please!! 
Available immediately. Phone 
250- 638-1 902 (7 3) r 
' Unfurnished and partially furnishec 
apk. Bachelor units,one bedroom 
and two bedroom. Beside 
swimming pool. One of the best 
maintained apts. in town. No pets. 
REFERENCES REQUIRED. 
Please phone cell: 
~6157W or 6353475 
Employee Benefit Bmkw 
250-635-6095 Fax 250-63545?2 
NoMEMBERwIPRMuiRm :, Position could turn into Full-Time. 
You are a self-starter with good communication skills. 
Computer knowledge, experience with a variety of 
software and operating systems would be an asset.You 
should be highly motivated and a quick learner. Please 
apply in person with resume: Attention ~ Manager: 
deposit. Available immediatGy. 
250-615-6346 (7p3) 
SOUTHsI* 3 bedroom housb, 
1 bath, WG, utilities extra. $600/ 
mo. $300 damagedeposit.Avai1- 
able immediately. 250-61 5- 
6346. (7p3) 
THORNHILLPbedroom. 1 bath- 
room, electric heat, utilities ex- 
tra. Available immediately. $350 - $44oo/mo. 1/2 mo."damaae dei 
p i t .  250-81 5-6346 (7p3 j . 
~ THREE BEDROOM house lo- 
cated at 4509 Greig Ave. Hard- 
wood floor in living room. Elec- 
tric heat. Fridge, stove, washer, ~ 
dryer $600mo. Call 250-638- 
8639 (5P3) , 
2 BEDROOM trailer plus den in 
upper Thornhill. Sunken living- 
room, fridge/stove, w/d hook- 
ups. Storage room, shed and 
covered balcony, on large lot. 
. Newly painted. $650/mo plus 
utilities." Available February 15. 
Call 250-638-0355 (6p3) 
FOR RENT 2 bedroom and 
three bedroom trailers. $350 
and $450. Located Kalum Trail- 
er Park. Phone 250-638-7903 
J6p3) 
rooms, new laminate flooring, F/ 
S, WID, on 10 acres in Jackpine. 
Storage shed, N/S, outside pets. 
$6W/mo. 250-638-0052 071x3) 
LIKE NON '94 MRI. 2 bed- 
I BEDROOM. Separate living 
room and bathroom and stor- 
age. Pets n,egotiable. Close to 
town, includes cable, internet 
and utilities. $375/mo 250-638- 
1009 or 250-635-9406 (6p3) 
1800 SQ FT townhouses, 3 bed- 
room, energy efficient, excellent 
condition, beside schools and 
hospital. Available March 1st 
$650/month. 250-635-9467 
4 
fgDROOM 1 1/2 bath on Moll: I 
tor St.Terrace. F/S, blinds includ- 
ed, N/G heat, no pets please. 
Security deposit and referenc- 
es required. Bills not Included. 
$650/month 250-639-0309 250- 
3 BEDROOM Townhouse close 
to downtown. f/s,w/d. No pets. 
$650/month. Available Feb. 
1/06. 250-635-0679 or 250- 
b, 632-2261 (7~3) ' 
I - _.. . 635-0479(6@) 
MODERN TOWNHOUSE. 2 ex- 
tra large bedrooms with huge 
closets, small office computer 
area, gourmet kitchen with lots 
of cupboards, pantry, 2 bath- 
rooms, 3 &pliances, washer/ 
dryer hookup, full crawlspace 
storage.Very clean and efficient 
to heat. $750 250-638-0661 
(5p3) 
WH3TESAlL 
TOWNHOMES 
FM W / m  (non-mnomtd) 
Ail units om 3 bvds w/bat. 
In-suite laundry available, anall pet OIL 
2 b a d d 3  bedroom w/2 bath 
From $422/m (dmuntr ovoilable) 
Call L a y  @ 250 632-441 1 
4,500 SQ. Ft. warehouse for 
rent. Reasonable rent. Phone 
250-635-7602 (45CTFN) 
Shuswap Lakeview, 160 acr- 
es above Magna Bay, old farm 
homestead site. Creeks, ponds, 
private road, quiet, secluded. 
$336,000. 
WANTED W I U  be in Terrace on 
March 7-1 3 to buy a home with 
acreage. Renting also an option 
if set up for horses. Mike and An- 
gela 250-546-6780 (7~3)  
j250) 955-2501 
1 180 sq. 6., 3 bedrooms, 1 bath, sunken living room, 
family room, 1 /2 basement. Completely renovated bathroom, 
deck, new laminate, carpet, lino, paint, doors (int/ext), 
electric fireplace (new), W/D (new), F/S, large fenced yard 
(double lot), fruit trees, near school/park/hospital. 
Move-in ready! $124,900.00 
(250) 635-2589 
View,pko!os: www.mo1itorhow.e. 
Bench Location 4829 Walsh Ave. 
*4 Bedrooms e7344 Sq. Ft. 
*2 Fireplaces 02 Full baths 
*2 Fireplaces *3Bedrooms = 
.Ret. Room *2 Bathrooms 
*Large Sundeck *Sundeck over carport 
*Double Carport *Fenced yard *Recreation Room 
$1 39,900 $1 49,900 
Wild Duck Motel 5455 Farko Road 
& RV Bark 
05 motel rooms a23 RV sites 
6 0  & 30 amp *SXS duplex 
4400  sq.ft. owners accom. 
TURN-KEY OPERATION! pasture 
e51.9 acres close to town 
*1500 sq. ft. house 
*3 bdrms, 2 baths 
*Old timer and 
$650,000 $450,800 
INVESTMENT OPPQRTUMIITY 
FOR SALE BY OWNER 
One Black from Kiti K'Shan 4606 Graham Ave. 
Newly renovated. Upstairs - 3 bedrooms, 2 bathrooms, new car. 
pets, laminate, ceramic tile entry, fireplace, 2 decks, six applianc- 
es, paved driveway. Rent out bright, above ground 2 bedroom 
basement suite. Lot size - 50'x157'. Ready to move in. 
$1 49,800 
Call 1-250-849-3463 evenings 
Your ppivate Sale Solution 
Looking tm sell 
your pmpertier ? 
(Call us first! 
www.PmpmlyGuyr.com 
Call A n d m  at 
250.632.23 1 8 or 
1.866.348.7253 
14'x70' 1978 3 bedroom mobile 
home on large lot in quiet park. 
12'x24' addition. 5 appliances, 
N/G heat, VGC. Moving, must 
sell. Asking $17.000 OBO. For 
appointment to view call 250- 
1971 12 X 62 mobile home in 
Pine Park. New furnace, hot wa- 
ter tank and wid, newer siding, 
carpet, painting throughout, new 
storage shed. Asking $8,900.00 ' 
obo. 250-798-951 1 (6ctfn) 
2 BEDROOM, 2 full bath trail- 
er with new addition, sunken 
living room with fireplace, dou- 
ble glazed vinyl windows, win- 
ter roof, skylights, 4 applianc- 
es. Only 12 years old. Asking 
O $38,,500 250-638-1 935 or 250- 
635-9609 (7~3)  
R Q L A R R R  IC;nQ\ 
""";7""" ,.y", 
Used Equipment 
$30,000.00 or less 
1981 John Deere 450C Dozer - $1 6,250.00 
1977 John Deere 550C Dozer - $1 9,700.00 
1987 John Deere 850B Dozer - $29,500.00 
1993 John Deere 490E Excavator - $29,900.00 
1995 Komatsu PC220 Excavator - $29,900.00 
1979 Michigan 125 Wheel Loader - $1 9,900.00 
1994 Kornatsu PC330 Heel & Grapple - $28,000.00 
1990 Barko 475 Log Loader - $28,125.00 
C 
' 
1990 Linkbelt LS4300 Delimber - $28,125.00 
Call Curt or Brent at (250) 562-1151 
or 1-888-419-2288 
1972 ELCAMINO, cowl induc- : 
tion hood, 4 year old paint, 
stripe's, Corvette Rally's, 350 
auto. $7,500 firm. 604-504-321 1 , I  
or 604-852-131 1. *7. ** 
- 
1 
1990 FORD F150, 4x4, super , f  
cab, canopy, auto, loaded, *. 
180,000 krns. one owner. asking 1: 
1995 NISSAN Pathfinder. SW6, -* 
FWD, 4~4,137,300 km, sunroof, 5 
CC/AC, heated leather seats. 5 
$3,500.00 250-632-481 0 (5p3) 
$1 0,000.250-638-7777 (5~3)  bd 
The prestigious Motor Trend Car of the Year Award recognizes the 
model year's most significant new car development. This year's 
winner: the 2006 Honda Civic Si, Coupe, Sedan and Hybrid. All four 
models topped the largest ever field in the award's 57 year history. 
"Honda desewes a standing ovation.. . With the sizzling Si, a 
sleek coupe, an elegant sedan, and a Hybrid that averages 50 
miles per gallon, each model shines through with what Motor 
Trend looks for when crowning Car of the Year." 
Motor Trend magazine. OecsmbermOS 
2006 CIVIC COUPE -4 ' c 
' 
~ ' 
More style. performance and fun. Ttme to 
get more Civic. StattingfmmS18.m 
28106 CIVIC SEDAN 
Get more, with the revolutionary redesign of 
Canada's favourife.' StrrtingfmmSl8ZO!i' 
. . .  
Car of theyear 
(250)638-8171 4534 Keith Ave. . 
DL# 9662 1-800-665-1 990 
Purchase prices based on 2006 CMc Sedan, model FA1526M; CMc Coupe. model FG1126E; CMc Si, model FG2156.J; Hybrid, model W626E. YMSRP includes freight and P.D.E. of S i  ,225.00. 
Taxes extra. Osee dealer for 2006 EnerGuide or visit vehicles.gc.ca. 'As reported by Cdn. manufacturers for calendar Year 2005. IV is i t  safercar.gov for details. #Visit ihhs.org for 
.M-:I.. at,.-.- 1-4 L.--.~.. ....ir..i-*:nr- .-o-..* P A C  1 9 9 ~ n  __-_-.a ...__ .".. :--a n..-.... nnni 
\ 1 i . 
.. . I  - . .  . . . . . . - .. . .  . a ‘ .. . .. . // 
I ne ierrace sranaara, weanesaay, PeDruary I 3, zuuo - BY 
This contract is located In the Skeena and NassTlmber Supply Areas wlthin theTenace 
Field Team Area. 
Viewing 01 thls sne prior to submitting a bid in not mandatory. 
The successful Contractor must meel the eligibility requirements as outlined in the 
Condnions 01 Tender, Tenders must be submmed In accordance with the :emis and 
Eonditioiis specified 111 the lender packnge. The lowest priced or any tender will not 
necessnnly be’accepted. Contract Award is sublect to funding being avniinble at the 
0 
1993 GMC Sierra V8 4x4, ext. 
cab, automatic, short box, cano- 
py, N C ,  well maintained. Excel- 
lent running condition. $5,000 
1995 F150 4x4 with canopy. 5 
250-615-5516 ( 6 ~ 3 )  
* Bad Credit? 
No Problem! 
You Work, You Drive! 
“0” Down 0.a.c. 
speed, 5 L, 151,000 km. $8,000 time * 
250-638-8393 (7pl) 
77 DODGE pickup with Camper. 
1-800-961 -7022 C/D Dlaver, aood soeakers. ex- 638-5135. 
The pariiculars may be obtained from the receptionist at (250) 638-5100 of at the above 
address. An electronic venion of thls notice and par(icuiaf8 pckage Is available on 
ec Bid. For lield enquires only. contact Trevor Shannon, Forest Techskian at (250) www*DreamTeamAuto‘com 
~~ 
cellent conchon. 31,800 OB0 I 
1987 GMC 5500 18’ Truck Van. 
A/ \  A 
I &-Nacho truck. Wired shop. , 
Strong 350. In excellent running 
condition. $4,200. 250-635- 
1 150’ (5p3) NO BrdCWlt  + N e W l t  
Brnlrmpt PROBLEM! ! The War Amps pays tribute to 
@W 
To me a llrtlnp 01 our Canadian Milllaw 1 18661769-1 51 0) H~z.z;E~~sz;~~;~; ~ 
I , ~ l l l l q  1-800-250-3030. 
@ Black Press lapply online now1 
Approved! 
AUTO FINANCING 
lndusby‘s lowest rates, same day apponi. c 
I I Y W  fUU# u1uw..1uu uu 1..7 
Sport Hatchback 
I 
8 GFX Package Sport Package . 
SAVE-.- 
bQ Ford F350 4x4 lDiese@40,995 
Lariat wlMoonroof, Crew Cab, 45k 
03 Ford F350 4x4 Die~eI-35~995 
XLT Trim Long Box, Crew Cab, 55 km 
03 Ford F150 66SUPER,CREW” $29,995 
Lariat. Ultimate Load. 43 k ~ -Subaru WRX %TI” 
$32,995 
25k. 3OOHp Turbo 
M Mazda RX-8 GT 1 
Only 20k. Leather. Bose Audio, M. R. 
USVolkswa en Jetta $1 9,495 
sunroof, HeatJSeats, co. speed 
0s Volkswagen Passat $1 9,995 
GLS, 1.87; Leather 
0s Mazda Protege “W 5,995 
Auto, Leather, Moonroof 
0s Mazda Protege “5” 
*I 0,495 
Auto 
9~7 Wolkswagen Jetta 
Wolfsbem Edition. Sunroof. AIC, PWR/W, C N h  
0s Subaru Outback 
Auto, Heated Seats, 18k 
03 Subaru Outback 
Auto, Fully Loaded 
08 Subaru Forester ‘I.’ 
Auto, 125k 
Auto, Fully Loaded, 48k 
0Z Subaru Forester A W D e ’ I  8,995 
*I 9,995 AC, Auto, P/W/L, 75k 0Z Mazda Tribyte u< AWD 
3.0L, V6, AC, Cruise, 25k 
0 I  Subaru Forester ‘S’ 
5 Speed, Heated Seats, 78k 
0 I  Mazda Tribute LX A W D e ’ I  6,495 
V6, AC, CD, Cruise 
db Subaru Outback A.W.D. $1 8,995 
Only 75k 
99 Subaru Forester S’ 
Auto 
98 Jeep Cherokee Sport 
Auto, AC 
98 Subaru Forester ‘L’ 
Auto, 123k 
97 GMC Safari 
0Z Subaru Forester IS’ “21,495 
$1 9,495 
$9,495 
$9,995 
59,995 
$6,995 
Highway 16E. Terrace 0 DL#7041 
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Bluebacks triu 
Swimmers awarded a medal s 
BY Williams ripped through 
the water and notched solid 
first place times in all their 
' meets here last month. Williams won gold in the 
, The Northwest Regional 11- . to 12-year-old men's 
C h y p s  meet saw several category. 
youth rocket through the wa- In the 1 1 - to, 12-year-old 
ter for top three spots in the women's category, Blue- 
Standings while the develop- backs swept the medals 
ment swimmers scored the for individual scores with 
highest percentage of best Comerford grabbing gold, 
times among the clubs. lone Wolfe snaring silver 
1 Dakota Algor finished and Brandy Bailey bagging 
first or second in all her bronze. 
Andrea Comerford, and the 
Blueback relay teams. 14-year-old women. 
Provincial swimmers AI- 
lison Knoedler and Brandon 
MARGARET SPEIRS 
LOCAL swimmers hoisted 
their medals high at two events. 
I ' heats as did Alastair Beddie, Algor took silver for top- 
ping the scores aniong i 3- to 
Knoedler garnered gold 
among wonien I5 and over. 
~ 'Sports I f  I Scope, 
. -  
.I r, > ' .  
ees host playoffs 
season of challenging 'games, the Terrace 
Pizza Hut AA Peewees are mounting a comeback when they 
host the 2006 Peewee zone playoffs Feb. I8 and 19. 
Peewee rep manager Edward Gray says the team has a 
long road ahead as they battle Skeena Valley league champs 
Smithers and arch rival Kitimat. 
Despite losing all six games this season, the squad has 
steadily shown improvement and slammed Kitimat 8-2 in 
their last meeting. 
Coach Don Leblond believes his team's performance is 
peaking and will carq through the playoffs. 
Fans are invited to come watch some riveting action on 
the ice this weekend. 
Our local boys play Kitimat at 8 a.m. Saturday then return 
to take on Smithers at 2:15 .p.m. The championship game 
goes at 11 :45 a.m. Sunday. 
1 .  
Coach"a team to'victory 
POTENTIAL COACHES eager to lead a boys or girls U - z  
to U-18 rep team can now apply to the Terrace Youth Soccer 
Association. c. 
For more details or to apply, conntact Don Coburn at 635- 
5427 or dcoburn@telus.net before March 4. 
Score Board 
Snow Valley Open results 
Sports Menu 
"- 
Februaryill7 and 18 
Skeena Junior Secondary hosts the Grade 8 girls basket- 
ball zones. 
Febru-ary 18 
B.C. Seniors Games Zone 10 holds its first meeting of the 
year at 1:30 p.m. at the Happy Gang Centre. New members 
are welcome. This year's Games will be held in Abbotsford 
Aug. 23 to 26. For more info, call Betty 635-3352. 
81 February 18 and 19 
The AA Peewees host the Peewee zone playoffs at the 
arena. Come out to support the team battle arch rival Kitimat 
at 8 a.m. Saturday and league champ Smithers at 2:15 p.m. 
The championship game plays at 11:45 a.m. Sunday. 
February 18 and 19 
. Atoms house hockey playoffs start with a round robin. 
February 19 
Terrace Drag Race Association holds a general meeting 
at 11 a.m. in the conference room at the Bear Country Inn to 
plan the upcoming season. 
2006 
mph over competition 
weer; and nearly perfect set of personal . ,I bests' 
Development swimmers 
scored 89.8 per cent best 
times over the BV Otters 
83.8 per cent, Masset Eagles 
78.4 per cent, Prince Rupert 
71.4 per cent and Kitimat 
Marlins 61.1 per cent. 
All those who com- 
peted sliced through the 
pool with ease for per- 
sonal bests in nearly ev- 
ery heat. 
Tops in the pool were 
Browyn Behm, Marlee 
Benzer, Heather Cook, 
Luke Derow, Morgen De- 
VOS~, Roxana Diaz Cabal- 
lero, Courtney Domoney, 
Laura Frederickson, Na- 
than Hart, Angie Johnson, 
Patrick Kurek, Jordan 
Lange, Graeme Linton, 
Gabrielle Metzmeier, 
Theodor Metzmeier, 'ar- DAKOTA ALGOR gets a piggybaclf, from Blueback 
On Seaton Hannah teammate Allison Knoedler at the Northwest Regional 
Tabert. Champs swim meet. I MARGARET SPEIRS PHOTO 
To place your 
Community Classified ('1 I 
* call this newspaper or 
$011 free 1-866-669-9222 
classif iedsQbccommunitynews.com 
k.communityclassif iedsxa ' 
, >  
MILLION READERS NATION-WIDE FOR $1,666 
refund after June 1 st. 
Fri. Mar. 3rd 6:3@9pm 
Sat. Mar. 4th loam-2pm 
LIGIBE: Girls & Bo 
Born: 1988 to 2000 
Fees: 1996 to 2000 $70 
1988 to 1995 $80 
I 
0 
REACH 2.5 MILLION BC & YUKON READERS FORS395 OR 11 
BUSINESS 
OPPORTUNITIES 
O W N  Y O U R  O W N  
STORETCountry Depot, 
Truevalue Hardware, 
V&S department stores"- 
new & existing locations. 
No franchise fees - earn 
dividends. Call TruServ 
Canada today - 1-800- 
665-5085 www.truserv.ca. 
A 1  F R A N C H I S E  
n a t u r a l  l a w n  care.  
High tech system, low 
investment, great lifesjrle. 
Call toll-f ree 1-866-239- 
4056, www.turflogic.ca. 
WORK AT HOME ONLINE. 
3 6  p e o p l e  n e e d e d  
immediately. Earn a 
part- or full-time income. 
A p p l y  f r e e  o n l i n e  
a n d  g e t  s t a r t e d !  
- http://w.wfhbc.com- 
NEED-A-PHONE Inc. 
1 $19.95/ f i rs t  month.  
Reconnection with no 
credit check, no one 
refused. Toll-free at 
1-866-444-381 5.' Email: 
need-a-phone@telus.net. 
Web visit Nee&A-Ptme.m. 
______- Fax 1-866-444-7654. 
A JOB AT HOME on 
your computer. Average 
i n c o m e :  $ 4 9 3 . 5 1  
w e e k l y ;  C o d e  A 1  
-.My HomePCJob.com 
GREAT CANADIAN 
D O L L A R  S T O R E  
franchise opportunities. 
With stores from coast 
to coast, we've been 
I' W o r ki ng Tog ether for 
Success"@ since 1993. 
C a l l  u s  t o d a y  
www.dollarstores.com. __ 
CAREER TRAINING - 
YOUR LIFE STARTS 
HERE! Jump start your 
career with CDI College 
& graduate in months - 
not years! Business, 
technology, health care & 
much more. We have 
locations throughout 
Canada & c l a s s e s  
are starting all the time! 
Call today toll-free 1-800- 
OPPORTUNITY - 100% 
1 - 8 7 7 - 3 8 8 - 0 1  2 3 ;  
561 -1 317. 
B E C O M E  A ' H O M E  
S T A G E R  w i t h  o u r  
d i s tance  educa t ion  
course. You get fu l l  
staging and business 
training, with personal 
i n s t r u c t i o n  f r o m  
profess ionals .  Free est.ca. Salary negotiable- &y, auctioneers. Cali S o u t h w e s t e r n ; online for over 400 
brochure. 1-800-559-7632. c 0 m p e t i t i V e 1 - 8 0 0 - 2 6 6 - 2 8 0 7 www.crowsnestpassreale worldwide properties -- 
www.qcdesignschool.com b e n e f i t s p a c k a g e , www.vdccanada.com. state.com. 403-627-8200. www.holidaygroup.com/bcn 
NEED A CARror truck? 
Good credit, bad credit. 
Want a Visa? #1 success 
rate. Delivery in BC. 
www.drivehomenow.com 
or 888-501 -1 148.' - 
EDUCATION 
A N E W  C A R E E R ?  
T r a i n  t o  b e  a n  
ApartmentKondominium 
Manager.' Many jobs! Job 
placement assistance. 
All areas. Government 
registered program. 
lnformationlbrochure: 
665-8339. w.RMTl.ca. I '  
EMPLOYMENT 
OPPORTUNITIES 
2ND YEAR, 3RD YEAR, 
Journeyman Welders 
required for major oilfield 
fabrication shop, Nisku, 
Alberta. Journeyman shop 
rate $27/hour t bonus. 
Fax 780-955-2780. Phone 
780-955-7433. Email: 
safety@ mastco.ab.ca. 
Super special: only $25 
for 1st month t hook up. 
Get reconnected with 
Easy Reconnect. We've 
been saving customers 
money for years. Call 
CHEAPER THAN a bald 
man's haircut! First month 
of phone service only 
$24.95 t connection fee! 
Fast connections! Phone 
Factory Reconnect. Toll 
free 1-877-336-2274; 
=phonefactory.ca. 
PARTS MANAGER 
REQUIRED for central 
\Alberta Ford dealership. 
Team player with 
excellent communications 
and organizational skills. 
Competitive wages and 
benefits. Fax resume: 
Attention: Lyle, Swallow 
Ford Sales Ltd., Stettler, 
403-742-1 544 or email: 
- info8swallowford.com. 
ST. ALBERT GAZETTE 
requires an Assistant 
Edi tor .  App l i ca t i on  
deadline Feb. 21. Reply 
to: Sue Gawlak. Fax 
780-460-8220. Ernail: 
sgawlak 8 stalbert.greatw 
. ,  
604-681-5456 / 1-800- 
. -  
PHONE DISCONNECTED? 
- 1-877-446-5877. 
EMPLOYMENT 
OPPORTUNITIES 
CLASS 1 DRIVERS: Earn 
40 centdmile single; earn 
56 centdmile team. O/Os 
, average over $1.55/mile. 
We offer: long lane 
freight, instant benefits 
package, spacious condo 
trucks, super home time, 
flexible dispatch. Call 
2 0 4 - 9 9 9 - 6 2 3 0  o r  
8 7 7 - 6 9 4 - 6 9 9 2 .  
FINANCIAL SERVICES 
D E B T  S T R E S S ?  
Consolidate & lower 
payments by 30-40%. 
End those phone calls 
& the worry. Avoid 
bankruptcy. Contact 
us f o r  a N o - C o s t  
Consultation. Online: 
www.mydebtsolution.com 
or  To l l -F ree  !-877- 
HEY JUDE! Your mortgage 
for a song! Quick cash, 
equity? Self-employed, 
s o c i a l  a s s i s t a n c e ,  
pensioners welcome. 
C a l l  Jude  McLean,  
Mortgage Consultant, 
Paragon-Verico Inc. 
FOR gALE MISC. 
REACH BEYOND your 
community! Place a 
25-word classified in 105 
BC & Yukon newspapers 
for only $395. Call this 
newspaper for details, or 
phone 1-866-669-9222. 
SAWMILLS from only 
$3,495.00 - Convert 
your logs to valuable 
lumber with your own 
Norwood portable band 
sawmill. Log skidders 
a l s o  a v a i l a b l e .  
w.nonrvoodindusties.com - free information: 1-800- 
566-6899 ext4OOQT. 
BRAND NEW PC! 
Everyone's approved!* 
Get a fully loaded MDG 
computer with an Intel P4 
3Ghz from 99 centdday. 
includes everything you 
need: 512MB RAM, 17" 
LCD flat panel, Windows 
XP & much more. Plus 
free 256MB MP3 player 
& free* photo printer 
for first 500 callers 
(*call for conditions) 
CLOTHING RETURNS 
from major Canadian 
retailers - for sale - 
pallet or truckload sales. 
Great for thrift / 
consignment stores, 
liauidators. flea markets. 
556-3500. 
1-866-425-7650. 
E---- .a. 
--__-i__- 
1-800-236-2504. 
FOR SALE MISC. 
NEED A COMPUTER? 
Don't have cash? 100% 
financed! Poor credit 
accepted! Fast delivery! 
Money back guarantee! 
Free digital Camcorder! 
(100 available). Call now 
toll-free 1-866-841 -7669. 
www.canadiancomputer 
financing.com. 
BCPHONERECCXJNrn 
- Free voicemail. No 
refusals, no credit check. 
Tembo Telecom toll free 
1-877-468-3626. Sign-up 
online and save $20; 
www.tembo.ca. 
HELP WANTED - 
OLYMEL, Red Deer, 
Alberta's largest employer 
is now hiring food 
processing workers. 
Starting salary $10.55/hr 
plus premiums and earn 
as much as $17.85/hr; 
extended health & dental 
after 3 months; free bus 
service within the city; no 
experience required. 
Please send your resume 
to: OLYMEL Human 
Resources 7550 - 40th 
Avenue, Red Deer, 
Alberta T4N 6R7, 
' Fax: (403) 309-7547, 
apply Q olyrnel.com, 
www.olymel.com. 
EXPERIENCED MEAT 
C U T T E R  r e q u i r e d  
immediately - up to 
$20/hr, a comprehensive 
benefit package and 
opportunities across 
Alberta. Fax resume to 
(780) 624-1349 or email 
I brec h t tjI freson.com. 
PERSONALS.. __.. 
CANADA'S TOP PSYCHIC§ 
... Are you ready to 
believe in psychics again? 
Call now; you won't be 
disappointed! 1-900-451 - 
7070. $2.95/min. 18+ 
L I F E M A T E S  t h e  
relationship people. 
Single? Meet your mate, 
g u a r a n t e e d !  C a l l  
Canada's largest and 
leading relationship 
company today at: 
o r  v i s i t  u s  a t  
www.lifematescanada.com. 
REAL ESTATE 
WATERTON NATIONAL 
PARK, 114 Waterton Ave. 
Commercial (1200 sq. ft.) 
and residential (720 sq. 
ft.) leasehold opportunity 
$395,000. MLS. Peter 
Maloff, Broker, Re/Max 
-- 
____ -___I 
- - -- 
1 -888-54MATES (62837) 
--- REAL ESTATE 
LIVE THE GOOD life in 
Nova Scotia's beautful' 
Annapolis Valley. Warmer 
weather, great gardening 
and, nearby Acadial 
University. Free package: 
www.liveinnovascotia.com. 
1 -888-865:4647. Email: 
mail@ kingsced.ns.ca. 
RECREATIONAL 
- VEHICLES 
OVER 200 NEW & used 
motorhomes, d iesel  
pushers, 5th wheels, 
trailers, vans, campers. 
Total RV Centre. Special 
RV financing. Since 
1984. Voyager RV - 
Hwy 97, Winfield, BC. 
--- www.voyagerRV.ca. 
SERVICES 
CRIMINAL RECORD? 
Canadian pardon seals 
record. U.S. waiver 
permits legal American 
e n t r y .  W h y  r i s k  
employment, licensing, 
travel, arrest, deportation, 
property confiscation? 
C a n a d i a n  - U . S .  
Immigration specialists. 
-.-I STEEL BUILDINGS 
F U T U R E  S T E E L  
BUILDINGS - durable, 
d e p e n d a b l e ,  
pre-engineered, all-steel 
structures. Custom-made 
to suit your needs and 
requirements. Factory 
direct affordable prices. 
Call 1-800-668-8653 ext. 
536for free brochure. 
BUILDING SALE! - "Beat 
next increase I' 2 0 x 2 6 
now $3600.25~30 $4900. 
30x40 $7900. 40x60 
$12,990. Extensive range 
of sizes and models. 
E n d s / a c c e s s o r i e s  
o p t i o n a l .  P i o n e e r  
TRAVEL 
Sell-buy-rent-exchange. 
World's largest timeshare 
resale broker. Stroman 
Realty - since 1979. 
Worldwide selection 
of resort properties. 
Call today toll-free 
_- 
1 - 8 0 0 - 6 6 8 - 1  4 4 7 .  
- 1-800-347-2540. -  
1-800-668-5422. 
______ 
TIMESHARE RESALES - 
1-800-201-0864 
TIMESHARE RESALES - 
60-80% off retail! Best 
resorts and seasons! 
Call for free catalogue! 
1-800-597-9347. Browse 
